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Question #1 asked how important are parks and recreation in Ann Arbor to quality of 
life? 

How important are parks and recreation in Ann Arbor to your quality of life? 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

Not at all important 1.0% 10 
Somewhat important 10.3% 105 
Extremely important 88.5% 904 
Not applicable 0.3% 3 

answered question 1022 
skipped question 12 
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Question #2 asked in which recreation activities or programs do the respondent or 
family members regularly participate? 

In which recreation activities or programs do you or members of your 
family regularly participate (i.e. more than 5 times per season)? Please 
keep in mind spring, summer, fall and winter activities. 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

Baseball 8.7% 90 
Basketball 8.3% 86 
Bicycling on unpaved trails (mountain 
bicycling) 28.2% 291 

Bicycling on paved trails or roads 60.7% 626 
Canoeing 31.9% 329 
Dance 6.0% 62 
Day Camp 8.8% 91 
Dirt Biking/Jump Courses 4.4% 45 
Disc Golf 9.0% 93 
Exercise Classes 14.8% 153 
Exercise with Dog 29.1% 300 
Fishing 8.7% 90 
Football 2.7% 28 
Foot Golf 1.5% 15 
Golfing 11.3% 117 
Hiking/Walking 79.0% 814 
Hockey 8.1% 83 
Ice Skating 18.2% 188 
Kayaking 31.9% 329 
Martial Arts 2.2% 23 
Nature Appreciation (birding, wildlife 
observation, etc.) 54.3% 560 

Natural Area Stewardship 16.5% 170 
Pickle Ball 3.4% 35 
Picnicking 33.1% 341 
Playing on Playground Equipment 31.5% 325 
Rafting 4.2% 43 
Rowing 4.8% 50 
Running/Jogging 33.1% 341 
Roller Skating or Blading 4.5% 46 
Senior Programs 7.2% 74 
Shop at a Farmers Market 64.2% 662 
Skate-boarding 5.8% 60 
Skiing - Cross Country 21.2% 219 
Sledding 26.7% 275 
Soccer 15.6% 161 
Softball 6.8% 70 
Stand Up Paddleboard 7.2% 74 
Swimming 33.9% 349 
Tennis 11.5% 119 
Tubing 9.9% 102 



Ultimate Frisbee 5.2% 54 
Volleyball 4.7% 48 
Volunteering 13.3% 137 
Yoga 16.5% 170 
X-games 0.9% 9 
None 0.9% 9 
Other (add response below) 6.3% 65 
Are there other activities you regularly participate in that 
are not listed? 149 

answered question 1031 
skipped question 3 

 

 

Number Are there other activities you regularly participate in that are not listed? 

1 Meeting friends at green spaces and parks 

2 
Enjoying the park open landscapes while driving through them or next to them.  This is 
restorative and very important to me. 

3 downhill skiing.  There are a few hills in A2 that allow this (with enough snow) 
4 gardening - farming 
5 Model Airplane Flying 
6 photography 
7 Gardening 
8 Kickball 
9 Visiting the dog park 

10 Concerts 

11 
Would love to do Petanque - someone attending Burns Park Sr Center also wanted to help 
with doing this 

12 Snowshoeing and Fatbiking in the winter 
13 Snowshoeing 
14 Mountain Biking 
15 bicycling in the snow on our local loop. 
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16 Snow biking 
17 Theater in the park or concerts.  
18 Slackline 
19 Birding 
20 Mountain biking 
21 no 
22 Waterparks 
23 Art in the parks; contemplation 

24 
Procreating/ Experimenting with street drugs/ Sang  in front of a crowd for the 1st time/ 
Learned how to drive daddy's car/ Maybe this TMI??? 

25 Just sitting and enjoying the park :)) 
26 Scooter 
27 Watching skate-boarders 
28 enjoying views of open space 
29 Appreciation of parks as open green space in viewscape. 
30 would love to see a senior playground - they are starting to pop up around the country 
31 Farmers Market 
32 Walking 
33 commuter cycling 
34 Gardening at a Project Grow garden in the park 
35 travel on B2B trail across town to Ypsi and beyond. 
36 Reading books in the park; quiet sitting in the parks; meditation 
37 gardening 
38 Downhill skiing, winter fat biking, ice climbing, wakeboarding 
39 1 -Picking fruit @ Wurster Park. 2 - Attending Acoustic Jam Sessions at A2 Senior Center 
40 Foraging  
41 winter fatbiking 
42 Snowshoeing 
43 skywatching, stargazing,spectating softball,skateboarding 
44 Raising my children to enjoy nature, exercise and appreciate earth and the environment 
45 I use the rec center for exercise. 
46 Camping 
47 wallyball, badminton 
48 roller hockey, accessible sports disabilities 
49 Concerts and political events 
50 Badminton 
51 nature  photography 

52 
Sunday night jam session at Burns Park senior center (maybe that should go under "Senior 
Programs"; many are seniors, but not all of us) 

53 Chess 
54 off leash dog walking 
55 Just sitting on a bench in the fresh air and enjoying being outdoors. 
56 Concerts, Covered Structure Use, Organized Events 

57 
Sitting outside reading in green spaces within walking distance (lots of time--Ann Arbor needs 
this downtown!!--remember, readers are also shoppers/consumers; gardening 

58 Wildlife watching - deer and birds 
59 Snow Biking in the Winter 

60 
Community gatherings, both formal and informal, to discuss mutual concerns, enjoy live 
music, and get acquainted with one another! 

61 Water play with kids (splash pad, beach, etc) 
62 Project grow 



63 Playing, gardening, foraging 
64 Snowboarding, trail running  
65 Wet meadows, berms, community food gardens --no paving! 

66 
enjoying the animals in our parks (large and small land and water birds; woodchucks, deer 
families, etc.) 

67 walking! 
68 roller hockey!!  We need a rink in Ann Arbor!!!! 
69 Geocaching. 
70 Trail running and snowshoeing 
71 no 
72 snow shoe-ing 
73 Dog run 
74 Sailing, alpine skiing 
75 geocaching 
76 Geocaching 
77 Geocaching 
78 Music 
79 Winter mountain biking (fat biking), downhill skiing (yes there is some) 
80 snow shoeing 
81 Sitting and reading in parks.  Liberty Plaza, etc... 
82 Photography  
83 Outdoor Concerts (Liberty Plaza, West Park),  
84 walking 
85 Gardening 
86 Tennis 
87 Dog park 
88 Snowshoeing 
89 Sailing 
90 kayaking 

91 
Although I don't use them, our parks are vital to the health and happiness of our fellow 
citizens and add open spaces and beauty to our city. 

92 Park Water Features 
93 park usage analysis 
94 Butterflying 
95 We don't care for active "recreation." 
96 Gardening (Project Grow) 
97 foraging for wild foods 
98 picnic 
99 Walking 

100 birding 
101 meditation 
102 Walking, just walking 
103 I use the indoor facility 
104 sand box play, water play, animal viewing at science center 
105 ADA use of parks, accessible nature area pathways, Neighbor gatherings for social, political  
106 Play structure use 

107 
looking for a comfortable public place to sit down outside during a shopping expedition to 
Main Street 

108 Dog walking. 
109 sitting quietly, watching people, relaxing 
110 I object to the deer cull.  I will never again vote for a park millage. 



111 t-ball 
112 rock climbing 
113 Camping, gardening (you forgot to list Project Grow!) 
114 Supporting Allen's Creek Greenway Park Efforts 
115 acoustic jam session at the ann arbor senior center 
116 gardening - project grow 
117 political demonstrations 
118 Driving around looking at them  (my husband is 85 
119 Sit in a hammock between trees 
120 quiet contemplation 
121 watching the cascades at argo, sunbathing, kite flying 
122 Dog park 

123 
We also do yoga, swimming, and exercise classes, but we do these at the Y, not city 
facilities, so I wasn't sure if I should include them. 

124 Weight room at rec center and walking on track at rec center 
125 taking pictures in our parks! 
126 water garden maintenance and appreciation 
127 no------ but I feel we need this activites available for everyone 
128 Ann Arbor Civic Chorus 
129 Zumba 
130 Enjoying cool green shade 
131 enjoyment of community activities 
132 Reading, conversing in a natural public space/park 

133 

The survey is heavily loaded toward active recreation. What about the value of parks for our 
health and general welfare, as well as for wildlife habitat in the natural areas? Please give 
weighting to those factors in addition to the active use of our park land that are listed. 

134 Overnight camping, and safe places for homeless people 
135 Walking 
136 No 
137 walking, both in parks and in neighborhoods 
138 Sailing 
139 Arts and Crafts 
140 Snowshoeing 
141 Using the track at the MeriLou Murray Center all winter 

142 
Hiking/walking on unsaved trails. Why is it only for the bikes? More people enjoy off-road 
hiking but not much here that is safe from bikes running you down. 

143 Dog park! 
144 Docent @ Cobblestone, volunteer @ VA, UM/OLLI 
145 snowshoeing 
146 foraging for wild plants, learning medicinal plants 
147 Enjoying nature, birding, peaceful quietness and rest 
148 waffle making 
149 no 

 

 

 



Question #3 asked to rate the overall quality of Ann Arbor Parks staffed recreation 
facilities. 

 
Answer Options Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent Don't use 

facility 
Response 

Count 
Ann Arbor Senior Center 15 37 65 46 768 931 
Argo Canoe Livery 8 64 307 297 281 957 
Bryant Community Center 8 20 28 11 844 911 
Buhr Park Ice Arena 7 34 185 80 610 916 
Buhr Park Pool 9 36 154 97 615 911 
Cobblestone Farm 5 28 230 242 423 928 
Farmers Market 14 51 316 508 85 974 
Fuller Pool 6 36 181 136 555 914 
Gallup Canoe Livery 8 40 266 326 301 941 
Huron Hills Golf Course 10 23 91 93 696 913 
Kempf House 4 22 51 69 748 894 
Leslie Science and Nature 
Center 9 27 201 381 323 941 

Leslie Park Golf Course 5 12 56 102 723 898 
Mack Indoor Pool 12 62 115 55 662 906 
Northside Community Center 11 24 30 19 805 889 
Veterans Memorial Park Ice 
Arena 9 58 144 101 600 912 

Veterans Memorial Park Pool 13 50 143 117 582 905 
Do you have any comments about quality of specific recreation facilities? 212 

answered question 1007 
skipped question 27 
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Number Do you have any comments about quality of specific recreation facilities? 

1 The locker rooms of the pools get skanky kind of quickly. 
2 would love more single track mountain bike trails and paths.   

3 

Vets Park pool was closed several times due to contamination. All the pool/rink facilities have 
terrible snack/food options. Vending machines do not cut it. Very poor quality snack counters. 
This is Ann Arbor for Pete's sake! 

4 
I've only visited the hands on museum, public dirt jump and mountain bike trails, and planet 
rock. Your city is filled with smelly hipsters and hippies and liberals. 

5 Wish there was more outdoor swimming (rivers, lakes, etc). 

6 

Prices for both the canoe liveries seem very high to us and limits our use of those facilities. If 
we have friends in from town with kids, it can easily cost us over $100 to kayak together for 
an hour or two, which is all kids under about 10 years old last out there. Almost $40 for my 
son and I to go on a nice day, which is way too much in our opinion and leads to us doing 
something else.  

8 West Park is wonderful now.  Love the pond and all the wildflowers! 
9 The farmers market is too small and cramped. Difficult to navigate. 

10 all excellent! 

11 
Vets pool was not as clean this year, and there were too many water quality issues with the 
deep end closed a lot  

12 Gallop park playground is outdated 

13 
I wish membership at Cobblestone was easier to get; I sent a check to join a few years ago - 
guess they thought it was a contribution - no contact at all. 

14 None 
15 Gallup needs major updates. Playgrounds is old, outdated and small for such a big park 

16 
Both Mac Indoor and Vets Pool need changing room updates.  Direct pool access (not 
through changing rooms only) should be added.   

17 

I would like for there to be signs to keep dogs off of children's play sets. I have had to wait 
and not let my kids play on playgrounds because the dog owners were letting their dogs run 
up and down the slide. It seems to be happening more often where a playground is kids vs 
dogs/dog owners. I am saying this even as a dog owner. I think there may need to be more 
park options for dog owners just for the sake of my kids not having to be bombarded by frisky 
dogs while playing on a playground.  

18 Need more established mountain biking trails 
19 Designated trailheads for areas along trails/paths. 

20 
Olsen Park mountain bike trail is good but could you more regular maintenance.  It would be 
great to have other mountain bike trails marked/mapped in the City. 

21 
Now the lawn more and use weed killer. Engage the neighborhood to help edge and pull 
weeds once a year.  

22 Fuller Park Pool is a gem.  Staff are wonderful. 

23 
Need better bike paths at Gallup in the BtoB trail 
Resurface... 

24 

You didn't mention Bird Hills Park, where my wife and I like to walk. But what's going on with 
the flora there? It all seems eaten close to the ground. Is that the deer I've been seeing and 
reading about? It's NOT attractive! 

25 Need official mountain bike trails. 
27 Mack Pool could use improvements to facilitate swim team. 
28 Gallup park is a treasure 

29 
I only use Huron Hills for skiing. It would be nice to have some sort of facilities for a nice meal 
and relaxation after going out skiing. 

30 
I really like West Park Band Shell, it needs a bit of a touch up but the programs that utilize the 
space are wonderful.  

31 I would like outdoor skating to return. 



32 

I am always so grateful and amazed that these facilities are so well maintained, by such 
wonderful people. As the tax base increasing with rising property values, there will be some 
updating decisions that you will have to make in some of the parks. Working on the bicycle 
friendly community is also going to be paramount for the City. ( Montreal is a good example. ) 
Connecting the cycle commuter all over the county is also in the far sight of many of the 
residents that I encounter.  

33 Not at this time. 

34 

Golf courses should post signage reminding players to replace their divits, rake after 
themselves in sand traps, repair greens where balls make indentation. -Basic etiquette 
Huron Hills staff can be rigid and unaccommodating. Leslie staff is terrific.  

35 Most of the facilities are in good condition but they could all use some improving and updates.  

36 
The new B-Ball and Tennis courts at Hunt park are great, but it was too bad that they were 
closed all summer. 

38 Burns Park need grass cut more often 
39 Why isn't the Ann Arbor Skate Park listed here? 
40 Need more parking at argo 

41 
Parking is somewhat difficult in areas where the parks have no easily identifiable designated 
parking. 

42 
The Farmers Market is not easily accessible. I like the evening hours, but not many vendors 
participate. 

43 

The Argo canoe livery has been very disappointing. While the number of staff was increased 
this year, we usually find broken glass and other trash along the water and path when we go 
down there. Also the amount of traffic is WAY too much for that space - too many cars, too 
many pedestrians, too many boats, too many tubes - its usage far surpasses what the area 
can realistically support, and I think the area and neighborhood suffer because of it. I would 
put a limit on the number of users per hour and per day, and do something about the parking 
- it's out of control.  

44 The Farmers' Market could benefit from some upgrades. It is important to its users. 

45 
The community centers could use a bigger space -especially because of all of the 
programming that occurs there.  

46 
I like clean bathrooms, emptied trash cans and friendly staff.  Mostly that is what I find 
wherever I go in the parks. 

47 I love the improvements at Gallup Canoe Livery 
48 I believe the proposed large building at the Farmers Market will be detrimental to the Market 

49 

It would be amazing if MACK Pool was heated on a consistent and regular basis. It was never 
consistent and often frigid when we took our daughter there several years ago.  Has this been 
fixed?  Would love opportunity to support local indoor pool in winter! 

50 

There are 2 farmers markets in parks.  Cobblestone and the downtown one are different from 
each other, but both are wonderful places to find good local food, support out local economy, 
and support community..  

51 Lots of weeds make areas look unkempt. 

52 
I don't feel necessarily qualified to rate these but also don't have complaints so answered 
"good." 

53 

The pools, specifically Buhr, need an adequate family locker room, not a walk through. More 
changing tables are also needed. And, it would be nice if the pool/deck areas would be 
cleaned throughout the day. On three occasions, I had to pry food out of my toddler's hand 
that he found IN the pool.  

54 

I appreciate the resources put into developing the liveries and other riverfront amenities.  We 
need to promote the river as a community resource, a recreational gem, and vital natural 
resource to be preserved for and enjoyed by future generations.   

55 
I just love the beautiful open space of Huron Golf Course as I am driving down Huron 
Parkway. This goes beyond golf! 

56 Changing rooms and showers at Buhr Park Pool are not clean enough.  
57 We could use an urban whitewater river park.  



58 No 

59 
So great to have access to the river and to river recreation opportunities. Argo and Gallup are 
critical components of what makes Ann Arbor so special.  

60 
gallup and other parks are full of nasty bees (bees are good but not at public parks!) and bugs 
and not efficient trash removal in the picnic areas.   

61 
Not enough seating or shade at Vets Pool to make the visit enjoyable. It is my last choice of 
pool, always. 

62 

The availability of the ice rink at Buhr is great! 
County Farm has the best playground, but the big fields at Lilly are great for toddlers, too. 
Overall, A2' s parks are fantastic, but as the population grows, it is vital to ensure that the 
parks' land area also increases.h 
I raised chickens growing up; based on my observation, the birds at Cobblestone suffer viral 
infections (healthy birds have clean feathers on thei rear ends). In addition to treatment, they 
should have dust baths available. 

63 
Not enough Pickleball courts!  Where can groups play outside?  Many tennis courts but NO 
pickleball courts? 

64 
Vets pool could be cleaner - I've seen a number of band aids floating around and the locker 
rooms constantly have hair.  

65 The demand for water recreation has outgrown Argo's facilities I think. 

66 

Cobblestone is too expensive to rent.  A lottery should be held for a set number of event 
dates which would give the non-rich citizens of A2 a chance to use this PUBLIC facility for a 
nominal fee.   

67 
Ice Arena(s) are non-walkable from downtown and are covered structures, significantly 
reducing their draw and appeal. 

68 
Hiking trails are very important to me. Keep them open and cut back branches. These are 
very dangerous to bikers and potentially for hikers.  

69 
Pool temperature control in Mac does not work properly. Pool is either much to hot or cold in 
the winter.  

70 It's mainly cleanliness in lockerrooms.  

71 

There has been lots of talk of the problems at Liberty Park. Removing most of the trees, and 
thereby brightening the park and getting rid of the excessive shade and hidden feel of the 
park could go a long way in improving security. Even bringing the park to ground level would 
not be very helpful if the park continues to feel dark and hidden by the extensive tree cover. 

72 
You should have listed the wonderful walkway around Argo Pond. Great cities with waterfront 
always have amenities like that -- it's really too bad we don't have more riverfront recreation. 

73 

We need green space downtown, particularly for those of us who live within a few blocks and 
for people already walking the pavement whether to get home from campus (stop to meet, 
relax, read, attend an event in a green space), shop (they'd likely shop longer, spend more 
money), work (they'd likely spend more time shopping/eating/relaxing downtown outside of 
work hours if there were a green space to take a break in); as well as to attract other people 
to the downtown (from Ann Arbor and beyond). NONE of the existing parks listed serve this 
purpose of attracting your shopping public in the downtown area and encouraging them to 
linger long enough to spend additional money (parking, shopping, eating, drinking coffee, 
entertaining their kids, etc.) NONE of the existing parks serve as a central gathering spot for 
creating a sense of community.  

74 
Ann Arbor rec soccer fields for kids are horrible both in quality for playing good soccer as well 
as danger of injury.  Fuller is the only exception. 

75 
The only problem with Mack is temperature control. The water will be freezing, and the heat 
in the air is turned up. Or the water is warm, but bathrooms are freezing. 

76 Golf courses are very well kept 

77 
Regarding Q #4 (next one), whether I use the facility or not, I would recommend them to 
others! 

78 

It would be nice to see the parking lot right next to Argo Canoe Livery get paved, and better 
traffic control implemented for peak times during the summer. Many of the patrons for the 
livery have no respect for the residents that live right there, and they often are 
blocking/preventing residents from being able to park at their homes. Buhr Pool needs a little 



TLC - it's looking tired. 
79 Canoe rentals are great, but facilities has become extremely overcrowed  

80 
Mack pool is too cold for toddlers in the winter. I love your outdoor tot pools. Great 
playgrounds but downtown is very lacking in kids' recreational activities. 

81 More critter house hour availability.  More animals at cobblestone 

83 

Why is Buhr park farmers market not supported by the city?  It's in a park!  It's wonderful! 
It'd be smart to have shade cloths over the pools so people wouldn't have to put on so much 
sunscreen. 

84 Olson Park is a really excellent MTB trail. 

85 

Mack pool is far too cold. We would love to attend the winter splash events, but my child was 
shivering and miserable. 
It would be nice to have at least one public pool that has more expansive offerings, like a 
playground within the pool grounds, a place to buy lunch, a splash park, etc. 

86 Skateboard part (Vets park) is excellent.  Is this a part of the city system? 

87 
Farmer's Market could use some expanding - it is bursting at the seams on a Saturday. 
Maybe make the center 'parking area' more official? 

88 

Putting in more outdoor pickleball courts (4 courts fit in the space of 1 tennis court) would be 
great.  There are no outdoor courts that I know of.  Maryfield Wildwood park has a lot of 
space for courts.  Also, there are a lot of people in the neighborhood (myself included) who 
play pickelball so there is a lot of interest. 

89 
Less paving. Fewer built structures.  Less to mow.  More wet meadows, monarch way 
stations, berms & community gardens.   

90 
Argo lacks sufficient parking. Could use a small café.  
Gallup needs more parking and pavement repairs on the paths. 

91 I don't really use them. 

92 

We have a large group of Pickleball players here in Ann Arbor that would really like outdoor 
courts to play on in the summer. We play all winter indoors. Maryfield Park is close to the Y 
and would seem to have room for the courts if you are looking for a place to fit them. 

93 
there is room and desire for a roller hockey rink in Ann Arbor - currently people Howell is 
closest. 

94 
Vets ice arena needs significant improvement in both the running of the adult hockey league 
as well as improvements in the facilities.  

95 Public bathrooms kept unlocked are a must at all natural facilities. 
96 no 
97 I love the 50 m lap lane at Fuller! 

98 
Need to upgrade Farmers Market:  repave parking areas, more benches and outdoor 
tables/seating; catering kitchen and lighting for events. 

99 

I live near Scheffler Park and there is often litter in the parking lot and the trash can can 
overflow.  I would add that it got worse when you stopped locking the parking lot at night.  I 
wish you would reinstate the program (and equipment) to lock the park parking lots at night.  
It's really rather unfair to the houses around the parks to let people park there all night, 
making noise, pulling in and out loudly, and generally disrupting the neighborhood peace into 
the wee hours. 

100 More Disc Golf 

101 
Staff are good.  When I say Mack Indoor Pool is poor, I describe the quality of the physical 
facility.  Old and dirty is my impression.  My kids don't enjoy swimming there. 

102 

Senior Center is in need of expansion and major updating. We need some action on the 
GREENWAY. 
    

103 We need more tot splash hours at all three pools.  
104 Vets pool needs more lounge chairs and tables for people to sit at when not swimming. 
105 Need updating, esp the Ice Arenas. 

106 
The areas I use are primarily Gallup Park, Buhr Park, Mary Beth Doyle area, and County 
Farm Park - these seem well maintained. Although I do not use playgrounds or other areas 



(my sons are grown and grandchildren live outside of Ann Arbor) I think these areas are vital 
to the quality of life for those who o use them and support tax $ going to maintain these 
areas/facilities. I particularly appreciate how well cleared Gallup Park paths are in winter 
(wish sidewalks in my neighborhood were cleared half as well) 

107 
Leslie park needs a new play structure, weeding of tennis courts and basketball courts and 
better general maintenance.  

108 I support even those I don't use...I'm a senior citizen so many of these aren't on my radar. 

109 
Nice to see Liberty Plaza being used more for events.  Will be great when the park goes up 
next to the public library.  We need more downtown parks! 

110 

The argo livery is a travesty. 
Every saturday swarms of people come to abuse nature by binge drinking, smoking 
cigarettes, and typically conquering the little nature left in the area.  It has turned the river into 
a trash heap, and makes it unappealing for locals from June through September.  
Please close the Livery, or shorten the hours, so that the locals can enjoy their local park.  

111 recently retired, expect to use parks much more in future 

112 
Please fix Vets pool - the filter can't keep up for whatever reason.  It's easily the most in need 
of serious updating of the city's pools. 

113 No 
114 Every time I checked one, it deleted the other, or at least often. 

115 
The people at Senior Center were wonderful in helping with an event.  We use Burns Park 
playground all the time - great!  Leslie Science center has wonderful offerings. 

116 Both Huron Hills and Leslie Park golf courses are wonderful faciities. 
117 The water temp at Mack Indoor Pool was too cold for my toddler.  

118 
In general, the quality of the services and locations seems good. Northside could use some 
upgrades, as it seems a bit dumpy and out of step with the "niceness" of the others. 

119 

the kayaking run down the locks is great, but everything stops too early, later kayak runs 
periodically would be awesome. cloverdale park needs some work, its decently sized but 
there's nothing to do there, there's a basketball court in okay condition but I've never seen it 
in use, and playground equipment seems used by kids, but as an adult it would be cool to 
have something to do there, also the hiking trails behind cloverdale park are lousy with poison 
ivy and could use a good trimming 

120 Northside park should have the ice rink again. 

121 

Cascades is out of control. The facility manager at Argo has turned it into a PUBLIC 
NUISANCE. How can they get away with renting tubes when there is NO SWIMMING 
ALLOWED per city ordinance? Money grubbing facility operator ruining the neighborhood! 

122 

I would dearly appreciate it if you stop paving the County Farm park trails.  Pavement is hard 
on my knees and slippery when icy. Plus its encourages bicycling. Bicycle riding is not 
allowed on the trails but people are biking more now that it's paved. Seems like it may cost 
more to maintain too. 

123 

I feel that the parks and services on northside could use some attention to bring them up to 
the quality and standards of the parks in other sides of the city.  I used to leave on the west 
side and felt that those parks had many improvements over the years which has not 
happened northside.  Both the larger and smaller parks like Vets and even the smaller 
neighboorhood parks. 

124 
How about spending money on our neighborhood park? Kids likely play there more than the 
big parks and great equipment gets them outside. 

125 Argo canoe livery bathrooms have not been in good shape when I've used them.   

126 

The Bryant Community Center is a resource for folks living in the service area which is 
routinely (due to under funding) limited to the families in the 150 single family dwellings in the 
Stoney Brook Subdivision.  There are over 1,000 additional housing units in the area 
occupied by low/moderate income families whose same needs are not met, again, not at all 
as a result of the marvelous Directors superb efforts and dedication, but again, lack of 
funding.  There are no real park services for the over 1,000 families that live in the area with 
the exception of a basket ball net in the Stoneybrook Sub, a similar basket ball net on 
Ellswoorth between Shadowood & Braeburm Circle and a small shade less pieces of 
exquipent at the foot of Ellsworth installed after numerous meetings with City official to 



appease the citizens in the area as the City spent $100K or more to install baseball diamonds 
to accommodate the Rec Leagues lack of facilities.  People from outside of the neighborhood 
use these fields. They were not installed to accommodate the needs of over 3,000 families 
and children that live a three mile radius of the baseball fields that take up 75% of the so 
called park.  Much of that space is a massive unsightly parking lot that fronts Ellsworh Road, 
the size is massive to accommodate the parking needs of the folks living outside of the 
neighborhood who utilize the baseball field.  Many, many area spokespersons, myself 
included, have been advocating for a park that addresses the needs of a low/moderate 
income neighborhood whose direct neighbor for over 30 years was the city dump.  We have 
absolutely no recreational amnesties of the scale provided to higher income areas.  We have 
over 4,000 (estimate) families and children that continue to be ignored.  I for one have been 
singing this mantra to any & all city representatives & elected officials dating back 15 years. 
But we continue to be ignored.  Claudia J. Myszke, Managing Agent for FOREST HILLS 
COOPERATIVE FOR THE OVER THE PAST 40+ YEARS! 

127 
We use the County Farm Park and find it EXCELLENT and support the expansion to include 
the old Juvenile Center land 

128 
The pools could be cleaner - bathrooms, showers. Maybe healthier snack options, and more 
morning hours for families. 

129 
Would love allmendinger park to get some clean up attention, replacement park equipment 
an swings lowered 

130 
There is a small park near me called Tubeningen Park.  The facilities there are very old.  
There are many children in the area and this would be a great place for a new playground. 

131 

need to limit the addition of "hardware" equipment which clash with natural features  (as in 
cyclone fences, concrete, 
etc).   adopt "border to border" structures which blend-in. 

132 We need more nature preserves and passive (hiking, walking, nature appreciation) areas. 

133 
On-street parking in summer in vicinity of Argo Park Cascades has become a problem for 
area residents especially on warm weekends.  Needs a good solution. 

134 Vets Park softball and baseball fields and West Park baseball are very good. 

135 

Island Park is wonderful.  Riverside Park parking lot is always flooded. The border to border 
trail needs to be completed through the city center by completing the gaps between Fuller 
and Riverside Parks and Bandemer and Barton Parks.   

136 I wish some of the city tennis courts were marked for pickleball . Almendinger would be great 

137 

The paths along the river are heavily used by runners, bikers, kayakers, naturalists, etc. Let's 
keep them natural---don't pave up, keep the river area clean from garbage etc. and invasive 
plants. Perhaps have a program of to weed and clean---like on the highways.  

138 All are so wonderful and have made a huge positive impact on my family's wellbeing 

139 

We frequently attend Buhr Park Pool and though it seems adequate overall, it is never as 
clean as I wish it would be.  This comment applies generally but also specifically to the 
changing rooms and to the pools themselves.  

140 
I like Gallup park, especially Furstenburg  nature area. 
I like the Charles Loeisel field study area. 

141 
I'm not sure that we need two golf courses to be publicly managed in town, which could open 
other budget priorities for other open space management / purchase. 

142 
Vets and Fuller pool are not in the nicest location with the proximity to very busy streets.  
More could be done to block out the surrounding streets.  

143 
The green space is important to any, any neighborhood 
You haven't listed Washington Park and the Rock 

144 

Farmers market, many of participating farmers don't have sign up identifying who they are, 
even more of them do NOT post prices, which is required at every retail food establishment 
for consumer protection. Also, more often than not, all the markets lights are on during 
daylight hours when not necessary, and when pointed out to market staff in the main building, 
there is no willingness to turn off the unnecessary lights. 

145 I am not in favor of holding a deer cull in ANY of our parks! 
146 Keep the character of the Farmers market as is --  parking needs to be maintained around it.   
147 Although I no longer use the pools, ice arenas, Gallup canoe livery, and golf courses, I think 



these are valuable assets to the park community. 
148 The new skatepark is a fantastic addition. 

149 

Landsdowne Park really needs a drinking fountain. There are soccer games & practice, 
basketball,and so many children there. High volumes at Landsdowne, yet the Churchill 
downs park has a drinking fountain with much less use. 
The soccer field could also use more mowing as it is used all summer, but the grass is too tall 
to play games. 

150 
would be nice to have warm water pool somewhere for disabled persons who can't use cold 
water pools. (increases muscle spasticity.) 

151 
Please work on improving ADA accessibility, year round, especially winter. Can't use certain 
facilities when pathways are not cleared of snow and ice. 

152 

All the facilities with the exception of Cobblestone Farm feel dated.  I've not been in Fuller 
pool, but the inside of the building feels dirty.  The Farmers Market needs to be an inside 
building or somehow to make it more comfortable in the cold or wet weather.   

153 
The canoe liveries need more parking. It'd also be nice if they would let you tube more than 
just the rapids part. 

154 

some new trees have been planted in local parks such as in Lans Way in recent years, but 
many have suffered from the dry conditions. It seems a waste to plant these and leave them 
unwatered. Maybe the planting plan can include provisions for watering for a couple years. 

155 
I've made my views on Vet's Park pool clear. The equipment has not functioned properly for 
years and needs to be fixed. 

156 Argo is a nice facility but is an organizational nightmare during the summer rush. 

157 
I would like to see the pool facilities get updated and I would love to see paved bike trails that 
connect communities to parks, especially Dicken. 

158 Mack pool is very rundown and needs improvements to the locker room and showers. 

159 

Evergreen Park needs maintenance. Grass needs to be cut more often. Walking path running 
North and South is overgrown with fallen tree limbs and  folledge. Need a trash can at the 
north entrance. 

160 

The locker rooms at buhr park are atrocious!!! Having to walk through the showers is so odd 
and dangerous. The floors are a slippery mess and then you have to be a professional weight 
lifter to open the heavy metal door to get out to the pool.  Even on the hottest day the baby 
pool has been ice cold.  

161 
Farmers mkt is great. Needs a bit of winterizing but I hope it's not changed into an indoor 
facility.  

162 Golf needs more attention. 
163 Bring back food at pools 
164 The staff does an excellent job at the ones I use. 

165 

Buhr Park & Vets Ice Arena: some of the rental skates are VERY old & need to be replaced. 
Fuller and Vets pools: locker rooms can get dirty on high-traffic days. They need to get 
cleaned during the day, not just at the end. 

166 
What about the ball diamonds in all the parks - Vets, Almendinger?  What about the skate 
park? 

167 

The Ann Arbor Senior Facility compares poorly with neighboring senior centers and from the 
Center where I lived previously - little wellness programming, no congregate meals, poor 
outreach. This is a surprise in such a richly resourced community. Cramped facility with no 
comfortable lounge/kitchen separate from activity rooms. I cannot recommend the senior 
center, in light of deficiencies. Need more dog parks. 

168 

Vet's physical facilities need a clean up / upgrade...  We are excited about the new ice parks 
this winter - esp Allmendinger. and we LOVE the skate (board) park at Vet's!!! 

169 

Leslie Science & Nature Center is a wonderful resource to our community.  I wish there were 
more ways to explore the site for free, and a visitor center we could go in and learn more 
about our area's ecology. 

170 There should be more tennis courts around that has walls you can hit against like Buhr. 



171 I object to the deer cull.  I will never again vote for a park millage. 
172 sports fields (soccer, baseball, etc) need better maintenance  
173 Fuller pool was dirty and overcrowded when I went last.  

174 
Veterans pool is an important location. Please upgrade the facilities so the pool is fully usable 
in summer. 

175 I would like Mack Pool reconfigured with a real bulkhead. 

176 
Mack Indoor pool is so cold in the winter (both dressing rooms and swimming area) that we 
have to leave shortly after trying it.  This has happened several times. 

177 
As a city we should make them more affordable, to expensive as a city park. 
We also need a downtown green space, Libary Lane Park, a central park 

178 I also use Veterans Park for sledding in the winter. Love it. 
179 Don't forget, just having well kept open spaces is very important 
180 The Farmer's Market is outdated 

181 

Cobblestone farm needs a freight elevator for people hosting events or a better entrance to 
their facility.  The ramp is ridiculous to use during the winter months. Very dangerous and not 
user friendly. 

182 
Lines are always long to rent kayaks at Argo. Were they reliably shorter I would go kayaking 
much more often in the summer. 

183 They should keep trucks off the cross-country trails at Cobblestone Park  
184 basketball courts seem to still be torn up at Wheeler Park... 
185 Senior Center needs upgraded and much larger space! 

186 
oops! My wife and I use Washtenaw County's Meri Lou Murray Recreation Center three days 
a week. 

187 

West Park is wonderful!  My compliments to the designers of the latest "fix" to the park.  The 
biggest improvement is the pond.  Everyone loves to see the ducks and the fish.  (We miss 
the muskrats!)  The flowers are really coming into their own.  It is not uncommon to see big 
hawks in the park, as well as many kinds of smaller birds. 
West Park used to have so many down-and-out looking men that I hesitated to walk through.  
Now the park is full of families and little kids.  The south path through the park (over the pond) 
is my preferred route when I walk downtown. 
Leslie golf course should have more input from golfers as to maintenance.  I hear many 
complaints about the condition of greens, for example.  It doesn't seem to golfers that the 
people who run the course actually know anything about golf.... 

188 planning to get involved with senior center this year. 

189 

Fuller road soccer/ultimate frisbee fields used to be the hub of soccer activity in the city and 
one could always find a game to join there.  The fields were used constantly which eventually 
caused them to become worn and ragged.  Now they are fixed up and marvelous but no one 
can use them w/o scheduling and paying in advance, so pick-up soccer/ultimate has all but 
been eliminated in the city as there is no central area to find a game.  Yes, we voted millage 
to improve our parks, but there was no mention of spending the money to make them exclude 
the people who use them.  Fencing and locking these fields was a travesty!  Expensive to do, 
expensive to maintain and the solution to overuse of our parks is not to restrict access and 
enjoyment of them. 

190 no---but we need to keep up quality maintenance for all of these facilities 
191 Veterans Park softball fields are important and are currently in excellent condition. 

192 
Have had great experiences renting burns park senior center; staff is very helpful and 
accomodating. Looking forward to outdoor iceskating at burns park this year.  

193 
Canoe liveries not senior or handicap friendly. VERY difficult to exit canoes with no stabilizing 
bars or ladders on piers.  Sadly, we have discontinued City canoeing. 

194 
Need a reprive from tall buildings and wind tunnels in downtown. We need a park downtown 
eg: library lot with connection to Liberty Plaza.   

195 
Too much attention to Miller Woods.  It was meant to be undeveloped, not wood-chipped 
paths, cutting trees, placing signs and benches. 

196 
The border to border trail through the parks, particularly by Argo Pond, and thru Gallup needs 
to be widened, resurfaced in places and needs to have better winter maintenance so that it 



can be used for recreation AND commuting year round. Argo Livery needs more restrooms.  

197 
Recycling IN facilities for the public to use and their office staff needs to be a priority by all 
facility managers. 

198 Kempf House?  Honestly.  Sell it. 

199 
Argo is overrun and overused, the parking is insane, and the cascades has turned into a beer 
drinking hangout.  Sad for a somewhat natural area to be so exploited. 

200 Vets pool needs so much maintenance. The place is showings its age. 

201 
There's more garbage in the river. Replace and increase number of garbage and recycling 
receptacles at Argo, Gallup and Bandemer Parks. 

202 
Leslie Park Golf course: the course itself is excellent but the clubhouse/proshop could really 
benefit from a remodel/addition.  Bring in a food service operator please. 

203 The farmers market seems a little too crafty and not enough produce this season. 

204 

I indicated my personal lack of use in many of the recreational facilities, but I still support 
these facilities for use by the public. I also support our retaining and expanding our collective 
natural areas for the benefits they provide for wildlife, green infrastructure, and control of 
flooding. 

205 all seem  to be kept clean and repaired 
206 The Kempf house has such limited availability, I wish it were open more. 
207 Running water and flushable toilets at Bandmer Park would be extremely helpful. 

208 

The aluminum canoes at the Argo Livery are in terrible shape because they get dragged 
along the concrete and scrape down the steps to the boat lunch. They would be in much 
better shape and last longer if they were properly carried from the top of the hill to the boat 
launch. 

209 

Need alternative to Skip's for canoe and kayak rentals - they are WAY too expensive now. 
Also, most of this summer, Vet's pool's deep end has been closed, and yet they charge the 
same price to get in. The skatepark at Vet's is a wonderful addition to our community, by the 
way! Gets soooo much use & people take great care of it. 

210 Buhr skate nights would be much more fun if they used the zamboni more frequently. 
211 Cobblestone Farm is a treasure. 

212 

The locker rooms at Buhr are in need of repair/renovation for many years, and the total 
disregard for womens' locker rooms at Vets ice arena makes for a very unwelcoming and 
dismissive experience when participating in "co-Ed" hockey there.  The staff seems entirely 
without concern or care when asked about this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question #4 asked if respondents would recommend the mentioned parks and 
recreation facilities to others? 

Would you recommend these parks and recreation facilities to others? 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

Yes 94.7% 946 
No 1.4% 14 
Not Applicable 3.9% 39 

answered question 999 
skipped question 35 
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No 
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Would you recommend these parks and recreation facilities to others? 

Yes 

No 

Not Applicable 



Question #5 asked respondents to rate the quality of the following Ann Arbor Parks 
and Recreation System Amenities. 

Answer Options Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent Not 
applicable 

Response 
Count 

Athletic fields 37 106 283 119 380 925 
Basketball courts 27 92 172 37 572 900 
Dog parks 77 105 144 62 530 918 
Picnic shelters 29 155 415 152 176 927 
Playgrounds 25 101 375 208 223 932 
Restrooms 101 283 354 73 135 946 
Tennis courts 18 104 173 53 545 893 
Trails and pathways 42 144 404 329 37 956 
Additional Comments 234 

answered question 986 
skipped question 48 

 

 

Number Additional Comments 

1 
sugarbush park is in my backyard.   the tennis courts are a bit rough.  The basketball court is 
used regularly.  Could use repainting for the 3 pt line and free throw lane.    

2 Dolf park neglected. Trails benches falling apart 
3 The kids soccer fields are very poorly kept. The grass is rarely cut and the goals are slipshod. 
4 more mtb trails please 

5 

Need more green space in ann arbor; pathways to the river, less impervious surfaces, more 
natural plantings. less building in the flood plain, more benches, follow the city beautiful 
model. More interesting areas for children to play, walk, run.  
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Please rate the quality of the following Ann Arbor Parks and Recreation system 
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6 

The trails are great, however they are very hard to find and navigate.  I have heard that there 
are more in Ann Arbor, but dont know how to find or link them together for trail running or 
cycling.  

7 

I've been generally unimpressed with the mountain bike trail offerings. I spend my time 
elsewhere. Locals to ann arbor seem to feel it is some sort of mecca of mountain biking 
though, I think they are just too proud and liberal to admit their trails are not very good at all.  

8 Many paved trails need better maintenance (gallup park b2b) 
9 Need dog park closer to downtown 

10 
This is not entirely on AA, but it seems a shame that this B2B trail can never seem to get 
finished... 

11 So much geese poop. Eww 
12 need more community gardening space 
13 want more mountain bike trails please 

14 
A dog park on the near west side would be nice.  One with trees and other things to smell 
would be great. 

15 
Soccer and baseball fields can use some work. If possible, some dust control on the baseball 
fields would be great during the summer. 

16 Some facilities are looking old and worn out. Playgrounds and restrooms mostly. 
17 A dog park close to downtown would be great! 

18 

Dog parks are good, but way too far from downtown. I only get to take my dog there once 
every other week or so, which is a shame. I'd take her every day if I could get to one easily 
from my home. 

19 We need a dog park closer to downtown or near Veteran's Park 
20 all excellent!  

21 
It's difficult to truly bike on the B2B, what's the long term plan?  Now it's a lot of stops, dogs, 
and pedestrians who aren't aware of their surroundings.  

22 

Facilities range from poor to very good depending on how recently they were renovated. Lack 
of focus on routine maintenance and small updates keeps many facilities from being rated as 
excellent. Also, many of the various  paved park pathways for pedestrians and bikes are in 
poor shape, while the natural trails are generally good. 

23 More mountain bike trails, connectors and signs would be great. 
24 More bike paths! 
25 None 

26 
Mountain bike trails aren't well marked and feel as if they aren't even sanctioned. This 
discourages me from riding in the City because I don't know if/where it is permitted. 

27 
The trails and pathways can always use improvement.  Let's connect our parks with well-built, 
sustainable connector trails and make it easier to get around town in the woods! 

28 

There are not enough dog park.  Lots of talk, but none added.  Small neighborhood dog parks 
are sorely needed.  Seventh Street park needs one desperately!  It would encourage a critical 
mass of regular neighbors using the park.  Currently, the park is severely underused.  A dog 
run in the center of the park should not offend anyone & it will encourage family use. 

29 Need dedicated outdoor pickleball courts!!! It is the fastest growing racket sport in the U.S.  

30 
There need to be more fenced dog parks closer to downtown Ann Arbor. Olson and Swift Run 
are a long way to go when it is icy and cold out.  

31 
Trails and pathways are good but could be better - maps, signage/wayfinding, more 
connectivity.  There is a lot of room for natural, low-impact mountain bike and hiking trails. 

32 

The urban off road trails are a hoot! Love the variation in terrain, and the challenging, 
technical nature of the Bluffs. Potawatomi Mountain Biking Association does a great job 
maintaining these trail networks. 

33 Please make mountain bike trail maps.u 
34 Need better restrooms at Gallup by the pavilions. They stink and aren't cleaned often enough.  

35 

I love the trail system in A2. I hike year round on the unimproved trails. Please keep them as 
is. We have good asphalt trails too for biking. But I LOVE the unimproved (not paved or 
chipped) system 

36 We use the single track trails throughout town multiple times peer week. 



37 I love the trails for biking. 
38 More bike paths! 
39 Would love to see B to B extend into downtown so one didn't need to bike in traffic 

40 
Deer leave their feces around playgrounds and trails.  I am uncomfortable with the amount I 
see.  Worry about kids playing in the fields and also about Lyme moving this way. 

41 
Trails need maintenance and, in some places, widening.  Border-to-Border Trail needs to be 
finished in the city. 

42 
I would like the Hunt Park restroom to always be open.  I appreciate that Gallup Park's 
restroom seems to be.  I am all for the B2B trail. 

43 Need more dog areas and basketball courts 
44 Athletic fields need to be mowed. Tennis courts need wind screens.  
45 The athletic fields and bathrooms at most rec and Ed activities need some serious help.  

46 

Wurster Park pathway needs some attention as it is unsafe for kids to travel on due to cracks, 
bumps, and missing pavement. It would also be a great addition to the park to have a covered 
picnic area or some sort of shade by a pergola.  

47 
The trails are in fairly good shape. But a friend fell while running on a rough, bumpy patch of 
trail in Gallup Park recently. 

48 B2B trail could be more coherent. All segments connected, etc.  

49 

Parks and Recs bathrooms located at parks are pretty gross, this is not atypical of public 
restrooms. Please have someone take a look at the   Bruce Peninsula National Park in 
Canada. They had some great, clean bathrooms with composting toilets that were surprising 
pleasant to use. There is a different baseline we could be using.  
Trails and Greenways: We do an amazing job with Natural Area trails, but we're lacking on 
nice linear trails people can use for biking, walking, and running. One trip to Gallup 
demonstrates the demand for this type of facility. We need to finish connecting the B2B trail 
and begin work on another (perhaps the A2 Greenway). These paved trails should be 
maintained year round and have ample space for running adjacent to the trail on a non-paved 
surface. A trip to Boulder, Colorado or Madison, Wisconsin could help inspire staff/leaders.  

50 Wish we had a better and longer trail system off roads... 

51 
The arb needs bathrooms, and the swift run dog park needs to be leveled so it's not muddy 
and icy at the entrance.  

52 Need more dog friendly parks and dog parks 

53 

Restrooms are old & dated in some parks.  Feel and smell dirty even when kept reasonably 
clean.  It is also a problem that some parks only get regular mowing when there is a sporting 
event scheduled there.  The people who use the fields for informal sport activities would 
appreciate having the grass cut just as much as the official team sports. 

54 

The picnic shelters at Gallup, for the most part, are overrun by trash. It overflows in the bins, 
onto the ground, into the water, over the fields - it's really awful, most times we venture over 
there. Better at Argo, but still - we need much more assistance in the way of maintenance in 
these areas in the city. It reflects poorly on the city, and also begets more ill use of the areas, 
as that is the model people are seeing when they visit the parks.  
The dog parks are too small for the usage, and just unsafe (dog attacks, people not watching 
their dogs), but I'm not sure how you would address that through infrastructure....It would be 
great to have water available at the dog parks, however! Especially in areas with limited or no 
water. 

55 More trees for shade at the parks would be great. Recycling bins would also be really useful.  
56 Trails could use work in Bird Hills: erosion is taking its toll. 

57 
I am a little worried about the trails along the Huron for the pot holes and cracks. I am happy I 
no longer roller blade. 

58 Buhr Park could use a picnic shelter. 

59 

There are critical gaps in the Border-to Border Trail such as B2B connections from 
Bandemere Park to Huron River Drive and Riverside Park to Fuller Park (under Maiden 
Lane);- more information available at http://www.wbwc.org/component/content/article/178-
wbwc-seeks-completion-of-border-to-border-trail-in-central-ann-arbor.  Also, prioritize winter 



maintenance of sidewalks through and adjacent to City parks.  Lastly, work with the local 
PotoIMBA Mt Bike chapter to maintain and work on Mt Bike trails throughout the city. 

60 
The unpaved trails in Ann Arbor are excellent but have poor signage and available maps for 
their use. 

61 
I would love to see more natural surface trails and trail connecters.  How about working with 
the IMBA (of which I am a member). 

62 Broken pavement on B to B trail. Some tennis courts terribly cracked and playgrounds weedy. 

63 
The portapotties are a welcome addition to places like VA Park, Cobblestone, though I wish 
they were checked more often and could be found at all parks.  

64 

Trails and paths for bikes and pedestrians need to be continuous (B2B gaps should be filled 
in ASAP) and maintained, especially in winter otherwise can't be depended on for non-
motorized travel, which is essential for reaching climate action goals.  I share a car and it's 
very hard to do in winter when paths aren't cleared promptly and reliably. 

65 We need a nature scape playground. Less plastic, more options for kids to experience risk.  

66 

-More trails, lets use the space/parks we have.  
-More connector trails to better link existing parks/trails. 
-Encourage the city to work more closely with the Poto-IMBA to properly design and build 
multi use natural surface trails. 
-Flow type trails (there are two parks that would be great for this!) in Cedar Bend park.  
-Goal of IMBA (international mountain biking association) Ride Center Certification. 

67 Need more dog parks and trails. 
68 I would love to see more singletrack mountain bike access 

69 
Need more rest rooms, water fountains, access to electric vehicle charging from solar 
sources 

70 
Some paved trails/paths need maintenance (potholes, frost heaves, broken/cracked 
pavement) 

71 

We could use an overall map to all of the local parks that are connected by trail.  Connect 
more parks with more trails, add trail to existing parks that done have any or that could accept 
more.  

72 N/a 

73 
More trails and greenways! Really unique to have so many natural trails and wild areas in 
urban and residential areas.  

74 

There is a real need for dog-friendly off-leash trails (not small, fenced parks) and non-dog, 
well-maintained, substantial trails for walking and hiking. A park where dogs can swim would 
be appreciated by many, as well. 

75 

I would love soap and paper towels in all restrooms.  (My autistic child is terrified of the 
blower-style hand dryers and will flee the bathroom,  even if he is not finished there, when 
anybody turns on a blower, so blowers are not a good alternative to paper towels.) 

76 Paths in natural areas need directional signs 

77 
too many people use parks as off-leash parks.  maybe another designated dog park 
(somewhere on the west side?) would be helpful 

78 Trails are excellent.  Keep up the good work. 

79 
I workout on athletic field in a park by my house and have twisted my ankle many times on 
divots or uneven tufts of grass 

80 great work on refurbishing tennis and basketball courts in Hunt Park!  Fantastic. 

81 

Please resurface gallop B2B Trail. B2B Trail Access isnt great either for bicycle commuters. 
One has to either go all the way out over the Broadway bridge, or around that whole 
Fuller/Glen Med Center nightmare. Its terrible for commuters or recreational bicyclists trying 
to get to Gallop. A network of cycle paths that connected via the Arb would be great. A 
safeway to get people from downtown to Gallop.   

82 Some parks' tennis courts are in poor condition, some are excellent. 

83 
The paved bike trail from Bandemer to Parker Mill is in such TERRIBLE shape that I no 
longer bother . This should be a SHOWCASE for our city instead of an embarrassment. 

84 
Mountain biking the "local loop" could be something the city gives more support. It's quite 
popular! 



85 

Athletic fields are in excellent shape to the detriment of other infrastructure such as trail 
maintenance and park access (i.e. pedestrian crossings).  For instance, why is there no 
crosswalk to the neighborhoods across Jackson from Veterans Park? 

86 

 Maintenance has deteriorated significantly over the last few years.  Here are some 
examples:  There is a bench at Gallop which a family paid for.  The plaque says "He enjoyed 
the view".  Problem is, the view-when this family donated money to the parks system for the 
bench-- was of the river.  Now is is a view of 10'+ weeds and shrubs.  A walk along the river 
at Gallop no longer affords views of the river.  One is given the opportunity of observing how 
quickly brush and noxious weeds take over.  Canada thistle is now rampant throughout the 
system.  The parks dept should be reported to the USDA for allowing a noxious weed to 
spread.  One more thing:  Water fountains should be brought back.  It is preferable to all the 
discarded plastic water bottles left after games or by passing bikers.  Lastly:  Bikes should be 
kept out of the back trails at Barton.  They are creating ruts and the trails are too narrow to 
accommodate both bikes and walkers.  The main trail is wide enough, but even there if a 
biker is traveling too fast and has head phones on, walkers are endangered.   

87 
Not enough dog parks...need one N.,E., S., W. so 
one is available to each side ( and center) of city. 

88 

It depends on the park but some restroom facilities like at vets have been shut down and 
replaced with porta-pottys.  That is disappointing.  The picnic shelters there are also pretty 
tired and ominous looking.  I understand it is a haven for the homeless which likely drove the 
closure of the permanent restrooms. 
Quality of athletic fields varies from park to park,  The new ball fields at Vets are amazing and 
beautiful to look at and play on. I wish we could have that level of quality at all of our parks.  
Ann Arbor soccer fields are very low quality compared to communities outside Ann Arbor.  
(We play travel soccer and see gorgeous soccer fields)  My main desire would be to have a 
level and well filled out field free of any pits or ruts where children could roll ankles etc. 

89 Would like to see more trails and paths, including those closer to the city center/downtown 
90 Paved walkways at Gallup are bumpy and cracked. Trails throughout the system are eroding. 

91 

I enjoy frequent "picnics" -- sitting downtown outside at lunch or for coffee or mid-afternoon 
(often along with  meeting/chatting with friends or reading, etc.) and NOT at a restaurant but 
in downtown green spaces. We have NOTHING to satisfy that but I do it frequently, several 
times a week, elsewhere. Also, with more and more people working as freelancers, we have 
no green space for freelancers to linger while working on their laptops or to relax between 
meetings. We freelancers often buy food or coffee and, in warmer months, want to linger with 
it outside where we can work (sitting on grass is fine!, green and more natural is preferred to 
more concrete and metal chairs) or unwind/relax. Like anyone else, freelancers also buy all 
sorts of other products and services located downtown. Like anyone, the more time we're 
downtown, the more we're likely to spend money. Green parks serve an economic benefit. 
The lack of green parks are a detriment to economic prosperity. There's research supporting 
that. You know the evidence, don't you? If not, just ask. A2 gov has been presented the 
research before and can easily get it again. Another compelling reason for green space 
downtown is climate change mitigation amidst all the concrete and ever-taller buildings, 
increasing traffic, etc.  

92 Would be great to have more okay scales for younger kids -ages 2-5. 
93 More drinking fountains would be great- especially at gallup 

94 
The tennis courts stand out for being in horrible shape.  Dangerous cracks appear but it takes 
the City years to fix the surface. 

95 I am obsessed with A2 walking trails and bike paths. 

96 

Seems money is spent on things like bike trails/lanes that are not used but playground 
equipment is left in poor condition, restrooms are left unkept and the trails and pathways are 
not maintained. 

97 Not a lot of basketball courts. Would love more trail riding.  

98 

I was very disappointed to see the relocation of the tennis courts at Windemere Park. I didn't 
see anything wrong with the prior location of the courts, and now the new location has 
prevented the use of the baseball diamond in the park, because it sits right in the middle of 



the outfield. 
99 More bathrooms please. And a Dog park that isn't on the outskirts of town! 

100 Would love to see more bike and running trails 

101 

I live by vets park, the shelter had been taken over by the homeless, the bathrooms are 
closed.  The walking path around the park is in terrible shape.  While the ball fields were 
upgraded over the last 5 years, nothing was done for the path.  Many neigborss use the park 
and have lost a reacreational outlet.  This needs to be addressed. Lots of standing water 
throughout the summer, breeding grounds for mosqitos. 

102 

Would like hiking trails separate from bike paths.  Hiking trails have a softer surface for 
walking 
Dog park poo is not picked up by dog owners 

103 
Swift run is wonderful - would be perfect if it had something for kids to do in a place adjacent 
to the dog park.   

104 The bathroom at Argo has been very bad this year. Smelly and buggy. 

105 
some playground are great some other not so much, broken or outdates equipment, not 
clean... 

106 

Could use more off road type trails and pathways that are used for true trail running and 
mountain biking these type of trails would help bring more people from surrounding areas to 
enjoy not only mountain biking but also everything else that an arbor has to offer  

107 

It would be terrific to have a playground in each part of town that draws more people. All of 
the playgrounds near us (there are four that are quite close by) are empty most of the time. A 
popular facility, such as a small free water park, might help draw people to one of them. And 
would be nice to have. Events would be nice, too. 

108 
It would be very helpful to not have all the trails covered in salt in winter for people who ski or 
fat tire bike. All the salt ruins equipment and is bad for the river. 

109 
Ann Arbor needs more pickleball courts!  The sport is growing and more courts would get 
more people (young and old) involved in a great sport. 

110 Trash pickup at neighborhood parks needs to be more frequent. 
111 Trails & pathways need updated signage. 
112 Gallup park bike/walkways need regular resurfacing. 

113 

There are several smaller parks with neglected baseball fields and basketball courts - in 
particular we would really like to see those amenities at Sugarbush park cared for better than 
they currently are. Would also love to see a basketball court at Bromley. 

114 
Wurster Park Playground equipment and other nearby playgrounds our outdated and run 
down. 

115 The dog park is SO FAR AWAY! 

116 

 
-Multi-use natural surface paths. 
-Need for an overall map and signage. 
-More trails, lets use the space we have.  
-Better connector trails to better link existing parks/trails and better use of existing area. 
-Get the city to work with the Poto-IMBA to properly design and build multi use natural 
surface trails. 
-Flow type trails (there are two parks that would be great for this!) 
-Goal of IMBA Ride Center Certification. 
-Do not use woodchips, they are not sustainable.  
-Include the Poto-MBA in the writing of the document 

117 
Better dog parks, please! Humans use them too, and we like trees and places to sit. Or off-
leash hours at existing city parks!!  

118 
Please purchase playground equipment that is accessible to kids with disabilities.  THANK 
YOU!!!! 

119 

My wife has a disability and we appreciate the paved or other hard-surface pathways. Paths 
at Gallup and Furstenberg aren't always in good condition--deteriorating asphalt, roots 
sticking up in woodchip paths. The pathway along the west side of the Huron River opposite 
Argo Park is too narrow for walkers and bikers to use at the same time. 

120 Playgrounds are outdated and poorly kept up. No splash pads, large playgrounds, like city's 



around se mi. 
121 I'd like to see more mountain biking or mixed use trails. 

122 

the baseball fields with a few exceptions are a joke. hard pack clay with crap  outfields that 
look and like they are very poorly kept. And reopen the bathrooms at vets park. it is disgusting 
that these facilities are not available to the public!!!! 

123 
Bathrooms are a must, tennis court upkeep is extremely important, as cracked courts won't 
see anywhere near as much public use, and more trails are always a great thing! 

124 I would like to see better facilities (i.e., bathrooms) at larger parks such as West Park. 
125 I love the border to border trail system, of which Ann Arbor is a partner 

126 

Very upset that while at vets park last summer on a 95 degree day my son was playing 
baseball and we were very rudely told to get out of the pavilion because it was rented for a 
party. It is a public park!  
It was a 95 degree day and my elderly father was sitting in the shade, also that is where the 
drinking fountains are and we could NOT use them due to the party. The worst part the party 
was not going to start until 2pm and there were only 2 people there.  

127 

Some of the softball fields (basically, all of them other than Southeast and Veterans) are 
absolute garbage. At Virginia Park this summer I broke my ankle in a pit on the first base line 
where someone removed a base but did not fill in the hole properly. 

128 
Could use additional dog parks, make sure all parks have small and large dog areas; picnic 
shelter at more parks, all playgrounds to have monkey bars :) 

129 
Dogs off leash around the urban downtown is a problem...would like to see sizable urban dog 
park (s) to stem this issue. 

130 

Pathways at Gallup need some serious work. The pavement is caving in and crumbling. 
Flush toilets PLEASE!! No outhouses! The smell when you jog by makes me dry heave 
sometimes. Its AWFUL!! 

131 Need good soccer fields. 

132 
Playgrounds are one of the city's gems.  Could be more restrooms for city sporting events 
held at city parks. 

133 Need significantly more trails, and expanded pool hours in summer. 

134 
We need more connected trails and pathways. Old West Side folks cannot safely access the 
B2B trail - so unfortunate. 

135 

The Gallup Park trails need resurfacing. They also should be made wider at the same time. 
AND painting a dashed line down the middle would encourage people to stay to the right and 
there would be less conflict between walkers, joggers, rollerbladers, and cyclist. 

136 
Although we don't have kids participating in soccer and baseball anymore, more frequent 
mowing of the athletic fields would have been appreciated, especially during soccer season 

137 

There is an amazing trail system in Ann Arbor however there is no map nor markings for it. 
With a few key areas for more trail it could be a near continuous system that would be the 
best/longest in SE MI.  There is a lot of room for increased trail density as well as more trail in 
parks with little or no trails.  

138 
Please extend the Border to Border Trail under the bridges on *both* sides of Fuller, as well 
as under Fuller by the river. Please extend the B2B trail west past Barton Dam. 

139 

The grass is rarely mowed. Parents have to go and mow soccer fields. The baseball fields 
that the city, and our taxes, paid quite a bit of money to redo a few years ago are not properly 
taken care of. The grass is not mowed properly, they flood often, its disappointing. 

140 

Understanding how the frost/freeze cycle impacts tennis courts, I am thankful the city 
resurfaces/rebuilds those courts regularly. I wish that accumulating leaf debris were removed 
more regularly, but, in all, quite decent for public courts. 

141 
Swift Run dog park is fine, but not very accessible, especially for those living on the northwest 
side.  The fenced area at Olson is way too small and not well kept. 

142 

I don't see a place for overall comments.  Here are mine:  I want to thank whoever is 
responsible for Gallup Park and Furstenberg.  I use them daily and they enhance my quality 
of life greatly.  I have recently moved near them, and although I've lived in AA for 40+ years, I 
never knew how wonderful they are.  On the negative side, I strongly disapprove of the 
upcoming deer cull, which is based on pressure groups and not on facts.  I was very 
disappointed to see a member of NAP supporting the cull.  I also have not found the city staff 



responsive in general when I emailed them (not about deer).  I sent the bird person an email 
when they were organizing the bird count, and she never bothered to answer. I've had other 
similar lack of communication and that is very annoying.  If they don't have time to answer 
they shouldn't invite you to contact them. 

143 

It really depends on which "amenity" you're talking about: which athletic field, basket ball 
court, etc…  They vary wildy.  Thanks for re-doing Hunt Park tennis court and b-ball court 
(although we're in dire need of a fence or berm to catch basketballs from rolling down hill and 
into the main park area).   

144 

Keep the trails and pathways along the huron river natural.  
Please don't add any more cement paths, and or wood chip paths.   If I want to use that sort 
of trail, I will use the side walks.  Natural is better! 

145 Dog Park too far away to be useful. 
146 Same as above 

147 
Soccer fields get bald and need to be rotated for use for re-seeding to be accomplished. 
Certain fields need to be graded down flatter. 

148 Golf courses are outstanding!! 
149 Hope you reinstate winter ice skating in Burns Park and other parks in the city. 

150 

My local park playground - Huron Highlands - needs some maintenance. The equipment is 
fine, but there is some old wood lining the playground area that is falling apart. A temporary 
fix was applied earlier this spring to cover nails, but a permanent fix is needed.  

151 

We love the Greenway near our house, use it almost every day. We love the new lining on 
the pool at Fuller. 
We were disappointed in the improvements to our neighborhood playground (Huron 
Highlands). The new swings have very short chains and are just not fun at all. The merry-go-
round still doesn't spin well and that makes it exhausting for parents to push.  

152 

I got poison ivy 4 times this year hiking on AA trails, its unavoidable but it needs some 
attention, that's the only reason for the low mark on trails and pathways, the selection is 
great, just unfortunately blistery sometimes 

153 
And Bird Hills should be renamed Dog Hills. Cant go there without being literally hounded by 
off lease dogs. Enforce the lease laws you bums! 

154 

I feel all of the trails and pathways around huron river and argo pond except the cascades 
area need some attention as well as the trails around leslie science center and golf course.   I 
would like to see the trailers more clearly marked from their towards pontiac trail.  There are 
some markers closer to the science center but the trails and crossings are not all clear. 

155 
It would be helpful if there were more variety of community gardens. Project Grow is great, 
but it might not work for everyone nor every park. 

156 

How can one rate these facilities when they are inaccessible to the many folks who live in 
Southeast Ann Arbor and have limited transportation.  With the exception of baseball 
diamonds installed for folks outside of the neighborhood and not utilized by folks in the 
neighborhood, we are not fortunate to have even a adequate park in our area 

157 Please expand the County Farm Park!  
158 Would like more central dog parks to town, see above note about allmendinger 
159 There are many nice trails but they are not connected to each other enough! 

160 
Extended Trails and Pathways around the city would be great for recreation, running/biking 
through fares. 

161 

having stated we should avoid overbuilding, many park parcels do not provide safe access; 
even no-access. Possibly, "reserve" or undeveloped areas should have some sort of 
identification (e.g.embossed or carved wood 
signs identifying status of area;  Eisenhower Park....) 

162 

Dog parks are uninspired (no shade, natural areas, water/ponds).  Tennis courts could use 
crack fixing in some places.  Playground lack creativity, mostly variations on a boring theme.  
Trails are very good, same with picnic shelters.  Would LOVE more river front access along N 
main.  And desperately want river access to south barton pond, across the tracks  at Huron 
river drive (Warrington area) 

163 Trails and pathways are excellent, but we need more. 
164 Need to provide better pedestrian access to park areas cut off from accessible public areas 



by obstacles such as railroad tracks & major highways. 
165 I would love to see more trail and pathway connections. 
166 More walking/biking trails closer to downtown would be great! 
167 Dog parks are too far out of town 

168 

1.) Trails and pathways - completing the border to border trail gaps should a top priority.  The 
current trail gaps require trail users to cross one of the busiest intersections in the city (Fuller 
and E. Medical Center/Maiden Lane) as well as the train tracks between Bandemer and 
Barton Parks.   
2.) Fuller Park and the natural area features of the Huron River valley remain threatened by 
the city's potential decision to move the train station there.  City parkland and natural areas 
should be better protected from such developmental pressures. 

169 
Need dog park with shade and water closer to downtown. Please mark tennis courts for 
pickleball  

170 

The baseball diamonds at Vets Park are the best! All summer long we took a picnic dinner 
each Tuesday night. Sometimes we had friends/family playing, often we didn't know anyone 
playing but loved watching anyway. 

171 Many trails are eroding and seem not to receive much routine maintenance. 
172 Don't use the other facilities so have no comments about them. 

173 
Picnic shelters could be updated, all playgrounds should be accessible to all children (ie 
those with disabilities). 

174 
The paved pathways could use maintenance -- the difference as a cyclist between those in 
Pittsfield Twp and those in Ann Arbor is stark. 

175 I do not wish to see deer blood in ANY of our parks! 

176 
Trail maintenance -- especially at this time of year when natural areas have flourished -- is a 
little slack. Visibility on a bicycle is not optimal because of overgrown branches. 

177 

more facilities and attention to all the neighborhood parks not just the big ones.-- 
Allmendinger use to have skating -- I am glad the tennis courts and tennis are being updated 
after 50 years 

178 Restrooms could be cleaner 

179 

Asking to rate all facilities/amenities isn't very helpful, I think.  Basket ball courts, for example, 
run from excellent to awful.  How should I rate the entire city's b-ball courts, and how in the 
world would it be helpful? 

180 

Board walks in parks without paved paths for strollers and wheelchairs. Neighborhood 
playgrounds in smaller parks should get attention too. Add more sandboxes or sand areas. 
Kids love them. Relax donation costs for trees, picnic tables, and shelters so people can 
afford to donate. For example, one time small trees, picnic tables, small shelters for shade, 
small projects. Add water spigots for drinking water. Solar panel shades. 

181 

Need to work on ADA accessibility of nature area pathways and trails. Boardwalks in 
Oakwoods and Arbor Hills Nature Areas would be nice. Stop using cording, or at least split 
the cording and lay it flat side up. Rounded cording on trails makes them go from possibly 
accessible without the cording to absolutely inaccessible for those that require mobility aids. 
Apply for grants for boardwalks and the like. 

182 
Picnic shelters often seem dirty and full of peeling paint and spider webs.  There are too 
many weeds around many of the playgrounds.  Several trails have erosion issues.   

183 
It seems that the blanket policy of prohibiting alcohol at all city parks goes too far. Allowing 
alcohol at some of the picnic areas in some parks should be considered. 

184 
Olsen dog park is not usable due to the ground cover material. IT is messy, dusty and 
unpleasant 

185 Restrooms at additional parks would be great. Wurster, Las Vegas, Maryfield, Delaware..... 

186 
Please, please, *please*, can we have a safe way to get over the tracks by M-14, Bandemer, 
and Barton parks? 

187 
The condition of our soccer fields is horrible for the few actual fields we have. 

188 
In my opinion, there are not enough dog parks to the number of dogs the city licenses every 
year. Two dog parks (one on the north and one on the south east diametrically opposite) is 



still a big commute for people on the west side (the only population that hurts from this 
commute). Not enough people license their dogs, and not enough dog parks exist. There is 
also no water facility anywhere in the dog park, even though there is signage indicating there 
is water. 

189 More swings for adults with a handicap  
190 During "high use times" the facilities all seem a bit overwhelmed. 

191 

Creal Park has desperately needed wood chips in its playground area for years. It had been 
requested multiple times with no response from the city. There is a 10 inch or more drop off 
from the sidewalk to play areas creating a hazard for little ones, kids on bikes or scooters and 
the elderly.  

192 Miller Nature Area's woodchipped path was well maintained this year, and much appreciated! 

193 
One of the baby swings broke at Las Vegas and both (which were peeling) were replaced 
within ten days. I was very impressed and excited as we use this park almost daily! 

194 I object to the deer cull.  I will never again vote for a park millage. 

195 
Existing trails and paths are overused and lack connections to big parts of the city. A bigger 
network of trails is needed. 

196 
sports fields (soccer, baseball, etc) need better maintenance. Playgrounds need attention to 
the maintenance of soft materials around play equipment. 

197 
Please provide outhouse facilities at parks like Bird Hills during events like Dex-A2 run so that 
people won't keep peeing in the woods. 

198 Gallup pathways need to be resurfaced in several locations. 

199 
Need more off road walking and bike paths, for lots of reasons: health, cost, traffic, pollution, 
...; for rec. and access. 

200 
I walk or ride through West Park daily. The improvements of a few years ago are wonderful. 

201 

As a child in Burns Park I loved the "Mountain" 
I watch the use of the "Mountain" on Green Rd park north of Plymouth.  Would suggest more 
"mountains" for kids to use in lots of parks. 

202 Finish the B2B Trail, please 

203 
Could always use more of all of the above. I specifically would like to more mountain biking 
trails.  

204 

I really appreciate the porta-johns that have been placed at parks (Virgina Park, West Park, 
etc.)  I think it's very important to have toilet facilities and I know that the facilities with runnign 
water often encounter plumbing problems.  I like tha the porta-johns bear a record of 
consistent service/maintenance, though I suppose the same could be done with long drops, 
such as those at the rowing houses for Vandameer Park. 

205 

baseball/softball diamonds need work -- other than vets and SE which are nice, the rest need 
some improvements. Rec & Ed had way too many rainouts this summer that were completely 
preventable with decent fields. Or you need to move the stupid kickball leagues to the lousy 
fields and let the baseball/softball teams use the good fields as they were designed for. I 
suppose that's a Rec & Ed issue, not a City issue. Sorry. 

206 
The ball field at West Park is in pristine, spectacular condition.  It is hardly ever played on, as 
far as I can see.  Perhaps too much energy is being spent on it? 

207 

concerned about poison ivy along paths where I walk my dog.  Need to follow the county's 
practice of eradicating it from areas used by general public and dogs. I do not use the dog 
parks because my dog is reactive and I cannot predict which dogs he would encounter there. 

208 

It appears the parks/facilities are maintained to minimum standards except for the fee 
facilities (golf courses, pools, restricted soccer and baseball fields,cobblestone farm), which 
get more attention.  Leslie Science Center appears to be kept up pretty well, but maybe it has 
an endowment.  Many facilities show significant initial investment, but upkeep, cleanliness 
and maintenance are lacking, despite "improvement" millages.  It is great to have the West 
Park bandshell redone and the area made more functional.  Gallup has been an outstanding 
success with its mixed use and trail system and this concept should be extended all along the 
river as the whole city voted to do years ago.  But despite its obvious draw, some of its 
facilities/landscaping are looking worn and the paths/trails are suffering such that roller 
blading and other wheeled transport has all but been eliminated and cyclists use the 



roadways instead.  

209 
My life style no longer requires me to use the parks etc. but I feel we need to continue 
keeping up current parks and obtaining more parks/green space IN the city. 

210 Gallup paved walk/bikeways are in poor condition and in need of repair and repaving. 

211 
 
what about Greenview/Pioneer nature area? 

212 Love having so many outdoors places for walking.  

213 

Not enough trails and pathways.  Canada puts us to shame.  They provide biking/walking 
trails or paths all over!!   
More Dog parks are needed. 

214 Need more dog parks so don't need to drive to find one. 
215 I don't go to parks for amenities.  I go to get away from people and living spaces 

216 
Please improve pathways. They are the most consistently and widely and heavily used of the 
park facilities but seem to get the least maintenance especially in the winter.  

217 

Baseball fields at veterans flood too easily. Have had spouse's games cancelled due to poor 
field conditions when it's not even a large storm. Some park restrooms are in the poor 
category due to poor maintenance overall.  

218 
Bathrooms at Gallop Park need some updates 
Bathrooms at Vets Park  we need more of them 

219 

They need to mow the grass more at some of them we are losing softballs in the grass.  Also, 
there are not enough trash cans and the cans need to be emptied with greater frequency, and 
how about adding recycling to the mix? 

220 
Basketball courts, tennis courts, trails and pathways, including bike paths, need regular 
proactive upkeep and maintenance. 

221 Please create a downtown area dog park 

222 
Missing: Open spaces and natural areas. Passive use of our parks is of great value to the 
community. 

223 Need more benches along Cascades and Bandemer park 
224 no bathrooms at Fuller when pool is closed 

225 
Signage on trails  ould be improved, so that trail users can tell the trails apart from the deer & 
mountain biker paths. 

226 
Many of the trail areas are inaccessible from July until October because they are completely 
overgrown and lined with poison ivy. 

227 many parks do not have restrooms or water fountains 

228 
The trails and pathways system has been stagnant for years. The city needs to be 
consistently growing the number of paved miles and maintaining the trails it does have. 

229 More trees in the dog parks for shade would be great! 
230 many amenities are where I live, so use city facilities less 

231 
Dog parks are in ok shape, but could use more of them and better maintenance. Getting 
some grass to grow in them would be nice. 

232 
not enough dog parks, and the locations are difficult. Swift run is almost impossible on a 
warm day without shade. 

233 

For the couple of times that we've wanted to use a picnic shelter for a party (even when we've 
reserved one), I found that they didn't have enough picnic tables (e.g. Bandemere Park).  
Alternately, many of the picnic tables aren't in great repair.  As for restrooms, some of the 
composting toilets (e.g., Bandemere Park) are so smelly, they are unusable.  The only time 
I've gone to Allmendinger Park, the toilets in both restrooms were clogged/overflowed (yuck!).  
Most playgrounds don't have restrooms near them (which is troubling when you are 
pottytraining!).  On the positive side, last night was our first time playing in Virginia Park and 
my husband said that the potta-potty there was extremely clean and well-kept.  Perhaps 
some more like that?! 

234 
Have to pay for dog parks restrooms closed in winter need more dog drinking fountains at 
Gallup arbor oaks ect 

 



Question #6 asked respondents to rate their general level of satisfaction regarding 
maintenance at Ann Arbor Parks, including cleanliness, mowing, natural area 
management, snow removal, trash removal, and tree trimming.  

 

 

Number Additional comments 

1 
Leave natural areas natural.  Stop trimming, putting sawdust on trails, etc.  Leave them 
WILD!! 

2 The children's soccer fields are rarely mowed. 
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Please rate your general level of satisfaction regarding maintenance at Ann Arbor 
Parks. As your level of satisfaction may differ for each park facility, please use the 

comment space to provide clarification if needed. 
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Answer Options Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent Not 
applicable 

Response 
Count 

Cleanliness 32 202 483 223 25 965 
Mowing 99 209 419 206 33 966 
Natural area 
management 51 157 402 309 41 960 

Snow removal 93 213 344 125 166 941 
Trash removal 49 249 421 181 53 953 
Tree trimming 75 223 394 163 89 944 
Additional comments 175 

answered question 977 
skipped question 57 



3 

I love our parks in A2. We are so lucky to have some lovely little parks and greenspaces. 
However, not enough green space exists near and in downtown. I am not sure how to answer 
this question. I often walk along the river---better access would be good from main street. 
sometimes Bandemeer is a mess---I mean garbage over flowing etc. but it is the people's 
park in many ways too. Also, I am noticing that the "natural plantings" etc. in West Park and a 
nearby local park, are being overrun by invasive species.  

4 Need to mow the parks more than is done now. 

5 
Snow removal on the B2B is an issue in winter.  Many areas have too much turf grass, 
naturalized plantings are more attractive. 

6 
Snow removal on the sidewalks along the street at Belize Park is almost always later than the 
rest of the neighborhood.  

7 Not sure I have paid great attention to these... 

8 

sometimes Olsen park gets overgrown grass on trail. wish restroom there was never closed 
for winter. very nice clean not smelly ever always tp and good for changing clothes. close to 
my house 

9 Bathrooms at Gallup need to be better maintained.   
10 all excellent! 
11 Sometimes overzealous in "cutting back" foliage.  
12 All of a sudden this year, it seems there's lots of tree trimming. 
13 need to pave roads and entrances to parks 
14 my answers are for the parks that I use most often- Wurster & Allmendinger 
15 The sidewalks going up to the playgrounds never seem to be cleared of snow.  
16 Maintenance on trails is primarily done by volunteer groups like the Poto-IMBA chapter. 
17 Thanks to the Potawatomi Mountain Biking Association for maintaining the trails 
18 Need more restrooms and more porta johns. They should be better maintained as well.  

19 
excessive deer in bird park, have destroyed landscape and are not afraid of people, concern 
that they will trample someone  

20 
Trim branches from all sidewalks and at corners for better visibility for drivers and 
pedestrians. 

21 

Not sure if this is relevant, but along the south side of Washtenaw, west of the Marilou Center 
wild flowers grow. This regularly gets mowed. It's beautiful wild flowers and I believe the 
mowing should stop. 

22 I said "poor" because of all the stuff that seems to be deer-eaten. 

23 
Tree trimming on the trails around town seems to be mostly volunteer efforts my the Michigan 
Mountain Biking Association and affiliates, myself included. 

24 Deer are ruining the natural areas, especially Bird Hills and Firstenberg 

25 
With the number of deer in the area, Lyme Disease will be here soon.  The ticks thrive in taller 
grasses.  Need to start paying particular attention to this. 

26 

The snow removal has gotten better, at least last year was better than previous years. We did 
have less snow that may be a factor. We live next to Winewood Thaler park and there are 
some wonderful fruit trees, but the buck thorn and vines and destroying all the fruit and 
natives. The city came through last year and cut some out, but it's all coming back. It's 
useless to try to get a handle on the situation if the treatments are done effectively. We and 
some other neighbors, including the park rep have gathered to help occasionally but it's really 
too much for a small group to handle.  

27 Lots a fallen trees in Leslie park along paths. 
28 Not at this time 
29 Natural areas management is important; by its nature it never seems "done" 

30 
Would be great to have more natural areas that don't require mowings. And to have parks 
built around local and native plantings, wetlands, and bioswales 

31 Each area could be improved. 

32 
Snow removal is abysmal. The City needs a plan for snow removal within parks and adjacent 
to parks. For instance, the sidewalk adjacent to Eberwhite Woods on Liberty never gets 



shoveled because the property owner (the City) behaves like an absentee landlord. This is a 
critical transportation corridor for walkers in the winter. Please fix this problem prior to winter 
2015-2016! 

33 Playground equipment in general could use maintenance and updates 
34 More attention to tree health in mowed areas is needed. Good overall management.  

35 

One note about snow removal - as a runner, I am VERY grateful for the maintenance of the 
trail through Gallup Park - thank you thank you thank you!! My "poor" on cleanliness has to do 
with my earlier remarks regarding broken bottles and other trash at Argo, and trash 
everywhere at Gallup picnic areas. 

36 as pertaining to clearing side walk along Eberwhite Woods and low hanging trees and brush 

37 
Fritz Park could use a whole lot more attention.  It looks neglected and we would find needles 
and drug paraphernalia around. 

38 

My response applies to Buhr as that is the one I have most familiarity with. Mowing is OK, but 
it is sometimes too often. The mowers often damage the grass on the hills, leaving bare 
ground. This happens most often when the ground is saturated. It would be beneficial if 
mowers had some understanding of the natural areas so they understand how close and 
where to mow or not to. Some areas with native vegetation are accidentally mowed and not 
just once, and others aren't mowed properly in order to cut out the invasives. If trash 
receptacles were just in the parking areas, then there would not be a need to drive heavy 
trucks on the grass. There is way too much vehicle traffic on the grass in this park and that 
creates compaction which creates more runoff.  

39 I would like the pavement in Gallup Park to be smoother and in better condition.   
40 Graffiti tags don't get taken care of fast enough. 

41 
Please don't place woodchips on unpaved trails (Barton Nature Area being a big one). They 
are unsustainable, cost money, and can puncture tires. 

42 
I am most aware of Wurster Park~~~it has gotten much better, more used over the years we 
have lived nearby 

43 Don't need more parks. Need better maintenance of existing parks.  
44 More trimming, weed removal! 

45 

It would be good for water fountain at Furstenberg to be fixed.  It has been broken for a 
couple of years.  It would also be good to have the water fountains open longer into the 
fall/winter. 

46 
Barton Park trash cans are usually overflowing.  The natural areas are managed as best they 
can with a very small staff. 

47 
There seems to be a superabundance of mowing and trash collection, even when neither are 
needed. Could these hours and resources go toward checking and cleaning the portapotties?  

48 
Trees are killed by weed whackers--need physical protection around the trunks.  Also, I 
support less lawn, more natural vegetation.   

49 

Some trails and pathways need to better manage water runoff, the city has tried to fix a few 
and it didnt work. example: Keubler Langford from the birdhills area trailhead headed east.  
This was "fixed" two years ago and it is as bad as ever because they didnt fix it correctly.  
stop using woodchips on trails, they are not sustainable, cost $ and resources, create 
errosion issues (Sunset Brooks park is a perfect example of woodchip errosion) and do not 
help to dry out the trail. 

50 
Wish there were garbage cans near the playgrounds - it's difficult to get to the edge of a large 
park when at the playground with small kids 

51 
Lots of invasives. I would hope that Ann Arbor could put more funding towards combating 
invasive species in the natural areas.  

52 On busy weekends there is often more trash than usual so may need additional pickups. 

53 
The mowing doesn't happen often enough at waterworks park and when it does happen. The 
mower isn't set low enough to cut the grass short, it is still long even after the mowers come 

54 compared to Washtenaw County faciliites, the AA parks are not clean. 

55 
some neighborhood parks seem ill-suited for organized league softball - due to sloping fields, 
gravel infield or long grass. 

56 
Sidewalk bordering Bromley Park is sometimes not cleared in a timely fashion and can be 
impassable. 



57 

Cracked, bumpy pavement throughout parks with weeds coming out of them; weeds 
constantly growing in playground mulch (which always need more mulch); should be more 
emphasis on trimming trees and wiping out buckthorn where making an impact. 

58 

My rating for mowing is regarding the Burr Oak park and the soccer field at Lakewood 
Elementary School.  Clumps of grass clippings are left on the sidewalks and gets slippery 
when wet and just looks terrible.  Grass is growing over and on the sidewalks.  

59 Not familiar with trash removal, snow clearance or tree trimming 

60 
Seems like extent of mowing should be minimized unless necessary for field use or traffic 
sightlines.  An awful lot of money and pollution for the "look" of mowed grass. 

61 

Snow removal--are you kidding?  Natural area management is a euphemism for no 
maintenance.  See above.  There are places where NA needs to go in with weed wackers.  
The NA program is being abused by admin as an excuse for not maintaining properly.   

62 I have never paid much attention to snow removal in detail. 

63 

plow needs to be more carefull with over-salting and missing the path in the winter 
(waterworks park).  
Trees blocking ped crossing signs all up and down 7the street 

64 
Winter running is difficult and dangerous due to few to no paved trails providing consistent 
snow removal 

65 Keep those branches next to the trails trimmed.  

66 
Volunteer trail maintenance on mountain bike and hiking trails is great. However help from 
the city would be greatly appreciated.  

67 See comment above about tree removal needed at Liberty Park 

68 
Would like to see the wildlife left alone. Shooting deer in our parks is unacceptable and will 
have an impact on my enjoyment of the parks as well as my feeling of safety.  

69 Grass neeeds to be mowed on a more frequent basis. 
70 Trash bins in Barton Park at Huron River Drive are sometimes overflowing. 
71 NAP is the best run, most successful part of Parks.  There's a lot of bang for the buck. 

72 

Community service needs to come back into play for individuals that do something they 
should not and are found guilty of said wrong doing. ie tagging, littering, destruction of public 
property (trees, driving on the grass in parks). 

73 

I expect that the City will provide trash barrels in Parks and empty them on a regular basis.  
Mowing of lawn areas, and removing snow from paved paths should also be done on a 
regular basis.  Not sure what is meant by 'cleanliness' or 'natural area management.' 

74 please we need more trash barrels and they need to be emptied 

75 

Vets park is my neighborhood park. The mowing is inconsistent. Mowers damage the tree 
trunks by mowing too close. Snow removal-- this park has become a dumping ground for 
snow. The nmounds are awful, unsightly and have killed many trees that were planted in the 
park.  The entire west parking lot is unsafe until early summer due to this new dumping 
ground. Entire areas of grass have been killed off as well. 

76 We appreciate our parks and the employees who care for them! 

77 

Tuebingen park looks abandoned. It would be so wonderful if it was fixed up for adults and 
kids. It is right on the way between our neighborhood and the library. A perfect location for a 
lovely park. The adult workout equipment could be new and then add in some natural low 
cost play areas for kids. Sand, wood, stones, maybe swings. It doesn't need to be fancy to 
look nice and be a gathering space for the neighborhood.  
I would like to see smoke free parks enforced at Gallup park with signage and staff 
reinforcing ordinance. Many people smoke at tables waiting for vans. That is right near 
playground and pathway. It is so important for this to be smoke free. 

78 some of the soccer fields are more a mine fields than grass 
79 I would love to see more trails left with snow on them in winter for skiing and fat tire biking.  

80 

The park behind my house--Molin--has a bad garlic mustard problem along with a lot of 
debris on the ground, and it's impossible to walk in that portion of the park in the summer. 
The path through the park ends before it reaches the southern end where my house is. 

81 I realize your budget doesn't allow for extra staff for holidays & day afters to keep on top of 



the trash pileups. 

82 
Big problem are UM/other students who party in parks and leave a mess; also drop beer 
bottles into the river when coasting on innertubes. 

83 

At Wurster park, loose tree branches hang for long periods of time. Snow removal is good. 
Trash cans have been moved to the ends of the park instead of playground / picnic area so 
now people leave trash and dog bags at park. 

84 
Bandemer Park parking lot and environs are frequently dangerously littered and dirty -- 
especially on the warm days 

85 We cannot keep up with the maintenance 

86 
Not enough staff/attention to maintenance in the parks.  I live on the north side and use many 
parks and paths.  Even volunteering to clean up the parks might help. 

87 Too much trash in the waterways at Gallup.  

88 

Mow the god damn parks! For what we pay in taxes the parks grass should be kept under 
control.  It is ridiculous how long the grass gets between the infrequent cutting and makes 
them unattractive and mostly unusable.  Again MOW THE PARKS MORE OFTEN!!!! 

89 More frequent trash cans would be useful for dog owners. 

90 

Many natural areas have invasive plant problems. This appears to relate to lack of 
education/incentive among neighboring property owners in removing invasives and 
maintaining invasive-free yards. 

91 
I have played several softball games at Northside & Buhr where the outfield grass was knee 
high.  

92 
Park cleanliness has been great except for one recent excursion by my husband and 
daughter to South Maple Park earlier this week. It was absolutely trashed. 

93 
Compared to other communities we don't do well with maintenance. I'd support more $ to 
maintenance over new facilities.  

94 

The bushes along the trails are getting overgrown. Snow removal is actually damaging the 
trails in Gallup Park. The pickup trucks are too heavy for the pavement during freeze/thaw 
cycles.  

95 

At some parks (we go to Buhr Park) the trees should be trimmed from the ground for safety 
reasons. The natural areas grow out of control. The one at Buhr Park will cover the sidewalk 
at the height of the summer. It would be nice if these areas were not allowed to grow so big 
and take over the park. 

96 

Cleanliness gets a "poor" rating here because the Ann Arbor park I see most often (Winchell) 
has a chronic problem with broken toys and tricycles being left there. It looks like a dump over 
the summer. The playground equipment is looking pretty sad now too - rust showing through 
on damaged areas of the equipment. I don't know enough about tree trimming to comment on 
the adequacy. 

97 

The massive crowds of tubers/canoe renters at Argo  leave a fair amount of trash on the river 
banks (read beer bottles/cans) and in the river itself. This summer did not seem as bad as 
summers past, and perhaps the parks employees are a bit better at tasking clean up these 
days, which I just hope continues to happen. 

98 
Check up to ensure the grass is being mowed on the soccer and baseball fields. Its often 
extremely long to the point where local citizens have to bring in their lawnmowers. 

99 
I want to thank the people responsible for Gallup Park and the Furstenberg Nature Area.  
They are wonderful and I use them daily. 

100 Again, totally depends on the park in question. 

101 

Tree trimming on the streets is not logical.  
A2 is so quick to cut down trees, and then they leave the stump for years.  
Don't cut down the tree until it is dead, and please, cut down the tree, then remove the stump.   
Don't cut down tree after tree and never remove the stump.  
   My neighborhood street trees looks like its been clearcut in the early 1900s. 

102 

Many parks are often frequented at night by drug users etc. Is there a clean up line to call to 
report needles, condoms and other biohazards in parks used by kids and families? I've seen 
these several times in different parks around the city.. 

103 
Many times the grass is too long to use fields (such as Soccer), snow takes a while to get 
removed, and many trails have branches that are in the way. 



104 
The parks generally seem pretty clean. I can live with the more cost-effective mowing 
schedule, park staff and NAP staff are friendly and helpful when I need something.  

105 
Thank you!! 

106 

Too much mowing.  I would like to see more pernials flowers or native gardens through out 
our parks especially the smaller neighborhood parks.   I would love to see money diverted 
from lawn and mowing to plantings. Lawns are a ecological barren and we already have 
plenty of turf planted through out the city.   Also it would be nice to see much more if any 
botanical labels.  Can't you partner with the university or other local botonical educational 
resources to have things labeled? 

107 
NAP works hard but seems uninspired, lacks useful references for volunteers, and suffers 
from frequent staff changes.  

108 Could use a bit more general attention to the grass and some of the baseball fields 
109 bathroom cleanliness can be problematic. 

110 
Would like to see less grass and resultant mowing.  Could be replaced with other perennials 
that require less maintenance. 

111 

I've lived near Meadowbrook Park for 8 summers now and every year the mowing and the 
maintenance has gotten worse and worse.  Mowing and trimming are done less and less 
frequently with each passing year  and this year, every time it's been mowed, the park is filled 
with very large clumps of dead grass left behind.  This looks terrible and makes it unfit to play 
ball, frisbee or run through.  Also, why would the operators mow during the rain?  I've seen 
this done a number of times and it obviously results in a terrible cut.  These folks must be so 
pressured to get to the next park that they clearly don't care what the park looks like when 
they're done.  I would hope they wouldn't mow their own yard like they do this park.     

112 
I regularly find Buhr Park fields in wonderful condition. Burns Park however is getting worse 
each year, maybe due to heavier use? 

113 

maintenance  is very good in general.  I am concerned 
aout ADA compliance 

114 Parks do not need to be mowed as often as they are! 
115 Too many trees have 'weedy bushes' growing inside and next to their trucks! 
116 Too many natural areas are getting turned into disc golf courses and so on. 

117 
We live across from Glacier Park. City does a great job of maintenance 

118 

It was hard for me to rate these highly, I don't think that we have enough green areas in 
general or access to them,or that we spend enough time with upkeep and making sure areas 
are environmentally sound. For example the little park down the street has fallen away and 
invasives have taken over. Also West Park---fabulous daylighting the pond, and it is a major 
improvement overall---really nice, but it is starting to get choked with invasives all around.  

119 I use West Park & Miller Woods most often so my comments reference these parks. 
120 Less mowing and more natural areas would be preferred. 
121 I know it saves you guys money but I really think you're too stingy with the trash cans. 
122 See above, regarding the maintenance of the paved pathways. 
123 I do not wish to have deer shot in Ann Arbor parks! 

124 

I regularly see sanitation trucks idling in the parks -- and not when they are actively collecting 
garbage; rather, when they are simply in the parking lot. This wastes gasoline and pollutes 
the air. 

125 Please use pet safe de-icer on the sidewalks. Salt burns! 

126 

Remove dead or dying ash trees. They are eyesores including the bushy stuff leftover from 
dead trunks. Do a better job of clearing snow and ice from sidewalks in parks. Plant naturally 
short grass to reduce mowing. 

127 
Snow and ice removal for public access to parks needs to be improved. Kilburn Park in 
particular doesn't get very well cleared. 

128 
It is so ugly when the trimming is done at the park at a different time than the major mowing.  
I'm surprised how often I see this!  The trucks that remove the snow leave big ruts along the 



sidewalk. Seems like there should be some fix for that.   

129 

some new trees have been planted in local parks such as in Lans Way in recent years, but 
many have suffered from the dry conditions. It seems a waste to plant these and leave them 
unwatered. Maybe the planting plan can include provisions for watering for a couple years. 
Also, there are overgrown weeds where some trees were removed.  
Also, while reduced mowing may save money, additional effort should be made for partial 
mowing to keep athletic facilities useable. 
Also, it appears that too much salt is used for ice on park walkways. 

130 
The pools need more attention to cleanliness and maintenance. Great parks and natural 
areas and trails! 

131 Still need to monitor restroom cleanliness and trash cans during off season 

132 

Snow removal around Almendinger Park is satisfactory as to removing snow however, the 
plow used is wider than the sidewalk tires and blade destroys the adjacent area.  It is often a 
muddy mess to walk the sidewalk and makes the park look horrible from street. 

133 

The bushes along several riverside trails in Gallup Park are becoming completely overgrown 
with invasive buckthorn, which is blocking the view of the river. Maybe a controlled burn is 
needed?  

134 Please maintain the play areas for the safety of everyone.  
135 I am no longer actively involved in outdoor sports 

136 

We live next door to Las Vegas Park. The pines that grow along it on the Granada side of the 
park are really cruddy - overgrown and half dead. They look terrible. And the undergrowth 
grows through the fence into our gardens. 

137 I object to the deer cull.  I will never again vote for a park millage. 

138 

I live next to and share a property line with a city park. There are sever issues with invasive 
plants and diseased trees spreading. We do our best to help but it gets worse every year. 
Sad thing is there were lots of fruit trees in the park but most are dead or dying now. What a 
waste. 

139 Less mowing more natural surroundings. 

140 
The nature area near my home (Dicken Woods) is overgrown to the point that no one seems 
to use it because of just how many spiderwebs and mosquitos there are. 

141 West Park needs some work removing invasive species. 

142 

it's possible that not every facility is immaculate or perfect, but we have an abundance of 
riches in this town and I think we forget that at times when we want our favorite facility to be 
immaculate and perfect.  
(Also, I don't mind if grass grows long - I know some residents think no turf grass should ever 
look shaggy, but that level of mowing is a waste of resources!)  

143 Mow the soccer fields! Seriously. They are dreadful.  

144 

Mowing, trimming, and grounds maintenance at most parks is minimal, at best. Grassy areas 
often unusuable due to long hya-like grass which promotes bugs, mosquitos, and makes it 
motly impossible to use for most activities. 

145 
No snow removal occurs on the bridge over the pond in West Park.  I'm sure this is because 
they don't want to drive plows over it, but it makes walking there very iffy in snowy weather. 

146 I would like more trash cans in which to deposit my dog's poop! 

147 
Natural area management needs much more manpower to maintain the valuable efforts they 
have initiated. 

148 Born and raised in AA and we should be spending money on keeping up parks. 
149 Too much buckthorn exist in our parks. 
150 Burns Parks is nearest and most often used.   

151 
Need to cull the deer population to protect Ann Arbor Parks and improve "natural area 
management." 

152 

I use often, and am concerned about the dirt trail along the river between Argo and 
Bandemar, on the east side of the river. It is becoming overgrown in many places and the 
path is eroding. 

153 Our trash removal is reliable and professional and deserves kudos.  
154 See tent caterpillars all over trees with no intervention by city as well as other diseases on 



plants and trees. Mowing often done too close to soil in order to lengthen mowing intervals. 
155 Not enough trash barrels available.  Please provide more, and pick them up regularly. 

156 
I was appalled and stunned that no one except a couple of volunteers knew whether or not 
deer are damaging our natural areas. 

157 

The lawn extension adjacent to Waterworks Park has collected dead branches and has not 
been mowed.  The City should set an example in maintenance of lawn extensions and this is 
an insult to the neighborhood. 

158 
Trash removal at Vet's is poorly done 
Snow removal is great on the golf course for County 

159 

It is clear that the parks have been neglected under recent budgets, where is all our money 
going if there is not new acquisition?  I know that the city has upped the volunteer program to 
get sponsors for the parks in an attempt to slow the decline of the facilities so that tells me 
budgeting is way down for maintainance.  Why? 

160 

Equipment is not well maintained throughout the system. We should better maintain our 
active park space before adding any more. We seem to do better with passive park 
maintenance. 

161 All of these areas need improvement at all of the parks we visit regularly. 

162 
The snow removal on the trail between Argo Dam and Bandimere (west side of river) has 
always been an issue.  Please have the sweeper hit this area when it snows. 

163 I haven't noticed the quality of the items marked NA. 
164 This evaluation is for Windermere Park. 
165 Portable restrooms are not well maintained.   
166 Please work on reducing mowing/increasing no-mow areas.  

167 
We only go to Waterworks and Wurster Parks when walking our dog. They always seem 
good.  Especially appreciate the dog drinking fountain. 

168 
I recently moved here from Detroit, and that the parks are mowed and maintained at all is 
pretty great to me! 

169 Sports fields are very bumpy and not high quality compared to other communities 

170 

Mowing is not frequent enough to control weeds in some turf areas. Tree trimming budget is 
insufficient city-wide for the great number of trees. Maintenance by volunteers means that 
quality is irregular; more full-time staff are needed. At Ponds Park in particular, snow removal 
on a major sidewalk route has been a problem for many years.  

171 I leave B4 snow falls so can't rate snow removal. 

172 

The garbage cans keep moving around in the Argo area, and there need to be more garbage 
cans placed all along the Argo-Gallup river route. All of the tubers dump their beer cans all 
over the parks wherever there are boat landing areas. Isn't alcohol prohibited in the parks? 
Why is alcohol allowed on the river and especially through the Cascades? 

173 in the winter sidewalks to parks are usually not clear 

174 

Live beside Winewood Thaler park - tree care is poor - trees planted are questionable 
(hawthorns planted next to toddles play structure - large thorns are an accident waiting to 
happen) 

175 
Several dead/dieing trees trash overflowing ICE snow melt put Dow in daytime snow melts 
water freezes at night kids fall going to Bryant School 

 

 

 

 

 



Question #7 asked if respondents generally feel safe in Ann Arbor Parks. 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 81.1% 819 
No 1.0% 10 
It depends 17.5% 177 
Not applicable 0.4% 4 
Please explain your answer 209 

answered question 1010 
skipped question 24 

 

 

Number Please explain your answer 

1 Depends on time of day and "eyes on the park" 
2 Dolf park seems to have creepy people hanging out there. 
3 I always go with my dog.  Only really needed for the very occasional sketchy person. 
4 All Parks are now dog parks! kids are at risk of dog bites!| 
5 If it is night or day. Need more lighting in the parks 

6 

it really depends on the park.  there are homeless or shady people that tend to camp in the 
parks that others do not use. specifically we see them while we are out walking in areas 
without any trails with people using the trails.  recreation seems to bring positive eyes to the 
parks and drive out the riffraff.  

7 
When walking in Bird Hills Park I've come across dogs running without leashes.  I have had to 
fend off a couple of unfriendly dogs. 

8 
I always see smelly homeless people or people who appear homeless because they smoke 
too much meth.  

81.1% 
Yes 

1.0% 
No 

17.5% 
It depends 

0.4% 
Not applicable 

Do you generally feel safe in Ann Arbor Parks? 

Yes 

No 

It depends 

Not applicable 



9 I'm almost never alone in them.  Night could be unsafe. 
10 Some drug dealing appears present in some parks,  which certainly does not feel safe. 
11 would not frequent certain parks in the evening such as West Park, or Liberty/Division park 
12 Yes on the northside.  Sometimes I'm nervous in West Park. 

13 
West Park SO much better now.  Liberty Park not a place I like to go, even at noon on a week 
day. 

14 
I am a male in pretty good shape. A senior, disabled or young girl might be concerned about 
her safety in some parks. 

15 
I o not use after dark 

16 It depends on the neighborhood where the park is located, and how many people are using it 
17 Depends on the time and the location of the park 

18 
We only go to parks with organized events. Otherwise, the presence of so many homeless 
people make singular useage uncomfortable. 

19 

Most parks are heavily used so there's usually plenty of people around. After dark, some 
parks seem a little dicey at times. Liberty Plaza doesn't always feel secure, that you'd want to 
sit and relax and spend some time there. 

20 
I've never felt anything but safe. There are never loitering teens or homeless. Generally 
people are pleasant and there to take advantage of the facilities. 

21 Some areas seem more vulnerable than others. 

22 

Seventh Street does not feel safe because there is a crown similar to Liberty Plaza without 
enough neighbors to balance it out.  Alcohol & drug use are apparent. 
Liberty Plaza is a mess and no further Downtown parks should be added until it is brought 
under control.   

23 

Wheeler Park doesn't feel very safe. There are always homeless people hanging out in the 
picnic area. Hunt Park is nice during the day but I have to look over the playground area a lot 
because trash like condom wrappers and medical marijuana jars are often left.  It is the kind 
of trash that lets us know not to be anywhere near the park by dusk.  

24 There are parts of the B2B trail system where I don't feel safe. Too much greenery/cover.  
25 I grew up in New York City. Ann Arbor is a safe little town.  
26 Night is scary as well as people who appear to live in the parks.  
27 Time of day and activity matters 

28 
I don't walk in the parks alone at night. During daylight hours I feel safe. But I still keep my 
wits about me. 

29 Women never feel completely safe.  Feel most comfortable with my dog 

30 
The number of deer in our area in bird hills and different herds at different times of day is out 
of hand.  I am concerned about health issues and obvious destruction of nature areas.    

31 Lost of areas in Bied and Bandemere are isolated for solo walkers. 
32 Not at sylvan park. Won't let my teen go there alone.  

33 
I have an obvious issue with deer and in their current "semi-wild" state-- they can be 
somewhat approachable and so doubly dangerous. 

34 

I feel very safe with the City staff and the quality and maintenance of the parks.  
The open-carry picnics of gun-carrying people are highly disturbing. When I have seen or 
heard about open-carry events in parks, I forever associate those parks with guns (Wheeler, 
and now Gallup), and am much less likely to use that park or encourage others to use it as 
well. I would STRONGLY like to see ordinances that prohibit firearms in public parks.  

35 If there are a lot of people around, then yes, but when they are deserted, they are unnerving. 
36 Usually 
37 dusk 
38 Some parks more so than others 
39 What time of day and if I'm alone or with someone. 

40 

A couple parks have "hangouts" at particular times of day (teens smoking weed near Redbud 
entrance).  Is Dolph Park a "pick-up" place in the afternoon? 



41 Well lit, lots of people.  

42 
Sometime there are groups that are just hanging out that can make me feel unsafe at some 
locations. 

43 
We mostly use the trails and water facilities during daylight hours with many other people 
around. 

44 
Yes - there are people (usually dudes) being sketchy sometimes in certain areas, but that's 
on them - i never feel unsafe - sometimes annoyed with dude-commentary, etc 

45 Generally do not enter the parks in evenings. P 
46 time of day and business of park 

47 
The parks feel less safe at dusk.  Some parks I would like to spend more time in have a fairly 
high traffic flow of homeless people (West Park and Bandemere Park along railroad tracks). 

48 

Generally, yes. I run through the parks, all year, and at times at night, and as a woman, I 
generally feel safe. I also am very aware of my surroundings, and if alone (without person or 
dog), I often carry pepper spray. There have been times I've felt a little concerned when 
encountering individuals at various parks, but never have I been harassed or assaulted. 

49 
In most parks I feel safe. However, I would not feel safe at certain times of the day in some of 
the downtown or near downtown parks. 

50 Some parks have more homeless people than others. 
51 Except liberty plaza 

52 
The asphalt paths at Gallop Park are VERY dangerous for roller bladders as they desperately  
need to be resurfaced!!! Thank you! 

53 Safe in daylight. 
54 Not Liberty Plaza.  
55 I do not feel safe walking through/around Liberty Square.  In all other parks, I feel safe. 

56 

I say yes, but there are certain parks frequented by homeless that make me uneasy to visit 
alone.  Also, certain parks are used as party areas and there are lots of alcohol bottles left 
behind so I get nervous when I'm near these areas. 

57 

Unquestionably, the number of dogs off leash, especially near the playground structures, is a 
big concern for me and the other parents I talk to. We don't go in Eberwhite anymore because 
of the big dogs running off-leash. 

58 Yes, with a dog. 

59 
There are some characters that hang out at the vets park pavilion that are shady.  The area 
could use additional lighting in that area for added security. 

60 if other people are around - otherwise no  
61 Do not feel safe in Liberty Plaza, to much smoking to be enjoyable as a walk through 

62 

Some parks without any trails or without any trails that are used seem to draw in vagrants and 
homeless.  These areas are usually littered with garbage.  Recreation activities are "positive 
eyes" for the trail systems. Parks with many and well planned trail systems do not have these 
issues of illegal camping/squatting.   

63 Feel safe in all of ann arbor.   

64 
I never use Liberty Plaza Park (except Sonic Lunch), because it is the only park I do not feel 
safe using. 

65 
I have never had a bad encounter in Ann Arbor's park system. Feel 100 percent safe at all 
time.  

66 

I have a 3 month old baby and a toddler. I have become increasingly worried about the dogs 
off of leashes in the playground areas. This is especially true in places like Eberwhite Woods 
and Bird Hills. I would like the city to do more to enforce the leash rule. 

67 
I usually feel safe -- though as a woman I wouldn't go alone into, say, Argo park in the middle 
of the night. 

68 Not late at night on regular pathways, or even at dusk on b2b pathways alone. 
69 I walk alone in many of the parks 

70 
I never think about safety except when dogs are off leash in natural area parks. Many time 
dogs run up and jump on me.  

71 
yes, unless I encounter unleashed dogs.  i'm considering carrying a sidearm for encounters 
with uncontrolled dogs.  i don't blame the parks dept. but rather the selfish dog owners.  but i 



don't want to chance a dog bite or attack. 
72 Needs more lighting 
73 never had problems with safety 

74 
My lady works and lives on opposite sides of West Park and extra lighting in there would be 
way safer for night. 

75 I will not go into Liberty Plaza. This is a totally inappropriate design for a park. 

76 
Of course, I don't go there if I wouldn't feel safe.   This unease could be from time of day, 
lighting, reputation, presence of others, whether I'm alone 

77 

Homeless people often use the shelter at Vet's park for a place to sleep/ hang out.   The area 
is pretty hidden from the road, the skatepark, and the facilities on the hill.  Not a super safe 
area. 

78 

Liberty Plaza is obviously unusable by people wanting to relax or enjoy themselves.  
Something must be done to stop its use as a homeless/drug deal/panhandler 
headquarters/hangout. 

79 A lot of unleashed dogs, it's definitely a big problem around Leslie and Olson. 
80 Depends on the park, but in general better lighting of paved paths would be beneficial. 

81 

The only threats I've encountered have come from bikes travelling too fast on narrow, twisty 
paths. Homeless people downtown may smell bad, but they have never, ever threatened me.  
I suggest the parks dept make a public declaration that walking beat police would be a great 
aid in solving problems with downtown parks. 

82 Time of day, presence of others 

83 

I don't go to any one park often but safety is not an issue when I go or in my decision to not 
go more often. I spend a lot of time outside and doing outdoor activities but A2 parks 
generally don't serve my purposes.. 

84 I won't if fee have sharpshooters in the Parks.  
85 Depends on time of year and what park 

86 

Distrust safety at night ... lack of knowledge of crime rate at parks and lighting.  Publish data 
on City website 

87 I have never felt unsafe in an A2 Park, and have never known anyone who felt unsafe. 
88 But I've never been alone after dark 
89 Some parks feel less safe than others, Eberwhite Woods for example. 
90 no problems in many years 

91 
For the most part,  island park has some interesting characters show up, makes me avoid 
some times 

92 

I have always appreciated the AA parks and felt extremely safe, until a recent "adventure" to 
the vets park play area. There was not an easy walking path to get there, then when we 
approached, my 4 year old noticed vomit on the sidewalk, and there seemed to be someone 
taking shelter in the picnic shelter area, which was rather dark. As my son voiced how "yucky" 
the play area was, I noticed around 20 bees clustered at the bottom of the slide. So we 
promptly left, and do not plan to return to that play area . 

93 
The park on depot street next to the train station has great game for the kids but too many 
homeless/addicts around ( or walking thru it) to feel safe 

94 
It depends on the park. Don't always feel safe in West Park - we have seen a few drug deals 
there. The other parks are ok, but are often deserted (no other children). 

95 

Highly dependent upon location - for instance, I live next to Cranbrook Park and I feel 100% 
safe there, even after dark - however, our neighborhood is generally very quiet and good 
people live here. I feel that this goes for a lot of the other smaller, neighborhood parks in 
town. However... 
Prior to this April, I lived behind Mary Beth Doyle park and there is a fairly large heroin 
problem there - frequently would come across needles along the woodland pathways 
(especially near the Packard Rd entrance) on my way to work and on a couple of occasions 
witnessed dealers meeting up with clients. Please do something about this. 
Additionally, I work in the First Martin Building next to Liberty Plaza, and obviously, this park 
has a ton of problems and I would never walk through there after dark... sometimes I won't 



even during the day if its particularly full of sketchballs. 

96 
I'm a 240lbs mountain biker and hockey player. I rarely encounter people I feel threatened by. 
I think some women who use parks at night might be more nervous.  

97 I have often walked alone in Ann Arbor parks and have always felt safe. 
98 I am rarely alone in a park, but am often there with only my pre-school grandchild. 

99 

I've tried twice in Dolph Nature Area & come to the conclusion that it's a hookup site for the 
deeply closeted homosexual.  Very offputting, especially given the overgrown nature of the 
area. 

100 Some worries about self-appointed deer hunters. 
101 bandemer seems sketchy at times 
102 At 80 I would never walk alone in a nature park. 
103 Everywhere except Liberty Plaza - get rid of it! 

104 
Sometimes people are in parks but don't seem to be doing anything but watching people. 
Kind of creepy. 

105 I am a trail runner and have never had a safety issue on trails in Ann Arbor. 
106 some parks more than others. 
107 Depends on park, lighting, and if well used. 
108 Depends on the park, the time of day, whether I'm alone or with people. 

109 

A number of parks, especially those close to the Huron River, downtown, or close to 
affordable housing neighborhoods have problems with loitering individuals hanging out in 
secluded areas, or sleeping in shelters or on benches.  

110 I feel less safe after sunset 
111 Many loose dogs at West Park. Also vagrant trash. Liberty Park we avoid.  

112 
Yes but there needs to be better enforcement of the rules regarding alcohol. A lot of people 
are drinking while swimming/tubing at the Argo Cascades (bad mix!). 

113 Daytime - yes.  Urban and night - no. 

114 
Because of the trees it is hard to say whether we always feel completely safe. If they were 
trimmed above the ground we would feel safer. 

115 There is some vagrant activity in parks that don't have trails or in areas of parks without trails.  

116 

1)Liberty Square violence, drugs, profanity. 
2)Sleeping/passed out people in parks. 
3) Openly drinking alcohol in parks clearly marked, "No Alcohol."  

117 
I bike and walk in the parks after dark and feel safe. I would sometimes like to use the parks 
later in the evening but do not feel entirely safe late at night. 

118 

There are a few parks that seem to attract a large number of homeless people. Wheeler Park 
is one where last summer there were often a number of homeless people who were under the 
influence and yelling at people as they walked by. 

119 
Aside from an attempted abduction in 1988, I feel pretty safe. The parks are generally well lit 
and don't foster an atmosphere welcoming to illicit activities. 

120 
It depends on which park and what time of day. Vagrancy is the most unsettling problem for 
me.  

121 time of day, early morning, dusk 
122 Some remote areas seem "spooky" however, they are also very peaceful natural spaces. 

123 
I wonder how safe I am in Furstenberg but have had no problems.  I was harassed by a 
flasher about 7 or 8 years ago in County Farm Park and that experience stays with you.  

124 Parks everywhere are inherently at risk of crime.  

125 
NO: Liberty Plaza, West Park, 
YES:  Cobblestone, Allmendinger, West 

126 
Safe yes; however the proximity of picnic tables to the playground at west park means 
frequently having to ask the adults gathered there to watch their language, not smoke, etc.  

127 During the day.... See comment above for more details. 

128 

Most of the parks I have been to with my kids seem very safe. Even a few of the parks with 
occasional homeless people (West Park) don't seem to have problems with people 
panhandling - usually just a few folks reclining under a tree or on a bench. I have occasionally 



noticed police / emergency response presence in an adjoining parking lot waiting for calls, I'm 
sure that helps keep mischief down.  

129 Always 100%. 
130 Daylight only. 
131 I did see a drug deal in Allmendinger this year 
132 It depends on the area of the facility. 
133 Too many strange homeless people wandering around. 

134 

Most parks but not Liberty square/plaza, wheeler, or Hunt. I have witnessed shady 
happenings - smoking, alcohol, drugs. I  am compassionate toward those that are homeless 
but when I am alone at parks with my children (particularly at wheeler and hunt) and men are 
sleeping on benches in parks I usually leave.  

135 

Burn Park and Buhr Park are my most used - I feel safe during daylight hours. I only walk 
around Burns Park at night with my dog, otherwise I am not sure I'd feel safe just because it's 
an urban situation after dark 

136 
We've had some incidents of strange behavior in the parks, not to mention some people 
being attacked. 

137 I don't feel safe walking and jogging alone anywhere in secluded areas. 
138 I live near the Eberwhite woods and always think of the woman who was nearly killed there 

139 

I am a woman and generally worry when I am alone in on the paths etc. however, I love 
running during the daylight hours, especially along the river---what a treat.  

140 As a female, it's always foremost to be aware & alert, no matter where you are. 
141 I visit the parks with a buddy, usually during the day. 
142 Time of day, not at night 
143 Never use them at night. 
144 Not alone 
145 Not at night 

146 
It depends on which park and what I am doing. If walking in Huron Hills golf I worry about 
flying balls. 

147 At night, not so much. 
148 I only go during the daytime. 
149 I will NOT feel safe in Ann Arbor parks if sharpshooters of dubious training are present. 
150 I am sensible about the hours I use the parks, and choose parks that are also used by others. 
151 However, I prefer to be at the park with a companion. 
152 Neighborhood parks feel safe. Liberty Plaza and West Park can feel unsafe. 
153 Time of day makes a difference. Wouldn't go to some at dusk because of drug trade. 
154 Most parks seem fairly safe during the day. 
155 Time of day and area of town. Lack of lighting of the parks at night. 
156 Dolph park feels creepy to me.  The others feel pleasant.   
157 So long as there are not people carrying guns there 

158 
It depends on the park I am in - I feel completely safe in some parks, but sometimes the 
areas around the parks when I have to walk to my car and back feel unsafe.  

159 In a group and in the daylight, yes. 

160 
Indoor facilities are fine. Sometimes it can feel pretty isolated in parts of parks like Gallup and 
Bird Hills. 

161 
I don't think it's safe for children to run free at Creal park due to the lack of maintenance in the 
play areas, the parks department should be embarrassed by the condition of this park.  

162 
I wouldn't go wandering around a park by myself unless there were very good sight lines to 
areas where there were other people 

163 Mostly I do.  I will NOT feel safe when they start allowing guns and killing in our parks.   
164 it depends on time of day, day of week, which park 

165 
though I keep getting emails from Rec & Ed about theft once awhile I feel like it's generally 
safe. 



166 I object to the deer cull.  I will never again vote for a park millage. 
167 Some outlying parks seem to have safety issues. 
168 Dolph park feels a bit sketchy.... 
169 I have always had a positive experience interacting with others 
170 depends on which park 

171 
During the daytime, I feel safe, but I don't go through West Park or Liberty Plaza when it's 
dark. 

172 They are open areas, lots of people around. 

173 

Walking early in the morning 7:00 am  in Gallup Park   I was followed by a carload of drunks 
who were calling out obscene comments.  (I was 75 at the time and I was on the stretch of 
path next to the road.) Have not been back early in the day since 

174 
with the exception of Liberty Plaza, Wheeler Park (in the evening) and Bluffs Park 

175 

I appreciate very swift response to instances of illegal camping and public 
drunkenness/smoking at the playgrounds.  These are the only things that have ever made me 
feel unsafe. 

176 If I am with someone else.   
177 I usually use them when not alone and not after dark 

178 
West Park feels very safe now.  I do not like to walk through Liberty Park.  Perhaps all of the 
bums have moved from West Park to Liberty Park? 

179 
I would like to see parking restrictions enforced at Dixboro Dam area. I think people are 
parking there to work at U of M 

180 
time of day or night / what if any activities are going on/ whether I'm alone or not/ location of 
park etc. 

181 
Riverside Park along the Huron River feels unsafe. It is too isolated, often dirty from geese, 
and debris from vagrants mars the walkway and shoreline. 

182 Have never had bad experience.  
183 Generally yes. But at night and alone I take my dog.  

184 
I have my dog with me.  Otherwise I would not be able to go into wooded parks alone. 

185 Yes I feel safe, and I am a single woman and an almost daily park user.  

186 
Dolph nature area, Wheeler, liberty plaza, and other isolated trails do not make me feel safe 
due to ongoing homeless issues and inappropriate activies. 

187 
I feel relatively safe. 

188 

Occasionally creepy men hang around. I rarely go alone.  I'm not referring to the homeless 
population - who SHOULD BE HOUSED as a priority - but to random individuals who see 
women and children as prey. Not sure what would help this situation. 

189 At Bandemer and other parks bathrooms are being used by men for sex after dark. 
190  have never had trouble in any of the parks. 
191 If I am with a group I feel safe.  
192 Don't feel that safe alone at night anywhere, including the parks. 
193 when people supervise their dogs 
194 With others is best. 
195 Depends on time of day and whether others with kids are using the park 
196 I don't at night, when alone. 
197 Sometimes in little-used sections (like Dolph Nature Area or Bluffs Park) I get more jumpy. 

198 

I feel unsafe when I come across a large group of drunken men taking a tubing break in the 
parks. I also feel unsafe in some of the overgrown natural areas where I've stumbled across 
homeless people's belongings, drug paraphenalia, or when I actually encounter people 
shooting up or actively selling drugs. 
I thank the Wheeler Park construction this summer for getting rid of the drug dealer with the 
laptop/scale setup who is always selling drugs in broad daylight in the shelter there. He's still 
around, but he must have moved his business elsewhere. 



199 not at night 

200 
some parks are better than others depending on their neighborhoods and openness (for 
example fritz park and west park are ones that I have not felt comfortable at in the past) 

201 
I don't go in the parks at night by myself (woman) and am careful during the early morning 
while walking my dog. 

202 As a woman I wouldn't go to them by myself at night, but that's not specific to our parks. 
203 time of day / season 
204 Our family only uses the parks during day time. 
205 especially because there are lots of people also enjoying them. That adds to safety. 

206 

Most of the time I feel very safe, but I've seen/noticed more unsavory activity in West Park 
than I feel is acceptable.  The parking lot area in particular often has people hanging out, and 
its not uncommon to find someone sleeping under the tree near the playground, rolling 
cigarettes, etc.  I would be more deterred from going there except for the fact that there are 
often other families around. 

207 No lighting west side arbor oaks 
208 Location and time of day is important 
209 It depends on the visibilty of the park from the street or adjacent homes.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question #8 asked respondents about the Open Space and Parkland Preservation 
Millage, and how important it is for the City to acquire certain types of parkland.    

Answer Options Not 
important 

Fairly 
important 

Very 
important 

Extremely 
important 

Don't 
know 

Response 
Count 

Active recreation such as soccer 
or softball fields 215 350 194 114 96 969 

Greenbelt (property outside City 
limits for preservation purposes) 127 203 291 332 39 992 

Land along the Huron River 31 132 295 515 28 1001 
Land to create trails and 
greenways 37 109 294 549 18 1007 

Land to improve accessibility to 
existing parks 80 240 335 278 55 988 

Natural areas 50 166 329 415 27 987 
Neighborhood parks 69 183 335 381 25 993 
Urban plazas/ urban green space 129 227 273 336 31 996 
Other 215 

answered question 1017 
skipped question 17 
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The City of Ann Arbor has an Open Space and Parkland Preservation Millage to 
acquire parkland and preserve open space. How important do you feel it is for the 

City of Ann Arbor to acquire the following types of parkland or open space? 

Don't know 

Extremely 
important 
Very important 



Number Other 

1 
It is extremely important that we create greenspace in our downtown. If we lose it now, it's 
gone forever. 

2 Retain the "Library Lot" as a urban plaza downtown. 
3 Need much more green space downtown and in other commercial areas 

4 
I'm a big supporter of the greenbelt and also for a park/plaza on Library lot. A pavilion like a 
combo of Nichols Arcade and the Farmer's Market would be great there, too. 

5 
we need more parts space in the near downtown 
Greenway is long over due! 

6 

More beautiful green space---less or no building on the flood plain. Don't just talk about the 
Greenway, put some effort and money into it. If you build it they will come. We are not 
Chicago with a Great Lake, or Boulder with mountains around. We do have an underground 
river system (Allen Creek) and the beautiful Huron river---let's not build it all up. More green 
space downtown!!!  Less impervious surfaces and natural plantings. I am noticing that the big 
buildings have very little if any green space, very close to the street, spindly little trees. Follow 
the tenets of the City Beautiful movement. Keep planting trees---we need a story of trees to 
shade us---and offer us beauty. Nothing like looking at a gorgeous, majestic tree anytime of 
year.  

7 
We need to find ways to activate the urban plazas we have, like Liberty Plaza, rather than 
make new ones. 

8 

More parks would be great! And also more paths, or paths that better use the existing land 
would be nice. there is a lot of unused space, and hiking/cycling are both low impact to 
natural areas.  what good is a park if it cant be used?  

9 

Would be nice to have some amenities along the Huron. To be able to get a coffee or ice 
cream cone, etc. A few businesses mixed in there would probably draw more people. 
Perhaps in one section, a small "RiverWalk" area where pedestrians are priority. 

10 urban farmable ground or space 

11 
B2B trail is very very very important.  When will the trail connect between Bandemere park 
and dexter? 

12 
more mountain bike trails would be great so don't have to drive way to Northville or Brighton 
for state park trails. Olsen is very nice so are Leslie Park 

13 

Neighborhood parks outside of City limits would be great if possible. The Huron River is Ann 
Arbor's greatest natural commodity, in my opinion, so that's huge in terms of longevity. 
Cycling on Huron River Drive remains dangerous and untenable for families (only adults can 
really enjoy it via cycling). 

14 
Downtown Ann Arbor has been lacking a decent park for years.  Why is nothing done about 
this? 

15 We need a downtown park!  With activities for little kids! 

16 
The neighborhood parks is extremely important. It is what makes living in Ann Arbor so great! 
Every neighborhood should have a Sugarbush park in it. 

17 

ALL of the "greenbelt" acquisitions are far from any area I frequent.  Why didn't they buy the 
space next to Target on Oak Valley?  I see that often, and now it's covered with condofungus. 
I feel like the whole greenbelt thing was a scam.  ONly the people who live near the 
properties benefit.  I would never vote for this again!  I thought it was to benefit Ann Arbor and 
its citizens, but I can't see that this is the case. 

18 

We already have a greenbelt. All class 1 farmland in it should be dedicated to farming. Within 
the city, greenways are extremely important in making the the city attractive and socially 
functional. In other cities--small and large--with urban Greenways businesses are established 
adjacent to them and they thrive. 

19 

As stated above, there needs to be a dog park on the West side somewhere. Most cities of 
our size and public-space orientation have parks that families can walk their dogs to. It's a 
much more enjoyable outdoors experience than packing everyone into the car and sitting in 
traffic to take the dog to a field outside town. 

20 space downtown for a new dogpark is very important! 



21 
The Liberty Park is a classic example of well-intentioned planning that goes to hell in its 
execution.  This space should be repurposed for the benefit of everyone in A2. 

22 

I am sad that Liberty Plaza has become such a problem area. I don't feel safe or welcome 
there. Hope some sort of solution can be found for the homeless to have a place to be that is 
not so central to our vibrant city.    

23 

-More in-neighborhood parks would improve quality of life 
-Food trucks or other way to buy lunch or snack in parks would be awesome!! I'd love to stop 
for lunch at Gallop park and then hike/canoe. 

24 Urban plazas/urban green space are very important to me 

25 
Need to focus on connecting green belt properties for ribbons of natural area preservation 
with sustainable trails 

26 

Liberty Plaza is out of control.  We do not need to add any further Urban parks until we can 
bring it under control. 
An open space next to the Downtown Library will only exacerbate the problems experienced 
with alcohol and drug addicts there.   

27 

Land to create new and connect existing trails and greenways is essential. Each new land 
acquisition should have a trail or greenway, even if just around the perimeter, so people see 
the value in preserving these spaces. 

28 
For me the only way to be able to live comfortably in an urban environment is through easy 
access to adequate green space. 

29 
We have enough to take care of! Ann Arbor City should merge with Washtenaw County and 
the AAPS schools.   

30 More mountain biking trails please.  
31 We can do better... 

32 

I am not a fan of the urban plaza concept at library lane. I like the idea of having a green town 
square where people can gather for activities, speeches, concerts, and more. I'm bothered 
about Liberty Square (an urban plaza) and that it has been co-opted by Homeless.  

33 
Parks are important to the quality of life of a city's citizens. I support paying whatever we must 
to have an exceptional park system. 

34 Downtown parks! 

35 

Too often in the past land that is of marginal natural or recreational value has been 
purchased as parkland as a publicly funded means to stop development when the city's 
master plan calls for development.  Urban parks must be carefully placed, designed, 
programmed and patrolled. Specifying a particular square foot or percentage requirement is 
foolish.  We need to make sure our investments are sound. So the real answer to all of the 
above is "it depends." 

36 Have to take great care of the natural areas we already have.  Cull deer.  
37 Dont want additional areas to be sanctuaries for deer. 

38 
I don't know whether there is a shortage of athletic fields.  If there is, then acquiring more 
would be important. 

39 
Whatever is needed to create more and better bike paths, especially on-road ones 
(preferable separated from car traffic lanes). 

40 
We have too many parks.  We should not acquire any more parks until we can take care of 
the ones that we have now. 

41 some kind of green space/plaza at the Library lot would be a good thing 

42 
Our parks make Ann Arbor special. Thoughtful planning of open space/parks more important 
than purchase of random farms for Greenbelt.  

43 Current concern is preserving open space in the library lot. 

44 
The addition of a dog park on the city's west side would be a welcome addition by many 
residents.  

45 improve what we have before expanding 

46 
ALL are important.  We are working purposefully with Greenbelt.  Let's begin to use that last 
third of millage dedicated to park millage as the public intended. 

47 
Greenway in particular is an amazing way to link our river heritage to our dense and livable 
urban core.  



48 

Ann Arbor parks are wonderful, but we seem to have an expertise in a particular kind of park. 
Neighborhood parks and natural areas, when it comes to trails or greenways or urban plazas 
we have performed very poorly. The later is very difficult to construct without accidentally 
creating dead space and the former requires the acquisition of a great deal of land in a linear 
fashion. However, the difficulty of creating the spaces, doesn't mean we should do them. We 
need to bring in the expertise to do them correctly. Let's start with fixing Liberty Square Plaza.  
We've tried before and failed. Let's try again and succeed, before taking on a bigger project. 
The farmer's market is another place we can experiment with a  space that works well on 
market days, but poorly the rest of the week. Finally, when it come to trails, we need to create 
more! We have tons of walkers, runners and bikers in our community and we lack a 
connected system of off-road facilities in our community for them to use.  

49 
Urban plazas should be part of development, not green space.  We own too much parkland in 
the city.  Some of it can be developed. 

50 
We need a downtown park and gathering space,  the library lot should have been this; also a 
downtown dog park 

51 Maintain the Library lot as open space for everyone! 

52 
We need to acquire open space in areas that are fragile, that provide key wildlife habitat, or 
where adjacent development would result in flooding from additional hardscape.  

53 More trails to connect parks and utilise existing facilities in combination 

54 
Need natural areas that are permeable on the west side of downtown...too much building has 
put enormous stress on the watershed of Allen Creek. 

55 

I wholeheartedly support using my and your tax money to acquire more parkland and open 
spaces - but please no more fields for team sports! I'm sure you hear differently from team 
sports players, but there's my bias. I use trails and open spaces for transportation, as well, 
and would love to increase connectivity. To allow families to use the areas without having to 
drive to them. To allow all to visit the farmer's market without having to drive to it (or to visit 
the market and then also go to a park for lunch...). To allow me to run (safely, traffic-wise) 
from my house on the west side to Gallup park. Also for wildlife travel. 

56 
More urban forest would be smart growth for this city as it becomes more congested with 
traffic and the resultant air pollution. 

57 

I am less interested in another downtown park than in other natural areas.  The downtown 
parks require lots of maintenance, police presence, graffiti removal, etc.  I am not interested 
in spending a lot of money for that. 

58 
The asphalt paths at Gallop Park are VERY dangerous for roller bladders as they desperately  
need to be resurfaced!!! Thank you! 

59 

We have a lot of neighborhood parks already and need to consider affordable housing needs 
in the city where infrastructure already exists. I support acquisition of land for natural ares if it 
is already a high quality area.    

60 

I would like a connection from Huron River Drive to Bandemere Park. Park users obviously 
go between HRD and Bandemere by crossing the railroad tracks.   Acquiring the property to 
do that should be a high priority. 

61 Land for more mountain bike trails. 

62 
More multi-use natural-surface trails!  But please no wood chips!  The mountain bike 
community (Poto MBA) is willing to help build and maintain multi-use trails. 

63 

Would like to see us protect and provide more open space downtown, not sell off properties 
we own~~unless we are buying a better spot.  Would like to see us invest/remake. Liberty 
Square to make it work for everyone.  Am very pleased with Cascades along the river and 
with efforts to create greenway and paths to get around. A green belt sounds good, but is 
hard to imagine we will really buy enough land to make a difference.  

64 

Ann Arbor has the potential to have a great integrated urban/pocket style mountain bike trail.  
Between the established trails on the west side of town and potential on the east side and in 
between, the city could offer a very unique trail riding experience.  Something analogous to 
Duluth or Grand Rapids, where local organizations are constructing significant mileage of 
trails within or near the city limits.   

65 Some additional playgrounds if a neighborhood is underserved. Definitely NOT more 



downtown parks unless privately owned and managed. And only land along the Huron if we 
allow development (like restaurant) in specific places so there is a chance to experience the 
river as a non-boater. 

66 

I love parkland, but long-term, climate action goals should supersede short-term, "my quality 
of life" goals.  E.g. we need more high-density housing, mass transit and non-motorized 
pathways in the city more than we need more urban green space and soccer fields. 

67 allen creek greenway 

68 

I feel the parking area adjacent to the downtown library should be developed (tax resource for 
A2) rather than turned into parkland.  Better to focus acquiring open space/parks outside of 
the city center. 

69 

The city has a good plan to acquire park land, but not a good plan on how to use and connect 
it.  Ann Arbor could have one of the best urban trail systems in the country, we already have 
~20-30 miles of trail and could easily hit 50 miles of natural surface trail within walking 
distance from downtown... Not many cities can claim that. With a few key lang acquisitions, 
easements, and trail system planning Ann Arbor would have a world class network.   

70 
No 

71 

The natural spaces and land along the river are really great amenities. Ann Arbor needs a 
park and much, much more green space in downtown. Past time that we invested in greening 
our urban core.  

72 

 I am especially concerned about downtown area near the library.  The area is not child-
friendly, and I believe it should be. The plan for a high rise on the parking lot by the library is a 
bad idea. 

73 

You can simply add community watch to places like Liberty Plaza or more police and 
CERTAINLY cameras!  We need more green space IN Ann Arbor. Don't develop the Y lot, put 
fountains and statues! Public spaces to eat lunch, etc!    

74 
Preserve the green space beside County Farm Park. Please no housing or commercial 
development! 

75 
a central park in the downtown area, large enough  for recreation,concerts, community events 
and gatherings 

76 We need more parks and public spaces in the downtown. 

77 

The City needs to use the Millage to acquire as much green space WITHIN the city limits as 
possible to preserve any natural areas that are left to help mitigate storm water issues and 
help prevent flooding . 

78 Dog parks 

79 

Since our city has become more dense, it is important to purchase vacant land both for more 
neighborhood parks and for a "central park" downtown. The ideal spot for a "central park" is 
the library lot. (Oh wait, we already own that property!) 

80 
In general park area seems good as is, would rather see resources spent on programming in 
existing parks. 

81 
We do not need more Liberty Plazas downtown. More maintenance to trails like Border-to-
Border vs. acquiring more land. 

82 

For line 1, yes to soccer, no to softball.   We have too much land taken over by unused 
diamonds, and these don't multi use well.   Soccer field is primarily just goal post and net and 
the space can be readily used for other activities, e.g., Frisbee. 

83 Keep adding-connecting paved bike trails all the way to Dexter!!!! 
84 We should make better use of our river with more cycling and walking paths 

85 

Seems like we invest a lot in upkeep of the baseball diamonds at vets park that seem 
infrequently used - and the skatepark supporters always seem to be fundraising and it is used 
constantly.  Perhaps the parks could invest more in the spaces getting heavy use.  Would 
definitely like more space for younger kids and girls to skateboard, roller skate, scooter, bike 
etc. 

86 
We have the land.  Acquiring more (usually at more than market value) and also paying 
exorbitant sums for development rights only is a waste of money. 

87 I think Ann Arbor could be greatly improved if AAPS "parkland" could fall under the purview of 



Parks and Rec.  AAPS park maintenance (especially snow removal) is abysmal and their 
budget for improvements Is lousy.  Let AAPS focus on education and let the city take care of 
the grounds as they are better suited to do that.  Ann Arbor would be a lot "greener" on 
Google maps if this was the case. 

88 

The parks commission is, unfortunately an arm of the DDA and as such has refused to 
consider the merits of the Library Lot in its entirety becoming our central park downtown.  
Pity, because downtown, even with this space as a park, is sorely lacking in green places 
(spaces not covered with pavers and concrete).  Also, the parks dept should be actively 
opposing plans to sell off the Fuller Rd. site for future use as a train station.  Regarding 
Greenbelt monies--we need to spend more of that within the city.   If it is used outside the city, 
I'd like to see the preserved land dedicated to small scale, organic  farms owned by locals.  

89 

I think what we lack in Ann Arbor is GREEN space in the DOWNTOWN area.  We are 
building MORE and MORE.  More people and children will be living downtown and they need 
places to go.  Children need parks.  They should not have to get in their cars to find it.  I wish 
the Library lot had been turned into a family space with green space and ice skating.  Do 
things that make sense... the Library is a FAMILY space.  Putting a park nearby would be 
very logical.   
I do think we need more soccer and softball fields.  The local-ish Travel soccer teams have 
been driven to the outskirts of the city mainly due to lack of fields to practice/play on.  It would 
be fabulouse to have an Ann Arbor Soccer club that actually practices in Ann Arbor and rents 
fields from the city.  Rec & Ed soccer is fabulous and we played many years.  But there 
comes a time when kids out grow it. And the city would be smart to have facilities that they 
could rent to these travel clubs and benefit from the dollars lost from people leaving Rec Ed 
to go to travel teams.  The same is for softball.  My daughter plays for a team that is named 
"Ann Arbor Gold"  but we rent fields mostly in saline.   
I dont think it is in a City's "SCOPE" to consider building a facility but I would suppose it may 
not be completely unheard of.  But one thing that Ann Arbor lacks that I am shocked we do 
not haev yet is a facility like they built in Brighton.  The Brighton Legacy Center has dozens of 
outdoor soccer fields as well as an indoor training facility that hosts several different types of 
sports and training.  Just thought I would throw it out there if we were thinking "out of the box" 
crazy ideas. 

90 

WE NEED A PARK DOWN TOWN! 
Can we please explore placing a playgound rain-runnoff retention garden atop one of our 
parking structures? 

91 

More of the money needs to be spent in the city nearer downtown.  Keep open space open -- 
don't develop the precious little left.  Use open space purchases to help with stormwater 
issues. 

92 
The Allen Creek Greenway and the three city owned property need to be priority one for 
expansion of the system, only behind appropriate maintenance for what we currently have. 

93 community garden space with water and composting 

94 

The Library Lot offers a great opportunity to create downtown greenspace. We were in 
Boulder this summer and they have a beautiful, beloved, and well-used park area around 
their downtown library. 

95 

We need urban green spaces with the most important being a large downtown central green 
park as a community gathering place! Residents, downtown merchants and businesspeople, 
visiting shoppers, and tourists all would benefit from a central green park on the entire Library 
Lot. Too much steel and concrete leads to fatigue--shoppers and others won't stay as long to 
shop/eat/pay for parking/etc. 
Also, something rarely included in the conversation on a downtown green gathering spot on 
the entire Libary Lot is the benefit it would serve for climate change mitigation.  

96 
We should reserve as much green space as possible! That is the main reason we moved to 
Ann Arbor.  

97 Urban plazas need clear plan to make accessible and safe to all. 

98 

In my experience, Ann Arbor is the only city with more than 50,000 residents that has no 
central park.  The Library Lot appears to be the last chance to get even a small one. 
It's absurd that only lip service is paid to the Allen Creek Greenway plan.  These other cities 



have greenways:  Fort Wayne, Detroit, Midland, Bay City, Bloomington.  Why is a greenway 
in our town too expensive or hard to manage when it is done in these, and many other, 
places? 

99 Not a fan of play structures 

100 
My kids play baseball and softball. We are always going out of Ann Arbor to play. Other than 
vets park, there are no usable fields. We pay emu tons to play there.  

101 

Ann Arbor has lost a great deal of private property greenspace with 'in-fill development' in 
recent years especially in Downtown and in near downtown neighborhoods.  This is changing 
and damaging the character of A2, which in the past had tree-shaded sidewalks and inviting 
little corner parks in which to rest, relax, and enjoy the ambiance of the area, the trees, and 
the sky. 

102 
It would be nice if Ann Arbor had an urban gathering space that was open (not tree-covered 
or hidden from view) and large enough to allow small performances, as in Portland. 

103 

A splash pad/sprinkler park downtown, like in Zeeland (even a small one like downtown 
Holland) would be great. A downtown area playground of any sort would be appreciated but 
splash pads in other cities seem to fit into a fairly small urban space. 

104 Stop expanding and take better care of what we have. 

105 

Our city really needs a downtown park!!!!  It would lend SO much to the character of our city 
and bring more families downtown!  It's so silly to have festivals and gatherings at Kerrytown!  
Most cities have a central green commons. 

106 
the green belt is not accessible to everyone everyday whereas locla parc, walk around the 
huron are enjoyable by more 

107 
If we could have a rout/trail that liked othe parks or areas that would be awesome and a trail 
system along the Huron river would be huge or any other proposed trail system  

108 
It would be nice to have more special programming in the parks, like fireworks, or tapping 
trees for maple syrup.  

109 

The city should work to preserve and expand the area around the County Farm Park. The city 
also needs to improve the Washtenaw corridor from St Francis to the highways. This area is 
dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists.  

110 
Platt site should be folded in County Farm Park-- area too busy for more housing there. Will 
RUIN County Farm Park.  

111 
Urban plazas like the Liberty Plaza?  & BTW, Haber is just plain delusional in his thinking w/ 
regard to the Library Lot. 

112 Animal habitats need to be preserved; this should be a priority. 
113 Our neighborhood parks (Sugarbush and Bromley) are a huge reason we live here.  
114 I would love to see a riverfront restaurant! 
115 Unless there is security and programming, having a park in the downtown is nonsense. 
116 all are important, I can't rank them 

117 

Preserving green space within city limits, such as buying the land adjacent to county farm 
park and keeping it green space for future generations.  An outdoor ice rink in winter.  
Gardening in summer.  Very important. 

118 

how about before we acquire more parkland we take better care of what already exists. Sell 
some of the "greenbelt" land to cover expenses of maintain existing parks. For example to 
MOW THE DAMN PARKS! 

119 Nothing on Earth is more important than Green. No Green, No Earth. 

120 

You say it's used to preserve open space...then why has our downtown failed to regain a 
proper "town square", instead turning everything into hardscape and concrete...unless you 
are a paying customer at a restaurant?  We need a proper town square and more 
grass/natural areas downtown.  If it's so wrong then why do we see great examples in 
Plymouth, Dexter, Campus Martius, etc? This is the last missing piece to our downtown 
puzzle!  

121 Would love to see a playground closer to Dolph Nature Area/Lakewood 
122 I really do not think that we need another downtown park! 

123 
I would prioritize acquisition of more open space.  Well-planned parks and open space are 
what makes Ann Arbor unique, beautiful, and enjoyable. 



124 Waiting for the Allen Creek Greenway. Would like a park on library lot.  

125 
City must get money to maintain the athletic fields it already has before acquiring/building 
more athletic fields.  

126 
Improve and maintain what we have, then focus on connectivity between parks and 
greenspaces within the city.  

127 some area next to river should be developed for restaurants, bars, etc 

128 
Urban plazas are nice, if they are interconnected to the rest of the parks via trails and 
greenways. Don't leave them as islands. 

129 
Enough with the downtown park talk. Ann Arbor has plenty of green space.  We need a busy 
downtown.  If we want green space downtown, we'll use the Diag. 

130 

We (and many others in our neighrbood and people we know throughout the city) would like 
to see the property on Platt Road (the county property adjacent to the County Farm Park) 
purchased and turned into a park. This is our main cause at this time. It would be devestating 
to that property developed. It is more important for us and others to see more park land 
developed within the city limits instead of outside of the city.  

131 
We have over 80 parks, maintain, clean and improve these instead of continually expanding 
parks and adding maintenance.  

132 

The question is somewhat vague in that the millage includes the preservation of open space, 
however the question references only the acquisition of space, i.e. new parkland. I feel that it 
is extremely important to preserve all of our existing space, and the answers above are in 
reference to new space only. 

133 
I listed "not important" for  few above not because I think those places are not important but 
because I think we already have enough of them and need not acquire more. 

134 

City parks are one of the great gems of Ann Arbor.  Thanks for doing a great job with them–
they vastly improve the quality of life here.  Very excited about the new downtown park next 
to Library! 

135 
Please let me know if there is anything I can do to help in the preservation of greenbelt 
property or land along the huron river.  

136 We do not have the ability to Police urban parks, it appears.  
137 More lacrosse fields are needed. 
138 we need a nice downtown noncommercial area for strolling 

139 

Very concerned with the possible sale of County Farm Park parkland to build more housing 
on Platt Road.  . There is enough affordable housing in this immediate area and this side of 
town. 

140 
Would like a green, public park downtown at the library lot. A small playground there would 
be wonderful. 

141 

I appreciate that land along the Huron River is very accessible to the public. I am especially 
thrilled that the city purchased the property near M-14 a couple of years ago, connecting the 
Leslie Sci. Center to Bandemer. I live on this side of town and many residents use this trail 
frequently.  

142 

border to border trail is amazing! the more stuff we can hook to it the better, I cycle (no car) 
everywhere and it helped me decide on ann arbor as a place to live. That should be a 
selection, more land for border to border trail, super critical important!! 

143 

I saw so many people at Gallup park on Labor Day. It was great! Green space brings people 
together. In a world of fast evolving technology, it is vital that we foster environments that 
supports community gatherings. 

144 

This is of critical importance as development spreads outside of ann arbor.   Also keeping a 
farming greenbelt around the city to encourage urban / suburban farming.   I feel this is more 
important then any other park activity.   I have seen too many cities and areas in the metro 
detroit where i grew up degraded due to sprawl. 

145 
No one takes care of the old Huron Parkway greenbelt as it is. Why purchase more land? 
First improve what already exists. 

146 

In my opinion, those charged with the difficult task of drafting the master plan must first begin 
a serious investigation of the inequality of parks and many of the issues raised before moving 
forward.   

147 We are lucky to have so much greenspace in Ann Arbor area. We should prioritize this 



resource especially as our downtown and campus areas become more dense 
148 See above....  Access to the barton nature area and trails across HRD at Warrington! 
149 create rain gardens in city easements 

150 

Overall distribution of answers is skewed because of no choice between "not important" and 
"fairly important.  I think, e.g. that places for "active recreation" & "urban parks" as defined are 
important but present supply seems to meet apparent need. 

151 Dog parks, people could even pay a small fee and have a code to enter 

152 

We need green space downtown! Let's not pave everything up and add chi chi hotels that 
only rich people can afford to live in. We need to require that the developers who build in the 
area not only create truly affordable housing---but really important, create authentic, 
environmentally appropriate green space. Whatever happened to the idea of a Greenway---
nobody talks about it anymore. We need leadership around these issues. How about the 
concept of City Beautiful? Integrating truly beautiful buildings with nature---to spark creativity, 
thought, art, we deserve that and we will be a better city for it.  

153 

The Greenway will be extremely important to our neighborhood. We have lived here over 40 
years and one of the biggest changes is how many people are now walking. The Gway will 
also be great for businesses sprouting up on the west edge of downtown. 

154 

This is our last chance to make Ann Arbor a truly green place. We pay lip service to the 
notion but then we build, build, build and don't even attempt to create green spaces 
downtown. 

155 

I feel like this millage is best spent acquiring the most high quality space for the price, though 
acquiring space with access for trails and greenways can easily add urban greenspace, in a 
multi-modal capacity. Allowing for cross-town green transit via a method such as the Allen 
Creek Greenway would be a great way for the Transit, PROS, and Planning and 
Development Depts to work to move this forward! 

156 Urban green space is better than urban concrete space (plazas). 

157 
How about the KMart building/lot for soccer fields on the west side of town?   
I support the Allen Creek Greenway. 

158 
Urban -downtown open space is very important to offset the bustle of traffic and pedestrian. If 
there is a nuiscance problem, the space needs to monitored. 

159 
Crucial to develop the riverside land combining parkland and even more importantly, 
extensive commercial development of high quality restaurants. 

160 
Reduce the amount of paved parking areas such as the one to the next of the AADL... turn 
into a green space for recreation, performances, etc. 

161 Realization of Allen Creek Greenway is extremely important. 

162 
I am not in favor of the recent City Council approved deer cull. This inhumane fix, due to a 
few residents complaints, is not good for Ann Arbor's reputation or integrity.  

163 
hard to believe that with all that can be done we would contemplate a large expense for a 
bridge to join one street to the other over a creek in the Lansdowne neighborhood 

164 
With the way the downtown is being built up, I think it's important to preserve natural areas. It 
will act as a respite from all the brick and cement. 

165 
I would love to see a real, green, downtown park or commons.  Is the Library lot still being 
considered for this?  It should be.   

166 Board walks for nature areas. 

167 

Purchase undeveloped parcels of green space with high quality wetlands and woodlands that 
if developed near the city limits that would be destroyed if annexed by the City and 
developed. 

168 Not enough trees downtown. They are crowded out by the high rises.  

169 
 We need to be able to take care of the  recreation facilities and parks within the tax dollars 
allotted the citizens of Ann Arbor who pay property taxes carry the burden for this  

170 
I will not vote for millage increase to acquire more land.  Ann Arbor already offers much more 
as a city than majority of others.  I'm tired of all the city taxes. 

171 
I have always voted in favor of parks millages, but since the parks department can't or won't 
maintain the parks we have, I feel that it is irresponsible to obtain additional land.  

172 
We are lacking in truly urban green space which is something that I would use now since I do 
not use parks for active sports 



173 

Too many nature areas have very poor/unmarked access. The one near Green St on the NE 
side is surrounded by million dollar homes that enjoy the view, but the public has no or limited 
access. 

174 I object to the deer cull.  I will never again vote for a park millage.   
175 I feel the aesthetic of Ann Arbor is vital to what makes it a great place to live. 

176 

Adding to small areas such as Riverwood Nature Area that are remnants of previous woods 
are important to provide travel paths for wildlife, improve the quality of the nature area and to 
make them more accessible and enjoyable. 

177 Greenway in the Allen's Creek is long overdue in planning and constructon 

178 
The library lot, of course!  Open space there is much preferable to a highrise hotel and 
concentrated commercial activity. 

179 

My concern with the increased density of humans and buildings downtown, is the lack of 
green and open spaces. The eye (brain) needs vistas and greenery to rest and to work well. 
We need to retain our quality of life!  

180 
Buy land for Greenbelt  that is not contiguous to the AA city limits is a terrible misuse of our 
tax dollars. 

181 

I would like to see the city build a series of green spaces along the Allen Creek, and 
eventually return the Allen Creek above ground. The fact it is currently polluted is not excuse 
for not solving that problem. It would be a great asset to the community.  

182 I especially support acquiring land to improve the interconnectedness of existing holdings. 
183 We don't need a park on the Library Lot - it'll be as unused as Liberty Plaza... 

184 

To clarify the "Urban Plazas" comment. I don't generally favor putting effort into urban 
greenspaces, however, I am a HUGE supporter of getting rid of that eyesore building on 
Washington Street and turning it into a park. It would make perfect sense with the YMCA right 
there to create a hub of health/fitness/recreation in that spot. Maybe even throw in a small 
dog park in that area too and you'd solve another problem at the same time.  

185 
Along with new acquisitions, we need to ensure that existing parkland will not be repurposed  
to non-park uses. 

186 Need more green space downtown! 

187 

I did not understand that this "green belt" thing was going to benefit only people who happen 
to live near the purchased land.  I wonder why land that LOTS of people go by all the time is 
not part of this program?  TONS of housing has just been built between the A2/Saline Target 
shopping center and the Pittsfield branch of the library.  Why was this parcel not on the 
"greenbelt" plan?  How many small creatures have lost their habitat to this encroachment?   
As far as I know, I NEVER encounter any of the property bought by the greenbelt program.  I 
am very disappointed in it -- I feel it was "bait and switch."  I thought we were getting more 
greenspace in town.  I would never vote for this again. 
Who benefits?  I can't see that I do...............  Ann Arbor, where I live, gets more and more 
crowded, and the country, where I do NOT live, is preserved for those lucky few who live 
there.  I am not seeing how my life is improved. 

188 
The Allen's Creek Greenway should be prioritized.  It's function as flood relief would be 
welcomed by many! 

189 
AA is known for trees and we should continue the nature around the city.  Too much land is 
now being used for new construction. 

190 
Downtown needs a lush green park, with soft landscaping and not just hardscape paving and 
benches. 

191 

It is obvious, from the popularity of the Cascades, that we need more opportunities for 
recreation in the river. It would help if the city owned more property along the river so as to 
increase the choices for recreation sites. We need to do this before those properties are 
irrevocably developed. 

192 
We lack a downtown central pleasant walk-and-greet spot like those in so many european 
cities and towns. Top of the library is the opportunity  

193 
Zoning in the city, especially downtown should require developers to include a certain percent 
of the land to be greenspace.  Pots with plants in them doesn't count. 

194 
We will need an urban park/ commons to humanize downtown due to the plans for more tall 
buildings. 



195 
We need MUCH more greenspace downtown.  We don't need any more buildings! 

196 

You asked about ACQUIRE not about MAINTAIN. I do not favor acquiring anything more until 
we have the ability to maintain what we already have. I believe we have too many parks and 
natural areas under city control, because we cannot maintain them to the same standard the 
county maintains its parks and natural areas. 

197 
We have enough parks and trails. Work on greening up the city center or other developments 
that are being built currently. 

198 
Ann Arbor has a shocking lack of public space in the downtown.  We need a community 
gathering space on the Library Lot. 

199 
Green Space in Old Westside: no more variances  
for these huge homes on tiny lots!!! 

200 

We are losing a once in a lifetime opportunity to create an urban greenway as we continue to 
allow the Allen Creek Floodplain to be developed.  There is nothing that is better for the urban 
environment and the value of urban land than to have green spaces.  We are are also 
missing the boat on preserving greenbelt land inside the freeway ring - any land that converts 
from farmland to building is lost forever and is the most important land of all.  I would like to 
see teaching farms and large community garden spaces, and more community garden 
spaces available.  

201 Please refrain from building more unmaintainable parks 

202 
It's time for a public commons downtown. Let the public decide how to use the public property 
next to the library. 

203 
ALLEN CREEK GREENWAY PROPERTIES PLEASE.  THIS SHOULD THE THE FOCUS 
OF ANY NEAR FUTURE LAND ACQUISITION. 

204 
Parks nearby enhance the lives of those living nearby and their property values. I prefer 
natural spaces nearby. 

205 
It depends so much on where the spaces and parks are and more important how well they 
can be monitored if that is necessary. 

206 

With the massive amount of downtown development there needs to be more parks in that 
area. It will become particularly important once the new residents in the area begin to have 
children.  

207 

Add: Land to provide green infrastructure that helps neighborhoods avoid flooding, cools our 
heavily paved areas, and provides important areas for trees for the same: green 
infrastructure. 

208 
We need a park on the library lot.  It is good for health and safety.  People get cranky when 
surrounded by concrete.   

209 

We have an abundance of all the categories except for urban plazas and green space. That is 
the one type of parkland/open space that Ann Arbor lacks. We have more and more people 
living and working in the downtown, but not much space for them to enjoy outdoors. 

210 
We don't need more neighborhood or downtown parks, we need to maintain and improve 
those that we have 

211 
I don't agree with purchase of surrounding Land for greenbelt purposes. I think enough has 
already been purchased. 

212 
Downtown needs some green space but I am afraid the homeless will move in. The City 
needs to be cleaned up there is too much trash. 

213 Save trees & preserve parkways 

214 

We have enough athletic fields at parks/schools.  Need more/better trails and greenways and 
interesting urban park space that can serve a multitude of purposes.  Not all 
develop/additions can be focused on the land next to the Huron River. 

215 

I think connectivity of existing parks should be the top priority for the funds that are to be used 
within the City's boundaries.  As a secondary priority, trails/greenways that allow for off-road 
paved cycling or jogging opportunities would be very beneficial. 

 

 



Question #9  asked respondents to rate their experience with the Ann Arbor Parks and 
Recreation website to search for events, register for programs or camps, find facility 
hours, location and fees, learn about rental properties such as picnic shelters or 
facilities, find information about volunteer opportunities, and learn about upcoming 
projects and park improvements.  

Answer Options Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent Not 
applicable 

Response 
Count 

Search for events 35 159 288 103 347 932 
Register for programs or 
camps 34 114 209 108 463 928 

Find facility hours, locations 
and fees 

34 145 358 217 187 941 

Learn about rental 
opportunities (e.g. picnic 
shelters or facilities) 

30 139 285 152 332 938 

Find information about 
volunteer opportunities 40 122 209 99 461 931 

Learn about upcoming 
projects and park 
improvements 

68 152 223 96 396 935 

answered question 953 
skipped question 81 
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Question #10 asked where respondents currently obtain information about Ann Arbor 
Parks and Recreation activities. 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

Parks and Recreation Activities Guide 48.6% 471 
City website 57.9% 561 
GovDelivery email 12.9% 125 
Newspaper 25.4% 246 
Online Search such as Google, Bing 41.5% 402 
Posters/Flyers at Park Facilities 21.6% 209 
Social Media such as Facebook/Twitter/Instagram 28.0% 271 
Community Television Network 1.8% 17 
Don't know much about Ann Arbor Parks 5.0% 48 
Other 119 

answered question 969 
skipped question 65 

 

 

Number Other 
1 M live, Observer 
2 online forums on biking 

3 
local online groups, like NextDoor.  You could do MUCH better.  Like an email list for all 
information? 

4 The public input component seems to be largely ignored on big ticket changes. 

5 
I only go down to Ann Arbor to ride my bike when I hear about an event my friends may be 
attending, otherwise I don't seek this information out.  
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Where do you currently obtain information about Ann Arbor Parks and 
Recreation activities? 



6 your map 
7 website search 
8 Friends and neighbors 
9 AA Observer 

10 NAP newsletter 
11 mmba.org 
12 Friends 
13 I live here... so I just know about them.  Don't need to search for info. 
14 Mobile site could be better 
15 Friends 
16 Friends 
17 I'm on an email list from A2 parks.  
18 Ann Arbor Observer 
19 First read the guide, then go online.  
20 Arborweb  
21 Mmba 
22 Ann Arbor Observer.  Long time resident. 

23 
The maps of individual parks are atrocious.  Where do you park? Where is their pedestrian 
access? There are a lot of boxes and lines, but the level of cartography is very low. 

24 Just moved to the community, plant to use the system a lot! 

25 
Pool supervisor does excellent job with facility promoting pool and other outdoor activities! 
This is very inviting (and a good thing!). 

26 The Ann magazine 
27 friends and neighbors are the most important source of infomation 
28 Word of mouth 
29 Other parents & kids at schools & sports 
30 Ann Arbor Mamas Network Facebook group  
31 personal experience/investigation 
32 A2 Observer 
33 MMBA website 
34 Word of mouth 
35 Word-of-mouth 
36 friends 

37 

A2 Parks and Rec needs to better coordinate with local running, biking, hiking, mountain 
biking clubs to promote activities and volunteerism.  Each club has its own method of 
promoting events, have them promote A2 P%R events as well.  

38 Nap newsletters  
39 no 
40 word of mouth 
41 From signs posted at the parks 
42 The Observer 
43 annarbor.com (MLive.com) 

44 
we primarily use the parks for informal family recreation, so location is the only info we 
usually need. 

45 Observer 
46 We get a brochure periodically 
47 Usually word of mouth 
48 Friends 
49 flyers that come home from school 
50 MLive 
51 Friends! 



52 events, etc. sometimes in the A2 Observer calendar  
53 I follow Cobblestone Farm Market 
54 (We live in A2 school district but Pittsfield Township 48197) 
55 mmba.org 
56 Mmba, poto Facebook  
57 Ann Arbor observer 
58 NAP newsletter 
59 People around town 
60 MLive News 
61 Word of mouth 
62 from council members 
63 We mainly use the parks we are already familiar with 
64 mailed notices 
65 N/A 
66 Women InDeed volunteer group 
67 Don't search for information. 
68 Ann Arbor parks and rec should send out electronic updates of events to subscribers 
69 I don't recall specifically seeking park info 
70 Word of mouth and just walking by.  
71 I've lived here 35 years. I know a park when I see one.  
72 Ann Arbor Observer 

73 

Parks and Rec website often doesn't update early enough for information/registration for 
yearly items like daddy/daughter dances and classes that aren't offered regularly. number 
decreas without early postings and easy search/find 

74 neighborhood blog 

75 
As a parent of elementary school aged children, word of mouth is extremely effective for 
good activities  

76 border 2 border trail mailing list 
77 word of mouth 
78 Newsletter from NAP 
79 Observer 
80 City Concil member Sabra Bier 
81 Word of mouth 
82 Word of mouth from friends 
83 Word-of-mouth. 
84 innate knowledge and misc sources 
85 On my own---friends, the observer.  
86 Having lived in the A2 area for 80 years, I am familiar with many of the parks I use regularly. 
87 Friends, also I've lived here a LONG time. 
88 Word of mouth 
89 word of mouth, Adopt A Park, NAP email list 
90 Family and friends  
91 word of mouth 
92 Word of mouth 
93 Word of mouth from neighbors 
94 I object to the deer cull.  I will never again vote for a park millage. 
95 Word of mouth; we don't use the website. 
96 Word of mouth 
97 friends/family 
98 online registration was a painful process... 
99 The Parks and Rec website needs updating. It mentions coming events in April and May. 



What about the rest of the season? 
100 Telephone.  Had not known there were other places to get information. 
101 .have no need to obtain info----use Eberwhite woods for walking 

102 
The website, last time I looked (why look again?) was woefully inadequate concerning the B 
to B trail. I would like specific mile markers for each section. 

103 regular communications via e-mail from NAP 
104 Please.  We don't have a newspaper! 
105 Friends and acquaintances 
106 A2 Observerer! On line coverage at City Site. 
107 personal experience 
108 Newspaper?  What is that? 

109 

I tried to find out about a recent music event at Burns Park online. The quality of the writing 
and presentation was confusing. I called a number thereupon to learn what I wanted to 
know. 

110 180 
111 180 
112 ann arbor observer 
113 A2 Observer, AADL 
114 180 
115 a2 Observer, friends 
116 Ann Arbor Observer 
117 More focus in the city rather than outside the city for trails, greenways,and natural areas 
118 Rec and Ed website 
119 Rec and ed magazine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question #11 asked what, if any, new programs, activities or amenities Ann Arbor 
Parks and Recreation should prioritize for future implementation. 

Number Response Text 

1 Downtown Library Lot park 
2 improved connection between sections of the B2B trail. Mountain biking facilities/trails 
3 Downtown Plaza/open space next to Library Lane 

4 
The "Library Lot" downtown should be kept under public ownership and used for public 
purposes. 

5 We need more off-the-leash dog parks. 
6 Urban parkland 
7 Widening the paths at Gallup, they are so heavily used! Esp. for biking. 
8 mountain bike trails - make the current trail information more official and known.   
9 More dog parks. 

10 Make library lot citizen generated public space 

11 
Library lot park.  Urban green space.  Purchase land to prevent development and preserve 
what's left. 

12 
Downtown plaza space for food carts, busking, eating, people watching... Either Library lot or 
close off Main St. to traffic. 

13 Green Space in near downtown and Greenway 
14 a park on the library lot 
15 Mountain biking 
16 increased signage information 
17 Mountain bike trails 

18 
The Greenway, Library Green space. Under story/tree planting, natural plantings, get rid of 
some impervious surfaces---replace with paths/bio swales/water gardens etc.  

19 

more trails! they're wonderful! We love walking and biking them looking at wildlife. we also xc 
ski in the winter, perhaps signs or designated areas for XC skiing so people know not to walk 
on the ski tracks.  open the golf courses to xc skiing in the winter like huron meadows? they 
have a lot of users! also some new style mountain bike trails like we've ridden in NC/SC, dirt 
jump lines/types.  

20 Connecting trail system for mtn. Bikes. 
21 Better policing of dog leash rules. 
22 safe access to huron river drive from main street for bicycles 

23 
Hipster traps and liberal holding tanks would be great. The people of your city ruin it's 
potential.  

24 
More disc golf and mountain bike trails.  Improvements to pedestrian safety around railroad 
(Bandemer/Bird Hills) 

25 
A year-round indoor pool with both lap swimming and a separate kids' pool (a la city of 
Holland or Spring Lake) 

26 Mountain bike trails. 
27 See above 
28 Clean up the goose poop 
29 food production and processing 
30 develop more bike paths within and out of the city 

31 
more natural surface trails, work with Poto-IMBA to design and allow more use of trails we 
have also to link trails together 

32 Safe-guarded bike routes along heavily traveled roads. 

33 

Continue to offer innovative, interesting, family-based activities. I love all the different 
offerings available across the park system, though continued family-focus, even with younger 
children, would be great for our future. 



34 Development along the river across from Argo.   

35 
native gardens, fountains w walkways, more benches, information about resident 
birds/flowers/animals etc 

36 Preserving the golf course. Expand water activities on the Huron River 
37 We need a downtown park with a kids space. 

38 
more "real" bathroom at the parks and public clocks so kids can see the time while they are 
playing 

39 BIKE FRIENDLY ROUTES 
40 Trails for hiking and walking. 
41 A new dog park that is near downtown 

42 
haha dog parks! Put a facility somewhere at Vet's, or right near downtown. If we could take 
our dog out for a day, we would spend more at (dog friendly) facilities downtown, too! 

43 Dog Park closer to vet's or Downtown 
44 More volunteer programs to keep the parks & rec areas clean and in good repair. 

45 
Green belt around the city and along the Huron river. Save some of that nice land off 
whitmore Lake Rd. 

46 Bike paths 
47 repair the bike path along Huron river 

48 
Upgrading and improved maintenance  of both pedestrian and bike trails......signage, better 
maps, etc 

49 Please put a high priority on green space downtown 
50 More mountain bike trails, connectors and signs 

51 
More access to the BtoB trail and the Huron River, more legal RR crossings, sidewalks on 
parks frontage 

52 More walk paths along the Huron river.  
53 Mountain biking 

54 
Preserve the spaces before development encroaches further.  Then install sustainable trails 
to link parks/natural areas. 

55 Dog Parks 
56 Create more multi use trails 
57 A place for nude sunbathing 
58 More Mountainbike trails 
59 Mountain biking trails 

60 

Completing the Border-to-Border trail, especially at Bandemer/Main St/Huron River Drive, 
working with the Poto-IMBA chapter to design and build kids trails in park, connect existing 
trails, and create new connections. 

61 more mountain bike trails and mountsin bike skills trails. 
62 Develop more formal mountain bike trails. 

63 
I love being able to cycle across town using the network of unpaved trails. I'm much happier 
off the roads and pavement. 

64 rock climbing or bouldering wall 
65 more support for youth golf 
66 More waterfront activities. Better lawn maintenance.  

67 

Ann Arbor City should merge with Washtenaw County and the AAPS schools. Why do we 
need three entities offering the same services?  Be efficient for once-the programs would be 
better too!  

68 Need more restrooms and more porta johns. They should be better maintained as well  

69 
Main Street near 14/Huron River Drive needs attention--bike lanes/crosswalks/road repair, 
etc. 

70 Tree care 

71 
Bike Paths thru city like Minneapolis and Seattle have- bikes and cars should not have to 
compete for the roads 

72 Sidewalks along streets at all parks.  



73 Mtb trails 
74 Outdoor Tai Chi 
75 Further mountain bike trails 
76 We need more intensive use. We may have too many parks.  
77 Bike trails. 
78 Mountain bike and hiking trails 
79 Border to Border trail, deer damage in natural areas 
80 music-based activities 
81 Natural play and relaxation structures.  
82 Urban green spaces 
83 maintain existing programs at a superior level 
84 A bikeable, walkable access to the Huron River.  A long term project, but worth it! 
85 Finishing the Border-to-Border Trail in the city.  Maintaining and widening existing trails. 
86 Bicycle parking and riding. 
87 Toddler time @ Veterans skate park and a downtown playground like Brighton.  
88 Better facilities for Mack swim team.     

89 
Public art: how about a troll sculpture under the Huron Parkway bridge in Gallup Park? (North 
bank of river) 

90 

1)  Now that there is swimming in Argo, the city should establish a swimming area.  Perhaps 
at the site of the previous city beach, just north of Argo.  2) A safe bike path to travel west 
from Bandmeier.  3) Outdoor ice rinks. 

91 Wi fi- for visitors 
92 preservation of existing parks and development of greenbelt 
93 summer activities and crafts for children 
94 More educational workshops on the nature areas. 

95 
Linkage/co-operation with adjoining urban area park systems to create a regional system.  
Evaluate turf areas in neighborhood parks for conversion to naturalized areas. 

96 educational programs about environment and civic behavior 
97 Addition of a dog park on the city's old west side 
98 Downtown / near downtown dog park 
99 urban bike trail along RR ROW; cyclocross races;  

100 
Let's protect our parks for parks use, not for repurposing for any other program, even for other 
noteworthy public amenities.  Parks are to be there for all of us, a guarantee to the future. 

101 North Main Street along the river 
102 Greenway 
103 More outdoor hockey rinks 
104 Community Gardens or free fruit and nut trees and berry bushes. Edible landscapes. 
105 Improve the current programs and facilities instead of acquiring new ones 
106 Greenway 

107 

 Public art is a weak area for this community. I loved the idea of the canoes in Bandemer, but 
I think the final product is really unsightly. The bright purple detracts from the environment 
rather than adding to it. The palm trees in West Park don't come across as whimsical, but a 
bit odd. Let's discuss this and figure out a solution. Perhaps I am in the minority and others 
love these art installations - art is in the eye of the beholder. But I believe we are lacking 
simple, tasteful art that complements and enhances our public spaces.  

108 Border to border trail completion 
109 Trails, greenway 
110 More neighborhood parks 
111 Figuring out what to do with Liberty Plaza. 
112 Dog parks 

113 
Complete B2B trail.  OBtaine the Nixon wetland as it should have been a high priority item for 
more than a decade. Keep river parks, support Allen Creek greenway. Create greenways 



along traver and Miller creek.Library Green, downtown green, green etc., importance of open 
space, protect trees.  

114 Library lot 
115 Downtown park and greenway 
116 Downtown open space and parks 

117 
Improved maps and signage for mountain bike trails, expanded and co-ordinated trails. 
Preferably in conjunction with the local IMBA chapter 

118 

We need parks with better playgrounds. I'd love a playground like Genoa park in Genoa 
township, near Brighton. Hudson Mills also has a great playground: big and open and 
updated, with lots of things for kids to do.  

119 volunteer program to clean Huron River and ponds 

120 
Connectivity - increasing active transportation in the city and between the city and 
surrounding areas. 

121 We need to provide more space for community gathering, especially in the downtown. 
122 More trees.  

123 
Border-to-Border trail improvements and other non-motorized connectivity, especially near 
the Huron River 

124 a recreation center 
125 Pickleball is a fast growing sport and we should invest in courts for pickleball. 

126 

Dog parks downtown and you need to put a water park or something in the liberty plaza. It's 
not the solution to homelessness but people shouldn't be shooting up in the center of town. If 
it was only attractive to kids and families that wouldn't happen there.  

127 Senior playgrounds - google it!!  very cool 
128 Stop the deparments overdevelopment of the parks 
129 Commuter bike paths throughout the city physically separate from car traffic at least by curbs.  
130 Outdoor ice rinks  

131 
The asphalt paths at Gallop Park are VERY dangerous for roller bladders as they desperately  
need to be resurfaced!!! Thank you! 

132 
Would love to see a couple of free splash pads around the city at local parks for the hot 
summer days ;) 

133 

picnic shelter, better recycling education and containers, composting toilet facilities, funding 
for greater raingarden stewardship so invasives are not being spread to other natural ares in 
the park and in neighbors land. for Buhr park 

134 Inter connect trails between natural areas. 
135 Mountain bike parks/trails 

136 

I greatly enjoy the fact that I can ride my mountain bike to the local mountain bike trails on 
City property. More land that could have trails of this type would be a great thing! Many 
thanks to those that keep these trails trimmed and maintained. 

137 

Re-surface B2B trail Gallup park to Dixboro Rd; address critical gaps in the Border-to Border 
Trail such as B2B connections from Bandemere Park to Huron River Drive and Riverside 
Park to Fuller Park (under Maiden Lane);   prioritize winter maintenance of sidewalks through 
and adjacent to City parks;  

138 Extend and maintain bike/walking path along Huron River (B2B Trail). 
139 Connecting Border to Border Trail!! 
140 Multi-use natural-surface trails 
141 Mt. Bike areas along the natural paths and woods, fields, etc. 

142 

The unpaved trails within Ann Arbor are fantastic, however they lack good signage and 
available maps for people new to the area or sport (cycling or even hiking). Aliquoting of 
additional space for the development of new trails would certainly be welcome, especially in 
areas that would allow for connecting current trails to reduce the need to ride on the streets. 

143 Mountain Biking 
144 Natural surface trail and connectors to existing trails 
145 Mountain bike trails- signs and trail maintenance  
146 hike-in camping (e.g. in Bird Hills-type area); dog park 



147 
I personally would continue with the mountain biking theme, linking together existing trails 
with pocket parks and the large potential on the east side of town. 

148 I'd like to see active attention to the aesthetic/quiet/meditative components of healthy parks 
149 I've heard people wanting pickleball! 
150 a space for archery (if one doesn't already exist) 

151 

I'd rank creating several fenced-in, accessible dog play areas at several city parks, and then 
enforcing the leash law, at the top. Second would be safe, accessible restroom facilities at as 
many parks as possible.  

152 Allen Creek Greenway, connections of B2B trail at Fuller/Maiden Lane 

153 

(1) Address gaps in B2B trail (details: http://www.wbwc.org/component/content/article/178-
wbwc-seeks-completion-of-border-to-border-trail-in-central-ann-arbor); (2) Expand litter 
removal; (3) Public education regarding deer-resistant plants 

154 Better network of bike paths connecting the parks together. 
155 More trails, lets use the space/parks we have.  

156 

More attention to Huron River Water Trail -- communicating to the public, programming, 
access -- for people other than livery rental customers. Adaptive paddling equipment and 
programming. More food amenities along river. 

157 1. Allen Creek Greenway 2. Pickle Ball 
158 Besides Cobblestone, playground facilities are pretty small and old. 
159 Mountain bike trails 

160 

outdoor exercise machines in attractive places (esp waterfront) like you see in other cities in 
US and in Europe:  e.g. https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/SFKYXBP   and 
http://www.belson.com/Outdoor-Fitness-Equipment 

161 Sustainable, multi-use trails 

162 

More and better multi use natural surface paths for hiking and mountain biking. Flow or more 
gravity based biking trails, like the public dirt jumps but in the woods. Cross country 
skiing/grooming. Maps and signs for the trail system, stop using woodchips on trails, utilize 
sustainable and modern design techniques for trails. 

163 More (and better maintained) edible mini-orchards similar to Wurster Park 
164 Kayak storage along river 
165 more mountain bike trails 
166 Buy the DTE property along the Huron 

167 
Disc Golf.  Courses are comparatively inexpensive, relatively easy to maintain, and require 
minimal alterations of natural areas. 

168 
River recreation, trails and greenway, natural areas, and green space and parks in 
downtown! 

169 
A dog park, parks downtown, enforced speed limits near parks, cooperative gardening at 
parks 

170 
Get more synergy with coordination with county parks and township and University 
resources.     

171 
Expand County Farm Park. See earlier comment about dog and non-dog trails. Add winter 
sports activities.  

172 

I'm pretty happy with the parks the way they are.  I'd love more play structures like the ones 
that Pittsfield Township has in their parks (which Ann Arbor seems to be trending toward, 
anyway).  My closest park is Brookside Park, and the play equipment there scares me. 

173 
recreation, concerts,community events and gatherings will benefit from a central park in the 
downtown area 

174 
Gallup Park is always busy; places like the Arb (I know, not technically a park) are not used 
nearly as much. 

175 Focus on smaller parks particularly in under park served areas (SE past Buhr) 
176 A winter space for the farmers market 
177 More playgrounds more soccer fields more water fountains 
178 unsure.  i'm quite pleased with Parks and Rec dept, and its publications 
179 Surprise me.  I like the mini rapids created by the dam, but I would never have thought of 



asking for it. 
180 Land conservation  
181 dog parks 
182 More events at parks downtown 

183 

focus on land area and trails. also consider more partnerships with project grow, like at 
county farm. the gardens are great places for walks with small children, as there is more for 
them to look at than on trails.More greenways to facilitate bike commuting and longer walks 
for exercise would also be great. 

184 
Not sure how, but catering to runners more.  Specific running paths, trails designed to 
accommodate runners, more water fountains 

185 more parks with trails attached 
186 outside Pickleball courts please! 
187 The Allen Creek Greenway should be pursued and the Library Lot should be an urban park.  
188 In general, I enjoy musical activities, open jam sessions, open mics, etc. 

189 

Its all about the B2B! Access to Huron River Drive, Access to downtown, Lets really make 
things connect!  Also, access to the river for sunning, swimming, bbq etc. The situation with 
the crew dock is ridiculous.   

190 
Make what we have shine. Start charging non-Ann Arborites a small fee for parking and 
maintaining parks (like Cascade users). 

191 Dog parks are required close to downtown where the population is concentrated. 
192 Finishing bike trail along Huron River to Dexter, REPAVE Gallop bike trail 
193 Restrooms at more neighborhood parks 
194 Dedicated park on top of the library parking structure 
195 boardwalks near river maintenance. 
196 Comfortable shade, centrally located dog parks  

197 
1) More trails for hiking, running, and bicycling, 2) better maps and signs for trails, 3) leverage 
volunteers to make 1 and 2 happen faster! 

198 

PARK ACCESS!!!  There is a great amenity in the city parks and trails along the river for 
bicycling, but I can't get my family there safely on bicycles.  Putting bicycles on cars to drive 
to parks 1 mile away is stupid.  Let's improve the bicycle infrastructure around town and 
reduce the need for parking at the parks! 

199 Off leash dog walking during certain hours of the day.   

200 
OUTDOOR Ice Skating rink!  I really really really want the outdoor (free) ice rinks back.  It 
would be fabulous to have the small town community feel of heading to the outdoor ice rink. 

201 Playground in the downtown area, there are None.  not one.  zip. zero... 

202 
Preserving green space in Ann Arbor. Too many housing developments! The city is loosing 
it's Tree Town namesake. 

203 Winter snow removal on paved paths, strong investment/maintenance focus on BTB trail 
204 Additional miles of mountain bike and hiking trails  

205 

more programs for young children (toddler and preschool age). I had to register my child for 
sports through Pittsfield Township because Ann Arbor parks and rec didn't have anything for 
preschoolers that fit the schedule of two working parents 

206 Allen Creek Greenway 
207 more  access to Huron River...swimming area 
208 City park along the huron river on the old DTE site.  
209 community garden 

210 
A downtown greenspace. Allen Creek Greenway. Go visit Bloomington Indiana to see an 
urban greenway that adds a lot to the town. 

211 

We need a large downtown central green park as a community gathering place! Ann Arbor 
residents, downtown merchants/businesspeople/other downtown workers, visiting shoppers, 
and tourists all would benefit from a central green park on the entire Library Lot. Anything 
smaller than the entire lot does not serve this purpose and will not generate the economic 
and other benefits that a park on the entire lot would. (The entire lot is large-ish but not large, 
particularly with the unfortunate choices made on placement of the above ground parking lot 



infrastructure, although that could be creatively worked around thus enhanceing both.) Too 
much steel and concrete quickly leads to fatigue--shoppers, workers after work, and others 
won't stay around/walk around as long to shop/eat/pay for parking/etc. More likely to come to 
do what they only planned and then leave. Also, something rarely (if ever) considered in the 
conversation on a downtown green gathering spot on the entire Libary Lot is the benefit it 
would serve for climate change mitigation.  

212 Keep parks safe and clean 

213 
Wildlife preservation and how to live amongst themselves. Maybe classes or camps that 
focus on this topic  

214 more mountain bike trails. Groomed Snow Trails for Fat/Snow Bicycles 
215 ? 
216 Safety and maintenance 

217 
Downtown central park and Allen Creek Greenway.  These would be no-brainers in a town 
that is less dominated by development interests. 

218 More unique playgrounds 
219 preservation of natural habitats, and current trails 

220 
Neighborhood ice rinks need to return to bring back the feeling of community in the colder 
months. Continue to focus on improving the river front and river usage. 

221 Public access tennis and basketball,  off-road bike trails.  

222 

Ann Arbor lacks a downtown park!  A green space where people can rest or gather.  The 
'Library Lot' (north of the AADL) is ideal!  Liberty Plaza is good, but rather small and cement-
like; still, I love the local music performances!I  

223 Downtown greenspace! 
224 The lot in front of the library needs to not become a homeless hangout. 
225 need more picnic tables, fire stands, trash barrels 
226 Fountain or Splash pad in a park 
227 Downtown recreational space for children 
228 Fixing broken playground equipment quicker  
229 River walking trails 
230 cross country skiing - groomed trails 

231 
A downtown park and more support for earth-friendly activities such as permaculture, food 
forests, etc 

232 
Organized youth activities for fun and to volunteer to get them involved and to have vested 
interest 

233 Curling Rink 
234 Tuebingen park renovation 

235 
A mountain bike trail system would be absolutely great, the an arbor area is such a great 
landscape that has the potential for world class trails  

236 
Please complete the path along the Huron River to link up with the Dexter Huron Metropark 
pathway.  

237 playgrounds downtown would be terrific. need to be in an open space, visible from the street.  
238 Off road cycling 
239 Groomed snow trails for winter sports like skiing and fat tire biking.  
240 A safe public area downtown with seats and shade. 

241 

Creating an outdoor pickle ball court (4 fit on the size of 1 tennis court) would be great at 
Maryfield Wildwood Park.  There are a lot of people in the neighborhood who play pickleball 
and there is plenty of space for at least 4 courts near the playground. 

242 Citizen/community gardens 
243 Mountain Biking 
244 Improve the Gallup Park path 

245 

Signs that highlight our animal companions and provide some info about them, their habits, 
diet, social organization, etc. (types of birds, fish, mammals, etc)--the ones for plants are 
good and informative. 

246 First make sure existing amenities are cared for as well as is possible. 



247 pickle ball courts 
248 decent dog parks with shade and water 

249 

raquetball would be nice now that the Y does not offer it.  More downtown small parks with 
good visibility (not lower hidden areas like Liberty Plaza)  Benches and picnic tables in small 
pockets downtown. 

250 Mountain bike trails 

251 
keep up with what we've got, continue puchasing land using greenbelt funds and don't buy 
any more land for parks witin the city 

252 Pickleball courts 

253 
I would love to see the pathways along the river connected within the near future, not many 
years down the road. 

254 natural areas preservation 
255 Free outdoor programs 
256 More locations for butterflies/ pollinators.... 

257 
here's an idea...mow the parks. Take care of what is alreafy there before developing new 
programs or parkland 

258 Youth tennis classes, public cardio tennis drop-ins, and more trail development 
259 The majority of parks should have play options for a wide range of ages. 
260 Border-to-Border Trail 
261 Invasive plant removal: volunteer workdays, professional management 
262 More dog parks 
263 updated restrooms drinking fountains 
264 "Town Square" with grass, urban dog park, more public toilets 
265 more conveniently located dog parks 
266 Bring back outdoor ice skating at Burns Park.  Create outdoor ice skating at Gallup Park. 
267 The parking lots should be closed off at night once again.   
268 More Ultimate frisbee!  Also, more land stewardship activities for improving the ecosystems 
269 more Disc Golf courses 
270 playground near Dolph Nature Area/Lakewood 

271 

For some of the more isolated parks, it would be nice to integrate them -- e..g, via walking 
and biking paths -- with the rest of the city and other parks.  I'm especially thinking of parks in 
NE Ann Arbor. 

272 pickleball courts 
273 urban (downtown) parks; total rethinking and renovation of Liberty Plaza;  Greenway 
274 outdoor exercise classes 
275 Neighborhood engagement to foster ownership and stewardship of the parks 

276 
Some type of bridge or crosswalk on / over main st. to link Argo park to the Main St. entrance 
of Bluffs nature area 

277 
Have more kayaks and staff on Saturdays so the lines aren't so long; Make the rental fee for 
stand up paddling less expensive 

278 
More mountain biking trails. Ridiculous to have to drive to Olsen Park for legal mountain 
biking.  

279 capital maintenance of existing parks, trail systems 
280 

 281 Mountain bike trails 

282 
More trails and greenways. I see more people using the trails than virtually anything else with 
the acception of the Argo Cascades! 

283 More pool time possibly into September, more tot splash hours 

284 

I would like to see the pools for more public use in the summer. We cannot go to the pools 
often because they are filled with day care groups. This is upsetting because we are the tax 
payers and our facilities are occupied by groups from outside of Ann Arbor. It would be nice to 
have the groups limited to 2 days a week so others can use the pool. Also, we would like to 
see a toddler playground at Buhr Park. The playground that is there now is for older kids 



when it is mostly toddlers playing on it everytime we go. It is too big for toddlers and not user 
friendly. 

285 
Increasing access to park trails, expanding park-related hiking/biking trails and improving 
their ability to connect, particularly along the river. 

286 paved bike trails 
287 none 
288 Mountain bike trails.  

289 

If the park system is investing in parks to benefit and attract more people, I urge an equal 
amount of consideration and investment be given to protecting/cleaning those same natural 
areas from over-impact by those visiting the parks, especially those parks adjacent to the 
river. 

290 more outdoor recreational swimming access 
291 Adding functional training rigs in the parks would be nice 

292 
More paved trails. Connect Whitmore Lake Road to Pontiac Trail. Connect South Maple / 
Scio Intersection to Eisenhower. Connect Bandemere Park to Foster Bridge. 

293 not sure 
294 New playground equipment at all Ann Arbor parks. 
295 fix what we have! 
296 Playground equipment with water features/splash pads 
297 Returning ice rinks to neighborhood parks during the winter months. 

298 
Not too sure we need much that is new, just a concerted effort to maintain those programs 
and amenities we already have. 

299 Allen creek Greenway 
300 Dog parks. 
301 Updates to Leslie Park 
302 Downtown park, please! 
303 Conservation.  
304 Additional dog park near downtown/WestPark area  
305 A splash pad park (even if it were available for pay only) 
306 Pickle ball 
307 OUTDOOR PICKLEBALL COURTS 

308 
Pickleball is the fastest growing Active Sport For All Ages in America ( AND )  @ This Time 
There's not 1 Regulaton Court In Ann Arbor???? 

309 keeping up the trees and the current parks 
310 More playgrounds for seniors and for physically disabled people 
311 Prioritize keeping the land for use by citizens for park activites not housing. 
312 None 

313 
dog parks, more biking trails (? separate from running if possible), ?whitewater park, ? water 
park 

314 Hope you reinstate winter ice skating in Burns Park and other parks in the city. 
315 It would be amazing to see an outdoor rink implemented at Northside again!!! 
316 Natural area restoration, invasive species removal (honeysuckle, buckthorn) 
317 continuing to maintain the quality of what we already have.  
318 develop cloverdale park 
319 ice rinks in the winter 

320 
Green Infrastructure to protect our water ways (river) and protect wildlife through land 
acquisition--then managing that land through conservation.  

321 
Perennial and / or native plantings   benches on trail ways for nature appreciation or some 
other type of sitting oppertunity.  

322 B2B bike path 

323 
yoga in the park (rotating between parks); having a local gym sponsor a fitness day at a local 
park 

324 Support of the Allen Creek Greenway including parks along the greenway.   



325 A greater variety of community garden programs. 

326 
We need to finish border to border trail with a crossing of the railroad tracks between Barton 
& Bandemere Parks 

327 Maintenance  

328 

Concentrate on bringing services into one of the city's most densely populated low to 
moderate income communities having over 1,000 families with children living (not student 
housing) less than a 3-5 mile radius that lacks any true recreational facilities to meet the 
needs of this vast population of city residents which of whom all pay property taxes! 

329 expansion of County Farm Park in stead of a housing development 
330 playgrounds!! Better, more updated playgrounds. Softer materials. 
331 A family play space in the downtown area, summer splash pad 
332 Almendinger park  
333 improvements to the B2B trail 
334 The Greenway 
335 Environmental education 
336 Maintaining condition of grassy areas 
337 green outdoors recreational spaces expanded and connected 
338 See above 
339 outdoor pickleball courts 
340 More natural areas 
341 Public area for swimming in Huron river 

342 

A boardwalk connecting the Barton Nature area/Barton dam & pond access with the park 
property along the south shore of Barton pond to the west which has been cut off from legal 
pedestrian access by MDOTs ruthless trespassing policy. 

343 Developing and connecting walking and biking trails 
344 I would like to see the Allen Creek greenway be a priority 
345 develop more outdoor pickleball courts 
346 planting for pollinators (more than small demo plots); planting of food forests 

347 
Completing the border to border trail by connecting Fuller and Riverside Parks with a 
footbridge as well as connecting Bandemer and Barton Parks. 

348 Pickleball and dog parks 
349 Need more pickle ball courts with night lights 

350 

Creating more green space in and around the city, making it accessible to all. Teaching our 
citizens about sustainability and the importance of nature and diversity in nature for us right 
now and the our children to enjoy.  

351 The Ann Arbor Greenway connecting the River with the rest of the city! 

352 

storage lockers for private boats (kayaks) ... ideal location would be at Barton Dam which 
allows easy out and back access to both Barton Pond and Argo Pond (so I don't have to take 
a friend or another vehicle) 

353 
More project grow gardens, edible gardens, rain gardens, etc to use non-utilized lawn for 
higher uses. 

354 Improving access to naturals areas by bike.  Adding bike racks for security.  

355 
More paved paths off road for biking and hiking. Connection between Gallup and Nichols 
Arboretum.  People are crossing the railroad which is hazardous. 

356 More Disc Golf, the Allen Park Greenway would make A2 even more of a destination point.  
357 More free activities for families to improve accessibility and outreach 
358 after school programs for kids 
359 I would like to see more bike trails 
360 Greenbelt additions, especially along Dexter west of Zeeb 
361 geocaching 
362 Greenway thriugh the city 
363 Put money for more green belt inside city limits 
364 Public art 



365 Programs to foster family involvement 

366 
CREATE THE ALLEN PARK GREENWAY!!!! How many years have we been talking about 
this! 

367 The Green Belt 
368 Greenway to uncover Allen Creek 
369 Mow parks more frequently; continue to make parks more accessible for disabled 
370 Upgrade Clinton Park, like you promised at least 4 yrs. ago 
371 one change require park bicycles to have buzzers, or horns to warn walkers at Gallup Park 
372 Greenway 
373 No parkland for train station! 
374 Connecting existing parks with city fabric/making connections with University properties, too 
375 Allen Creek Greenway, by far and above 
376 Dog park, green space downtown for festivals, community gatherings, music, food 
377 Greenway through downtown 
378 Allen Creek Greenway!!!!! 
379 Railroad crossings at Argo Dam and Fuller/Arb. 
380 More toddler play areas for ages 0-3 with fenced in play space  
381 Preserve open space in downtown and commercial areas.  
382 other than high end restaurants by river side, everything else is slready great. 

383 

Pricing should be more affordable for families, ie pool, ice rink.  Parks should coordinate with 
schools for phys ed programs at pools (swimming lessons, water safety), ice rink, tennis 
courts & golf to encourge more activity and health.  

384 
More areas for people to congregate in the urban setting, for dancing and music, picnicking, 
etc. 

385 The Allen Creek Greenway 
386 Certainly NOT a deer kill! 
387 local food 

388 
more good quality soccer fields, better maintenance of small neighborhood parks  and spaces 
-- Snyder and Birk triangle for example 

389 Programming in parks (especially Liberty Plaza).  More downtown greenspace/commons. 
390 pickleball courts 
391 Board walks. Sandbox in Kilburn Park. Solar warm Fuller Pool.  
392 ADA accessibility, year round, water and shelter at neighborhood parks, community gardens 
393 Establish more green space in the city limits and neighborhoods 

394 
Please install lights at Fuller Park so that soccer can be played after sunset just like various 
softball parks around town. 

395 fix vets pool 
396 More toddler programs 
397 Fitness class for both moms and kids 2 to 5 
398 Soccer fields are limited 
399 Mountain Bike Trails 

400 
I love cyclocross racing in the fall and am grateful when the parks are able to work with clubs 
to make races happen.  Thanks for being open to this kind of silliness. 

401 Bike trails and pools 

402 

Soccer fields.  Does anyone in Parks understand how many people play soccer.  Yet, we 
have the worst fields going.  We drive to Livonia for for grass and turf fields.  AA has their 
head in the past and keeps prioritizing soft ball for a minority.  More kids tryout for high school 
soccer than football.  We have a new semi pro soccer team that fills the Pioneer stadium, 
when their own football team doesn't do that.  Our kids end up playing at UM Ebel field.  New 
families want soccer fields.  

403 Maintain a master list of ann arbor hiking trails, with trail maps.  
404 Riverfront amenities, activities and trails. 



405 

Would love to see a tennis court or 2 and a sand volleyball court at Esch park - in general as 
kids turn into teens and for adults, it's nice to have amenities that are not just focused on 
small children or children's sports. Same goes for the playgrounds. If money permits, it would 
be nice to have a few more adult playground items. 

406 
Please work on updating neighborhood parks and create more opportunities for shaded park 
space.  

407 downtown commons, urban park, civic center, family and children activity 
408 Kick ball 

409 
I think the skate park has proved there are alternative needs but I have no idea what these 
might be 

410 Control of invasive plant species 

411 

Urban green space is the most underdeveloped area of Ann Arbor Parks. We need places to 
sit, relax, observe, stroll and enjoy an ice cream cone or a cup of coffee before continuing 
with our errands or shopping. 

412 

I believe that the Senior Center needs to be brought up to an acceptable standard. Many 
smaller surrounding communities have far better facilities and programs. The city should 
consider re-establishing congregate meals as means of socialization and, especially, of 
outreach to the vulnerable, who can then be assisted for other needs. The Senior Center 
should set a goal of program certification by the National Council on Aging. 

413 downtown / near downtown dog park... i know that's a tough one though.  
414 community events collaboratively planned with local non-profits, dog parks on the west side 
415 I object to the deer cull.  I will never again vote for a park millage. 
416 Creating a network of trails and paths to connect all parts of the city 
417 Downtown open space, plazas and green space. 
418 The Allen Creek Greenway. A riverwalk or riverfront restoration and accessibility project.  

419 
We need a downtown park--Chicago and New York are good models for integrating 
recreation and sculpture/art 

420 rock climbing / bouldering 

421 
More bike trails, both off road & on. Possibly dedicated not shared with joggers and dog 
walkes 

422 Additional nature areas and funding for NAP 

423 
I'd like to see more regular music programming in West Park. Also a music festival in the 
summer would be great. 

424 Youth volunteer programs 

425 
Have the Senior Center a welcoming place for those that do not reside in Burns Park.  
Members seem to treat the facility as a private club for the neighborhood. 

426 Greenway, Lib. Lane Park, More Project Grow Gardens in Parks (eyes on the parks) 
427 A child-friendly environment near the library.  The downtown is largely child-hostile. 
428 I'd like to see more emphasis on greenery downtown. 

429 
Building of "Mountains  and Hills" to that kids can enjoy climbing, running, rolling  sledding 
etc. 

430 The green way along the railroad track 

431 

The Farmers market improvements should tie in with the existing structure and seriously think 
of finding a way to improve parkingas it is difficult to currently access the market on 
Saturdays and will only continue to get worse with all of the new construction in this area. 

432 preserve greenbelt 
433 More cross country ski trails, more mountain bike trails and more natural areas 
434 should probably designate Wheeler Park as the dog park. 
435 Better bike connectivity between trails & parks. BMX biking?  

436 
1. More dog parks (west side), 2. Get rid of old road commission building on Washington and 
turn into park 

437 

We need a downtown central park for community celebrations and events, and for just 
meeting up and hanging out. The right place for it is on the library lot, which already belongs 
to the city. 



438 Improve Earhart Park by proving trails, walking, and sitting areas.  
439 bikeway connections between parks; establish Greenway 
440 more trails that are longer than one or two miles 
441 More dog parks, and MORE GREEN SPACE DOWNTOWN  
442 Given the impact on West Park of the pond, I say -- build more ponds! 
443 Community fairs 
444 Allens Creek Greenway 
445 Sustainability parks 
446 Many years ago there where summer programs in the parks for children etc. 
447 Greater advertisement of workdays and native plant benefuts. 
448 Like I said above, we need to develop more recreational sites along the river. 
449 Concerts.  Iceskating outdoors.  
450 More neighborhood parks, even if small, and more nature areas 
451 downtown park with play space for kids and more greenery maybe a fountain 
452 Workshops, Tool Library, Outdoor games for rental.  

453 
Allen Creek Greenway trail and developing parks along its path that already belong to City of 
ann Arbor. 

454 more bike paths, more dirt paths next to bike paths for walking  

455 
Need total review of all programs, activities, and amenities to ensure a)you provide what 
people USE and b) maintain them. 

456 We need more open space with plantings and benches in the downtown and central areas 
457 Continue to expand and implement the recycling program. 

458 
No place for input on train station in fuller park, so i'll put it here.  I have no problem with a 
train station being placed in Fuller Park.  Use the money for parks. 

459 We need to provide more space for community gathering, especially in the downtown. 
460 Create an urban plaza atop the Library Parking Lot. 
461 Urban open community spaces 
462 Cross country rentals at Huron Golf Course 

463 

I very much believe that A2 should NOT Develop the "library lot" for use as a public park or or 
common area, for the simple and obvious reason that it will attract more and more of the 
people who now occupy Liberty Plaza. 

464 Aquisition of 13 acre parcel on Platt Rd adjacent to County Farm Park 

465 
Would like to see longer season at the pools, would liek to see parks expanded like Argo 
would really benefit from the addition of DTE land on the other side of the river 

466 Urban green space and  

467 
Make sure minority students have a better chance at summer jobs in the parks. Reach out 
specifically to this population  

468 Connectedness of parks. Non-motorized connection between west side and b2b trail.  
469 A kayak and canoe storage facility for residents at Argo, Bandemer and Gallup. 
470 Downtown Dog Park & Large urban pedestrian plaza for some active use 
471 Allen Creek Greenway #1 priority 

472 
I'd like to see a downtown gathering space for families, performance, picnics etc. Possibly 
north of the AADL 5th Ave. 

473 I don't know 
474 180 

475 
More children and teen activities near the library downtown. More soccer. More dog-friendly 
parks. 

476 180 

477 
Retaining park land, and avoiding sale, lease, or repurposing of the public assets of our park 
land. Once changed to another purpose, our ark land will be forever lost. 

478 
More green space needed downtown for picnicking, light exercise, relaxation. UofM Quad 
doesn't count 

479 Over night camping and safe places for homeless people who camp to live 



480 
Park on the library lot.  We have enough hotels and luxury apartments.  We need sunlight and 
green space. 

481 

The Parks and Rec Department should work to create thriving, attractive public spaces in the 
downtown. This may involve a different approach than neighborhood parks or athletic fields, 
but once the City creates and maintains some wonderful downtown parks, people will have 
yet another thing to admire about Ann Arbor.  

482 More musical events , concerts in parks 
483 summer olympics in playgrounds, field space 
484 Sailing 
485 180 
486 more continuous biking trails like that between Dexter and Hudson Mills Metro Park 
487 Tree maintenance needs to receive higher priority. Deer population needs to be culled.  
488 handicap access at each park and nice restroom/water facilities at each park. 

489 
Water polo camp at Vets - missed this year; hope you will have it next year and give a 
deadline by which to sign up 

490 
1) A centralized, near-downtown dog park or 2) off-leash hours/programs in the existing 
parks. Yappy hour programming for people in the existing, distant dog parks is not interesting. 

491 
Develop dedicated outdoor pickle ball courts. New venues (with seating and stage area) for 
music performance at the Library Lot and the former DTE property by the river. 

492 Whitewater rafting, more bike trails. 
493 proper bike lanes that protect bikers from cars 
494 Better playground equipment 
495 Unleased dogs in the larger, wooded parks continues to be a big problem. 
496 silver sneakers exercise  
497 Useful urban green space and the Allen Creek Trail. 

498 
I Albert strongly opposed to a park on the "library lot" without regard to the need of a dense 
downtown corridor with small plazas and ground floor retail/event spaces.   

499 more neighborhood dog parks 

500 
I think the Allen Creek Greenway and connecting the west side of downtown to the River 
should be priorities. 

501 Border to Border Trail connections and extension 

502 
Purchase open school nature area properties and ingtegrate them into the NAP and partner 
with Leslie Science Cneter, and Project grow Community Gardens 

503 Tennis Courts Resurfacing 
504 natural area acquisitions 
505 Keep up with the renovations to neighborhood play structures.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question #12 and 13 asked if the respondent of a member of their household has any 
mobility issues or restrictions that limit activities, such as vision, hearing, wheelchair, 
mobility aid, or other, and what  accommodations could be made to enable use of 
park facilities or participate in recreation.  

Do you or a member of your household have any mobility issues or restrictions that 
limit your activities, such as a vision, hearing, wheelchair, mobility aid or other? 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

Yes 9.5% 95 
No 90.5% 909 

answered question 1004 
skipped question 30 

 

 

Number Response Text 

1 SMOOTH trails for hiking and walking. 
2 More consistent accessibility for chairs. 
3 softer surfaces on paths like dirt, fine gravel and boardwalks are easier on old knees 
4 Paved or barked trails (like Gallup) are helpful since I use a cane much of the time outdoors. 
5 A segway section would be nice. 

6 
We need more nutfree options in restaurants and snack places for the 8-10% of families with 
children with food allergies  

7 Better parking and bathrooms 

8 

Signs at playgrounds asking parents to keep food away from play structures. When a child is 
walking around the play area, scattering peanut butter crackers everywhere, my son could go 
into anaphylaxis.  

9.5% 
Yes 

90.5% 
No 

Do you or a member of your household have any mobility issues or 
restrictions that limit your activities, such as a vision, hearing, wheelchair, 

mobility aid or other? 

Yes 

No 



9 Maybe a few benches to occasional sit 
10 Probaby not 

11 

Well, my child with autism is really scared of those blower-style hand-dryers in the 
bathrooms.  Even if someone else turns one on, he will flee the bathroom.  Having paper 
towels as an option would be a big help. 

12 

1.More trails that are easy to navigate.  
2. During busy times, more handicap spaces close to actvity 
3. Policing dos of 

13 
Level out uneven joining so so sidewalks. More clearly mark where the ramps are from the 
curbs! 

14 adequate services now 
15 Centrally located dog parks with pretty benches and landscaping.  
16 I wear a brace and find that the roots on many trails are a trip hazzard.   
17 We just need parking close to park areas. 

18 
Make sure handicap parking spaces are not blocked off, add a drop off area that has 
additional space for getting someone out of a vehicle if there are not enough parking places. 

19 Frequent benches 

20 

I've been crippled for quite a bit of my life many times with many knee surgery's countless 
broken bones and closed head Ingurys and none have held me back from coming to the 
parks and rec areas when I want to go, I'll find a way how  

21 smooth transitions from parking lot for wheelchairs.  

22 

I use the pool at the county park on Platt.  We don't use the parks for recreation but I love 
seeing them and esp the golf course along the river. Visually all the parks are important and 
make our city beautiful and welcoming. 

23 Accessible trails  

24 
As mentioned above, better paving of pathways and better maintenance of woodchipped 
paths. 

25 

my 13 year old daughter is in a wheelchair and cannot do almost anything public parks offer.  
Something would be nice!  Being able to sled somewhere and easy way to get back up hill 
would be an amazing first for her! 

26 Not really.  
27 N/A 
28 We need better pathways for wheelchairs and scooters. 
29 Shorter distance between parking and actual activity area 
30 more hand rails on slopes 

31 
paved surfaces to access seating areas. uneven unpaved areas make it difficult for mobility 
especially if in a wheelchair or on crutches 

32 

Prior to knee replacement I was barely able to walk short distances with a walker, which gave 
me more appreciation for the difficulties encountered by people w/ mobility problems. (I can 
now walk 16 miles/bike 50 miles but still have balance and other issues) ) Having 
wide/smooth areas that have accessible curb cuts and good snow/ice removal helped me a 
lot with getting out/staying as healthy as I was able to. One small obstacle can make an 
otherwise accessible path inaccessible.  

33 Wheelchairs   Walkers   Canes 
34 Not sure.  
35 Restrictions on bicycle use in parks.  
36 Adequate Parking 
37 old age, no help for that! 
38 So far good use and accessibility  

39 
my eyes are terrible,mountain bike trails are too dangerous for bad eyes without good 
clearence paved trails without adjacent cars are way better and accommodating  

40 Of course! 

41 
I am converned that the Parks Commission aeems to spend an inappropriate  amount of time 
in DDA issues and seems inattentive to peripheral park issues. Having said that, the DDa 



interests possibly should be separated and actually do something about a City (DDA poetion) 
which has had "green" opportunities and failed to act, resulting an ever increasing 
"concreting" of downtown- resulting in  few peripheral residents from attempting to visit 
downtown. We seem to  want to delelop, mIntain, and manage the few green amenities 
remaining. 

42 Shade is important, and paved paths where appropriate. 
43 My immobility is slight so I manage OK. 
44 Hearing - we mostly use outdoor facilities, so no reccommendations at this time. 
45 I don't know. 
46 Fix pathways 
47 More handicap parking, smooth paths and sturdy handrails going to buildings 
48 No 
49 no 
50 More benches along pathways 
51 Board walks. Solar warm Fuller Pool. 

52 

Better pedestrian facilities, ADA accessible playgrounds and more than a few parks with ADA 
playground surfaces. Work on getting ADA playground surfaces into neighborhood parks in 
communities of younger families with seniors. ADA accessible picnic tables. The list can go 
on. Look up best practices for ADA accessible park design and start implementing parks not 
just to meet standards, but so that all people can use them. 

53 
My friend with an autistic child would really prefer that playgrounds, especially near roads had 
fences to help keep her kids safe.   

54 
We don't have blatant mobility issues, but we are slower and tire more easily than younger 
people, hence the desire for urban green space with benches and paths and shade. 

55 Attention to trail and sidewalk maintenance for balance issues. 
56 Bike access to reduce walking  
57 No 

58 

I am ambulatory and use a cane, it is uneven surfaces that present the biggest challenges so 
at times the smoothness of the walking areas is lacking.  

59 More benches along walkways 

60 
Thank-you, no. At age 80 I accept that I can't run or ski as I used to do. I still enjoy the parks 
in other ways. 

61 
We have a wheelchair/ walker dependent parent - we have found Furstenberg good, don't 
really know about other accessability places. 

62 Not that I can think of at this time 

63 
a few more handicapped accessible parking spaces and benches near parking such as at 
Gallup Park main entrance parking area 

64 No, not your fault though. 

65 

Resting areas on trails, preferrably with shade - benches with backs and armrests, stabilizing 
bars on piers to exit from canoes, rails on hills to make climb easier and assist in steadying. 
These are simple things yet aren't done. The one time I requested bars on piers, I was pretty 
much insulted by staff for suggesting such an "unnecessary" item and was told I could "yell" 
for help. 

66 No 
67 dirt paths for walking since i cannot walk on pavement 
68 we need more benches in Downtown and central parks 

69 

My husband has Parkinson's Disease 
Hand rails on some park walk ways: not a great distance but it would allow folks who need it a 
chance to be walking out doors. 

70 Usual ADA recommended amenities 
71 More benches  - places to rest in Bandemer and Argo/Cascades 
72 no 



73 

Neurological problems whic includes difficulty walking, balance problems, and poor arm 
strength. Can't go long distances nor walk on uneven surfaces or lift a tiddler onto the play 
equipment. 

74 

Need to have an even surface for people with canes or limited mobility to use. The surface at 
Gallup could cause someone without a disability to fall or sprain an ankle - especially walking 
from Gallup Bridge to Fuller Park. 

75 access, ramps (no steps) 

76 
would like more universal access playground equipment for young children/physically 
challenged. 

77 ramps and handicapped parking and other type of amendities (bathrooms stall and sinks) 
78 Do away with no paved trails 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question #14 asked what is your zip code? 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

48103 52.0% 501 
48104 23.1% 222 
48105 19.4% 187 
48108 4.6% 44 
48109 0.9% 9 
If none of the above, please enter your zip code 66 

answered question 963 
skipped question 71 

 

 

Number If none of the above, please 
enter your zip code 

1 48187 
2 48150 
3 49285 
4 48170 
5 48176 
6 48430 
7 48178 
8 48044 
9 48197 

10 48197 
11 48111 
12 48154 

52.0% 
48103 

23.1% 
48104 

19.4% 
48105 

4.6% 
48108 

0.9% 
48109 

What is your zip code? 

48103 

48104 

48105 

48108 

48109 



13 48198 
14 48130 
15 48196 
16 48843 
17 48198 
18 49176 
19 48178 
20 48116 
21 48170 
22 48198 
23 48154 
24 48137 
25 48304 
26 48895 
27 48197 
28 49201 
29 48130 
30 48130 
31 48240 
32 48189 
33 48197 
34 48094 
35 48197 
36 48197 
37 48197 
38 48197 
39 48130 
40 48197 
41 48848 
42 48197 
43 48118 
44 48130 
45 48168 
46 48189 
47 48169 
48 N/A 
49 48197 
50 48116 
51 48197 
52 48309 
53 48198 
54 48197 
55 48197 
56 48103 
57 48103 
58 48116 
59 48158 
60 180 
61 180 
62 180 



63 48176 
64 48197 
65 48114 
66 48176 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question #15 asked how long have you lived in the City of Ann Arbor? 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

0-2 years 5.8% 59 
3-5 years 7.8% 79 
6-10 years 12.1% 123 
11-20 years 19.1% 194 
over 21 years 48.2% 491 
I live outside of the City of Ann Arbor 7.1% 72 

answered question 1018 
skipped question 16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.8% 
0-2 years 7.8% 

3-5 years 

12.1% 
6-10 years 

19.1% 
11-20 years 

48.2% 
Over 21  

years 

7.1% 
Non-Resident 

How long have you lived in the City of Ann Arbor? 

0-2 years 

3-5 years 

6-10 years 

11-20 years 

over 21 years 

I live outside of the City of Ann 
Arbor 



Question #16 and #17 ask about age demographics.  

Including yourself, how many people reside in your household, and what are their ages? 

Ages 0-4 

Answer Options 0 1 2 3 4 5 Response 
Count 

Number of people 47 115 66 8 4 1 241 
Ages 5-12 

Answer Options 0 1 2 3 4 5 Response 
Count 

Number of people 34 121 69 8 1 1 234 
Ages13-17 

Answer Options 0 1 2 3 4 5 Response 
Count 

Number of people 36 86 42 1 2 1 168 
Ages 18-24 

Answer Options 0 1 2 3 4 5 Response 
Count 

Number of people 42 79 38 7 3 0 169 
Ages 25-40 

Answer Options 0 1 2 3 4 5 Response 
Count 

Number of people 39 98 213 8 2 4 364 
Ages 41-60 

Answer Options 0 1 2 3 4 5 Response 
Count 

Number of people 29 151 260 5 1 2 448 
Ages 61-older 

Answer Options 0 1 2 3 4 5 Response 
Count 

Number of people 22 151 177 0 1 0 351 

  
Question 

Totals 

answered question 992 
skipped question 42 

 

 

 

 

 



What is your age? 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

17 & younger 0.4% 4 
18-24 2.2% 22 
25-40 27.7% 279 
41-60 38.3% 385 
61 or older 31.3% 315 

answered question 1006 
skipped question 28 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0.4% 
17 & younger 

2.2% 
18-24 years 

27.7% 
25-40 years 

38.3% 
41-60 years 

 

31.3% 
61 or older 

What is your age? 

17 & younger 

18-24 

25-40 

41-60 

61 or older 



Question #18 asked if they would like to receive information about any of the 
following via email. 

Please enter your email address if you would like to receive information about any of 
the following: 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

Learn about park programs and events 63.6% 178 
Learn about volunteer opportunities such as natural 
area management or neighborhood park 
stewardship 

44.6% 125 

Be informed about input opportunities and updates 
concerning the Parks & Recreation Open Space 
Plan 

72.1% 202 

answered question 280 
skipped question 754 
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